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Chapter 1 

Decline and Modernization of the 

Ottoman Empire 

In the late eighteenth century, the Ottoman Empire (Ottoman 

Old Regime) faced numerous enemies. In response to these 

threats, the empire initiated a period of internal reform which 

came to be known as the Tanzimat, which succeeded in 

significantly strengthening the Ottoman central state, despite 

the empire's precarious international position. Over the course 

of the nineteenth century, the Ottoman state became 

increasingly powerful and rationalized, exercising a greater 

degree of influence over its population than in any previous 

era. The process of reform and modernization in the empire 

began with the declaration of the Nizam-I Cedid (New Order) 

during the reign of Sultan Selim III and was punctuated by 

several reform decrees, such as the Hatt-ıŞerif of Gülhane in 

1839 and the Hatt-ı Hümayun in 1856. By 1908, the Ottoman 

military became modernized and professionalized along the 

lines of Western European armies. The period was followed by 

the defeat and dissolution of the Ottoman Empire (1908–1922). 

Main issues of the period 

The rise of nationalism swept through many countries during 

the 19th century, and it affected territories within the Ottoman 

Empire. A burgeoning national consciousness, together with a 

growing sense of ethnic nationalism, made nationalistic 

thought one of the most significant Western ideas imported to 
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the Ottoman Empire. The empire was forced to deal with 

nationalism from both within and beyond its borders. The 

number of revolutionary, secret societies which turned into 

political parties during the next period rose dramatically. 

Uprisings in Ottoman territory had many far-reaching 

consequences during the 19th century and determined much of 

the Ottoman policy during the early 20th century. Much of the 

Ottoman ruling elite questioned whether the policies of the 

state were to blame: some felt that the sources of ethnic 

conflict were external and unrelated to issues of governance. 

While this era was not without some successes, the ability of 

the Ottoman state to have any effect on ethnic uprisings was 

seriously called into question.  

The Russian extension in this century developed with the main 

theme of supporting the independence of the Ottomans' former 

provinces and then bringing all of the Slav peoples of the 

Balkans under Bulgaria or using Armenians in the east sets 

the stage.  

At the end of the century, from the Russian perspective, 

Romania, Serbia, and Montenegro and the autonomy of 

Bulgaria were achieved. That alarmed the Great Powers. After 

the Congress of Berlin, the Russian expansion was controlled 

by stopping the expansion of Bulgaria. The Russian public felt 

that at the end of Congress of Berlin thousands of Russian 

soldiers had died for nothing.  

The military of the Ottoman Empire remained an effective 

fighting force until the second half of the eighteenth century 

when it suffered a catastrophic defeat against Russia in the 

1768-74 war. Selim III came to the throne with an ambitious 
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effort for military reforms in 1789. He failed and was replaced 

by Mahmud II in 1808 who established martial law through 

Alemdar Mustafa Pasha. At first, he allied with the Janissaries 

to break the power of the provincial governors and then turned 

on the Janissaries and removed them altogether during the 

1826 Auspicious Incident. Efforts for a new system (1826–

1858) began following the Auspicious incident.  

Economic historian Paul Bairoch argues that free trade 

contributed to deindustrialization in the Ottoman Empire. In 

contrast to the protectionism of China, Japan, and Spain, the 

Ottoman Empire had a liberal trade policy, open to foreign 

imports. This policy had its origins in the capitulations of the 

Ottoman Empire, dating back to the first commercial treaties 

signed with France in 1536 and taken further with 

capitulations in 1673 and 1740, which lowered duties to 3% for 

imports and exports. The liberal Ottoman policies were praised 

by British economists such as John Ramsay McCulloch in his 

Dictionary of Commerce (1834), but later criticized by British 

politicians such as Prime MinisterBenjamin Disraeli, who cited 

the Ottoman Empire as "an instance of the injury done by 

unrestrained competition" in the 1846 Corn Laws debate:  

There has been free trade in Turkey, and what has it 

produced? It has destroyed some of the finest manufactures in 

the world. As late as 1812 these manufactures existed, but 

they have been destroyed. That was the consequence of 

competition in Turkey, and its effects have been as pernicious 

as the effects of the contrary principle in Spain. 

The stagnation and reform of the Ottoman Empire (1683–1827) 

ended with the dismemberment of Ottoman Classical Army. The 
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issue during the decline and modernization of the Ottoman 

Empire (1828–1908) was to create a military (a security 

apparatus) that could win wars and bring security to its 

subjects. That goal took multiple Sultans with multiple 

reorganizations during this period. At the end of this period, 

with the Second Constitutional Era in 1908, Ottoman military 

became modernized and professionalized in the form of 

European Armies.  

Modernization 1808–1839 

1808–1839 Mahmud II 

Mahmud II had to deal with multiple issues inherited from 

generations past. These issues lasted all through his reign. 

Shortly, the Eastern Question with Russia, England, and 

France, and military problems arising from mutinous 

Janissaries and factious Ulemas. He also faced numerous 

internal conflicts with Egyptians, Wahabbis, Serbians, 

Albanians, Greeks, and Syrians, and had administrative 

problems from rebellious Pashas, who would fain have founded 

new kingdoms on the ruins of the House of Osman.  

Mahmud understood the growing problems of the state and the 

approaching overthrow of the monarchy and began to deal with 

the problems as he saw them. For example, he closed the Court 

of Confiscations, and took away much of the power of the 

pashas. He personally set an example of reform by regularly 

attending the Divan, or state council. The practice of the 

sultan's avoiding the Divan had been introduced two centuries 

prior, during the reign of Suleiman I, and was considered to be 
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one of the causes of the decline of the Empire. Mahmud II also 

addressed some of the worst abuses connected with the Vakifs, 

by placing their revenues under state administration. However, 

he did not venture to apply this vast mass of property to the 

general purposes of the government.  

Serbs, 1810s 

In 1804 the Serbian Revolution against Ottoman rule erupted 

in the Balkans, running in parallel with the Napoleonic 

invasion. By 1817, when the revolution ended, Serbia was 

raised to the status of self-governing monarchy under nominal 

Ottoman suzerainty. In 1821 the First Hellenic Republic 

became the first Balkan country to achieve its independence 

from the Ottoman Empire. It was officially recognized by the 

Porte in 1829, after the end of the Greek War of Independence.  

Greeks, 1820s 

In 1814, a secret organization called the Filiki Eteria was 

founded with the aim of liberating Greece. The Filiki Eteria 

planned to launch revolts in the Peloponnese, the Danubian 

Principalities, and capital with its surrounding areas. The first 

of these revolts began on 6 March 1821 in the Danubian 

Principalities which was put down by the Ottomans. On 17 

March 1821, the Maniots declared war which was the start of 

revolutionary actions from other controlled states. In October 

1821, Theodoros Kolokotronis had captured Tripolitsa, followed 

by other revolts in Crete, Macedonia, and Central Greece. 

Tensions soon developed among different Greek factions, 

leading to two consecutive civil wars. Mehmet Ali of Egypt 

agreed to send his son Ibrahim Pasha to Greece with an army 
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to suppress the revolt in return for territorial gain. By the end 

of 1825, most of the Peloponnese was under Egyptian control, 

and the city of Missolonghi was put under siege and fell in 

April 1826. Ibrahim had succeeded in suppressing most of the 

revolt in the Peloponnese and Athens had been retaken. 

Russia, Britain and France decided to intervene in the conflict 

and each nation sent a navy to Greece. Following news that 

combined Ottoman–Egyptian fleets were going to attack the 

Greek island of Hydra, the allied fleet intercepted the 

Ottoman–Egyptian fleet in the battle of Navarino. Following a 

week-long standoff, a battle began which resulted in the 

destruction of the Ottoman–Egyptian fleet. With the help of a 

French expeditionary force proceeded to the captured part of 

Central Greece by 1828.  

The Greek War of Independence saw the beginning of the 

spread of the Western notion of nationalism, stimulated the 

rise of nationalism under the Ottoman Empire, and eventually 

caused the breakdown of the Ottoman millet concept. 

Unquestionably, the concept of nationhood prevalent in the 

Ottoman Empire was different from the current one as it was 

centered on religion.  

The Auspicious Incident, 1826 

Mahmud II's most notable achievements include the abolition 

of the Janissary corps in 1826, the establishment of a modern 

Ottoman army, and the preparation of the Tanzimat reforms in 

1839. By 1826, the sultan was ready to move against the 

Janissary in favor of a more modern military. Mahmud II 

incited them to revolt on purpose, describing it as the sultan's 

"coup against the Janissaries". The sultan informed them, 
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through a fatwa, that he was forming a new army, organized 

and trained along modern European lines. As predicted, they 

mutinied, advancing on the sultan's palace. In the ensuing 

fight, the Janissary barracks were set in flames by artillery fire 

resulting in 4,000 Janissary fatalities. The survivors were 

either exiled or executed, and their possessions were 

confiscated by the Sultan. This event is now called the 

Auspicious Incident. The last of the Janissaries were then put 

to death by decapitation in what was later called the blood 

tower, in Thessaloniki.  

These marked the beginning of modernization and had 

immediate effects such as introducing European-style clothing, 

architecture, legislation, institutional organization, and land 

reform.  

Russia, 1828–1829 

The Russo-Turkish War of 1828–1829 did not give him time to 

organize a new army, and the Sultan was forced to use these 

young and undisciplined recruits in the fight against the 

veterans of the Tsar. The war was brought to a close by the 

disastrous Treaty of Adrianople. While the reforms in question 

were mainly implemented to improve the military, the most 

notable development that arose out of these efforts was a 

series of schools teaching everything from math to medicine to 

train new officers.  

Egypt, 1830s 

Later in his reign, Mahmud became involved in disputes with 

the Wāli of Egypt and Sudan, Muhammad Ali, who was 
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technically Mahmud's vassal. The Sultan had asked for 

Muhammad Ali's help in suppressing a rebellion in Greece, but 

had not paid the promised price for his services. In 1831, 

Muhammad Ali declared war and managed to take control of 

Syria and Arabia by the war's end in 1833. In 1839, Mahmud 

resumed the war, hoping to recover his losses, but he died at 

the time news was on its way to Constantinople that the 

Empire's army had been defeated at Nezib by an Egyptian army 

led by Muhammad Ali's son, Ibrahim Pasha.  

Economy 

In his time the financial situation of the Empire was dire, and 

certain social classes had long been oppressed by burdensome 

taxes. In dealing with the complicated questions that arose, 

Mahmud II is considered to have demonstrated the best spirit 

of the best of the Köprülüs. A Firman of 22 February 1834 

abolished the vexatious charges which public functionaries 

when traversing the provinces, had long been accustomed to 

taking from the inhabitants. By the same edict all collection of 

money, except for the two regular half-yearly periods, was 

denounced as an abuse. "No one is ignorant," said Sultan 

Mahmud II in this document, "that I am bound to afford 

support to all my subjects against vexatious proceedings; to 

endeavor unceasingly to lighten, instead of increasing their 

burdens, and to ensure peace and tranquility. Therefore, those 

acts of oppression are at once contrary to the will of God, and 

to my imperial orders."  

The haraç, or capitation tax, though moderate and exempting 

those who paid it from military service, had long been made an 

engine of gross tyranny through the insolence and misconduct 
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of government collectors. The Firman of 1834 abolished the old 

mode of levying it and ordained that it should be raised by a 

commission composed of the Kadı, the Muslim governors, and 

the Ayans, or municipal chiefs of Rayas in each district. Many 

other financial improvements were affected. By another 

important series of measures, the administrative government 

was simplified and strengthened, and a large number of 

sinecure offices were abolished. Sultan Mahmud II gave a 

valuable personal example of good sense and economy, 

organized the imperial household, suppressed all titles without 

duties, and eliminated all the positions of salaried officials 

without functions.  

Tanzimat Era 1839–1876 

In 1839, the Hatt-i Sharif proclamation launched the Tanzimat 

(from Arabic: ������������������tanẓīm, meaning "organisation") (1839–76), 

period. Previous to the first of the firmans, the property of all 

persons banished or condemned to death was forfeited to the 

crown, which kept a sordid motive for acts of cruelty in 

perpetual operation, besides encouraging a host of vile 

Delators. The second firman removed the ancient rights of 

Turkish governors to condemn men to instant death at will; the 

Paşas, the Ağas, and other officers were enjoined that "they 

should not presume to inflict, themselves, the punishment of 

death on any man, whether Raya or Turk, unless authorized by 

a legal sentence pronounced by the Kadi, and regularly signed 

by the judge."  

The Tanzimat reforms did not halt the rise of nationalism in 

the Danubian Principalities and the Principality of Serbia, 
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which had been semi-independent for almost six decades. In 

1875, the tributary principalities of Serbia and Montenegro, 

and the United Principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia, 

unilaterally declared their independence from the empire. 

Following the Russo-Turkish War (1877–1878), the empire 

granted independence to all three belligerent nations. Bulgaria 

also achieved virtual independence (as the Principality of 

Bulgaria); its volunteers had participated in the Russo-Turkish 

War on the side of the rebelling nations.  

The government's series of constitutional reforms led to a fairly 

modern conscripted army, banking system reforms, the 

decriminalization of homosexuality, the replacement of 

religious law with secular law and guilds with modern 

factories.  

1839–1861 Abdülmecit I 

1840s 

The Ottoman Ministry of Post was established in Istanbul on 

23 October 1840. The first post office was the Postahane-i 

Amire near the courtyard of the Yeni Mosque.  

The introduction of the first Ottoman paper banknotes (1840) 

and opening of the first post offices (1840); the reorganization 

of the finance system according to the French model (1840); 

the reorganization of the Civil and Criminal Code according to 

the French model (1840); the establishment of the Meclis-i 

Maarif-i Umumiye (1841) which was the prototype of the First 

Ottoman Parliament (1876); the reorganisation of the army and 

a regular method of recruiting, levying the army and fixing the 
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duration of military service (1843–44); the adoption of an 

Ottoman national anthem and Ottoman national flag (1844); 

the institution of a Council of Public Instruction (1845) and 

the Ministry of Education (Mekatib-i Umumiye Nezareti, 1847, 

which later became the Maarif Nezareti, 1857); the abolition of 

slavery and slave trade (1847); the establishment of the first 

modern universities (darülfünun, 1848), academies (1848) and 

teacher schools (darülmuallimin, 1848).  

Samuel Morse received his first ever patent for the telegraph in 

1847, at the old Beylerbeyi Palace (the present Beylerbeyi 

Palace was built in 1861–1865 on the same location) in 

Istanbul, which was issued by Sultan Abdülmecid who 

personally tested the new invention. Following this successful 

test, installation works of the first telegraph line (Istanbul-

Adrianople–Şumnu) began on 9 August 1847.  

Identity Card and Ottoman Census, 1844 

While the Ottoman Empire had population records prior to the 

1830s, it was only in 1831 that the Office of Population 

Registers fund (Ceride-i Nüfus Nezareti) was founded. The 

Office decentralized in 1839 to draw more accurate data. 

Registrars, inspectors, and population officials were appointed 

to the provinces and smaller administrative districts. They 

recorded births and deaths periodically and compared lists 

indicating the population in each district. These records were 

not a total count of the population. Rather, they were based on 

what is known as “head of household”. Only the ages, 

occupation, and property of the male family members only were 

counted.  
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The first nationwide Ottoman census was in 1844. The first 

national identity cards which officially named the Mecidiye 

identity papers, or informally kafa kağıd ı (head paper ) 

documents.  

1850s 

In 1856, the Hatt- ı Hümayun promised equality for all Ottoman 

citizens regardless of their ethnicity and religious confession; 

which thus widened the scope of the 1839 Hatt-ıŞerif of 

Gülhane. Overall, the Tanzimat reforms had far-reaching 

effects. Those educated in the schools established during the 

Tanzimat period included Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and other 

progressive leaders and thinkers of the Republic of Turkey and 

of many other former Ottoman states in the Balkans, the 

Middle East and North Africa. These reforms included 

guarantees to ensure the Ottoman subjects perfect security for 

their lives, honor and property;  

Establishment of the Ministry of Healthcare (Tıbbiye Nezareti, 

1850); the Commerce and Trade Code (1850); establishment of 

the Academy of Sciences (Encümen-i Daniş, 1851); 

establishment of the Ş irket-i Hayriye which operated the first 

steam-powered commuter ferries (1851); the first European 

style courts (Meclis-i Ahkam- ı Adliye, 1853) and supreme 

judiciary council (Meclis-i Ali-yi Tanzimat, 1853); establishment 

of the modern Municipality of Istanbul (Şehremaneti, 1854) and 

the City Planning Council (İntizam-ıŞehir Komisyonu, 1855); the 

abolition of the capitation (Jizya) tax on non-Muslims, with a 

regular method of establishing and collecting taxes (1856); 

non-Muslims were allowed to become soldiers (1856); various 

provisions for the better administration of the public service 
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and advancement of commerce; the establishment of the first 

telegraph networks (1847–1855) and railways (1856); the 

replacement of guilds with factories; the establishment of the 

Ottoman Central Bank (originally established as the Bank- ı 

Osmanî in 1856, and later reorganised as the Bank- ı Osmanî-i 

Şahane in 1863) and the Ottoman Stock Exchange (Dersaadet 

Tahvilat Borsas ı, established in 1866); the Land Code (Arazi 

Kanunnamesi, 1857); permission for private sector publishers 

and printing firms with the Serbesti-i Kürşad Nizamnamesi 

(1857); establishment of the School of Economical and Political 

Sciences (Mekteb-i Mülkiye, 1859).  

In 1855 the Ottoman telegraph network became operational 

and the Telegraph Administration was established.  

Crimean War, 1853–1856 

The Crimean War (1853–1856) was part of a long-running 

contest between the major European powers for influence over 

territories of the declining Ottoman Empire. Britain and France 

successfully defended the Ottoman Empire against Russia.  

Most of the fighting took place when the allies landed on 

Russia's Crimean Peninsula to gain control of the Black Sea. 

There were smaller campaigns in western Anatolia, the 

Caucasus, the Baltic Sea, the Pacific Ocean and the White Sea. 

It was one of the first "modern" wars, as it introduced new 

technologies to warfare, such as the first tactical use of 

railways and the telegraph. The subsequent Treaty of Paris 

(1856) secured Ottoman control over the Balkan Peninsula and 

the Black Sea basin. That lasted until defeat in the Russo-

Turkish War of 1877–1878.  
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The Ottoman Empire took its first foreign loans on 4 August 

1854, shortly after the beginning of the Crimean War.  

The war caused an exodus of the Crimean Tatars. From the 

total Tatar population of 300,000 in the Tauride Province, 

about 200,000 Crimean Tatars moved to the Ottoman Empire 

in continuing waves of emigration. Toward the end of the 

Caucasian Wars, 90% of the Circassians were exiled from their 

homelands in the Caucasus and settled in the Ottoman 

Empire. During the 19th century, there was an exodus to 

present-day Turkey by a large portion of Muslim peoples from 

the Balkans, Caucasus, Crimea and Crete, By the early 19th 

century, as many as 45% of the islanders may have been 

Muslim, had great influence in molding the country's 

fundamental features. These people were called Muhacir under 

a general definition. By the time the Ottoman Empire came to 

an end in 1922, half of the urban population of Turkey was 

descended from Muslim refugees from Russia. Crimean Tatar 

refugees in the late 19th century played an especially notable 

role in seeking to modernize Turkish education.  

Armenians, 1860s 

Influenced by the Age of Enlightenment and the rise of 

nationalism under the Ottoman Empire, the Armenian national 

liberation movement developed in the early 1860s. The factors 

contributing to its emergence made the movement similar to 

that of the Balkan nations, especially the Greeks. The 

Armenian élite and various militant groups sought to improve 

and defend the mostly rural Armenian population of the 

eastern Ottoman Empire from the Muslims, but the ultimate 

goal was the creation of an Armenian state in the Armenian-
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populated areas controlled at the time by the Ottoman Empire 

and the Russian Empire.  

1861–1876 Abdülaziz 

Abdülaziz continued the Tanzimat and Islahat reforms. New 

administrative districts (vilayets) were set up in 1864 and a 

Council of State was established in 1868. Public education was 

organized on the French model and Istanbul University was 

reorganized as a modern institution in 1861. Abdülaziz was 

also the first sultan who traveled outside his empire. His 1867 

trip included a visit to the United Kingdom. The Press and 

Journalism Regulation Code (Matbuat Nizamnamesi, 1864); 

among others. 1876 the first international mailing network 

between Istanbul and the lands beyond the vast Ottoman 

Empire was established. In 1901 the first money transfers were 

made through the post offices and the first cargo services 

became operational. In 1868 homosexuality was decriminalised  

The Christian millets gained privileges, such as in the 

Armenian National Constitution of 1863. This Divan-approved 

form of the Code of Regulations consisted of 150 articles 

drafted by the Armenian intelligentsia. Another institution was 

the newly formed Armenian National Assembly. The Christian 

population of the empire, owing to their higher educational 

levels, started to pull ahead of the Muslim majority, leading to 

much resentment on the part of the latter. In 1861, there were 

571 primary and 94 secondary schools for Ottoman Christians 

with 140,000 pupils in total, a figure that vastly exceeded the 

number of Muslim children in school at the same time, who 

were further hindered by the amount of time spent learning 

Arabic and Islamic theology. In turn, the higher educational 
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levels of the Christians allowed them to play a large role in the 

economy. In 1911, of the 654 wholesale companies in Istanbul, 

528 were owned by ethnic Greeks.  

In 1871 the Ministry of Post and the Telegraph Administration 

were merged, becoming the Ministry of Post and Telegraph. In 

July 1881 the first telephone circuit in Istanbul was 

established between the Ministry of Post and Telegraph in the 

Soğukçeşme quarter and the Postahane-i Amire in the Yenicami 

quarter. On 23 May 1909, the first manual telephone exchange 

with a 50 line capacity entered service in the Büyük Postane 

(Grand Post Office) in Sirkeci.  

Bulgaria, 1870s 

• The rise of national awakening of Bulgaria led to the 

Bulgarian revival movement. Unlike Greece and 

Serbia, the nationalist movement in Bulgaria did not 

concentrate initially on armed resistance against the 

Ottoman Empire. After the establishment of the 

Bulgarian Exarchate on 28 February 1870, a large-

scale armed struggle started to develop as late as the 

beginning of the 1870s with the establishment of the 

Internal Revolutionary Organisation and the 

Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee, as well 

as the active involvement of Vasil Levski in both 

organizations. The struggle reached its peak with the 

April Uprising of 1876 in several Bulgarian districts 

in Moesia, Thrace, and Macedonia. The suppression 

of the uprising and the atrocities committed by 

Ottoman soldiers against the civilian population 

increased the Bulgarian desire for independence.  
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Albanians, 1870s 

Because of the religious ties of the Albanian majority of the 

population with the ruling Ottomans and the lack of an 

Albanian state in past, nationalism was less developed among 

Albanians in the 19th century than among other southeast 

European nations. Only from the 1870s and onwards did a 

movement of ‘national awakening‘ evolve among them - greatly 

delayed, compared to the Greeks and the Serbs. The 1877–

1878 Russo-Turkish War dealt a decisive blow to Ottoman 

power in the Balkan Peninsula. The Albanians' fear that the 

lands they inhabited would be partitioned among Montenegro, 

Serbia, Bulgaria, and Greece fueled the rise of Albanian 

nationalism.  

Ottoman Constitution, 1876 

• The reformist period peaked with the Constitution, 

called the Kanûn-u Esâsî (meaning "Basic Law" in 

Ottoman Turkish), written by members of the Young 

Ottomans, which was promulgated on 23 November 

1876. It established the freedom of belief and 

equality of all citizens before the law. The empire's 

First Constitutional era, was short-lived. But the 

idea of Ottomanism proved influential. A group of 

reformers known as the Young Ottomans, primarily 

educated in Western universities, believed that a 

constitutional monarchy would give an answer to the 

empire's growing social unrest. Through a military 

coup in 1876, they forced Sultan Abdülaziz (1861–

1876) to abdicate in favour of Murad V. However, 
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Murad V was mentally ill and was deposed within a 

few months. His heir-apparent, Abdülhamid II (1876–

1909), was invited to assume power on the condition 

that he would declare a constitutional monarchy, 

which he did on 23 November 1876. The parliament 

survived for only two years before the sultan 

suspended it. When forced to reconvene it, he 

abolished the representative body instead. This 

ended the effectiveness of the Kanûn- ı Esâsî.  

1876 Murat V 

After Abdülaziz's dethronement, Murat was enthroned. It was 

hoped that he would sign the constitution. However, due to 

health problems, Murat was also dethroned after 93 days; he 

was the shortest reigning sultan of the Empire.  

First Constitutional Era, 1876–1878 

The First Constitutional Era of the Ottoman Empire was the 

period of constitutional monarchy from the promulgation of the 

Kanûn-ı Esâsî (meaning "Basic Law" in Ottoman Turkish), 

written by members of the Young Ottomans, on 23 November 

1876 until 13 February 1878. The era ended with the 

suspension of the Ottoman parliament by Abdülhamid II.  

1876–1879 Abdul Hamid II 

Russo-Turkish War 1877–1878: 

The Russo-Turkish War of 1877–1878 had its origins in a rise 

in nationalism in the Balkans as well as in the Russian goal of 
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recovering territorial losses it had suffered during the Crimean 

War, reestablishing itself in the Black Sea and following the 

political movement attempting to free Balkan nations from the 

Ottoman Empire. As a result of the war, the principalities of 

Romania, Serbia and Montenegro, each of which had de facto 

sovereignty for some time, formally proclaimed independence 

from the Ottoman Empire. After almost half a millennium of 

Ottoman rule (1396–1878), the Bulgarian state was 

reestablished as the Principality of Bulgaria, covering the land 

between the Danube River and the Balkan Mountains (except 

Northern Dobrudja which was given to Romania) and the region 

of Sofia, which became the new state's capital. The Congress of 

Berlin also allowed Austria-Hungary to occupy Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and Great Britain to take over Cyprus, while the 

Russian Empire annexed Southern Bessarabia and the Kars 

region.  

Congress of Berlin, 1878 

The Congress of Berlin (13 June – 13 July 1878) was a meeting 

of the leading statesmen of Europe's Great Powers and the 

Ottoman Empire. In the wake of the Russo-Turkish War (1877–

1878) that ended with a decisive victory for Russia and her 

Orthodox Christian allies (subjects of the Ottoman Empire 

before the war) in the Balkan Peninsula, the urgent need was 

to stabilize and reorganize the Balkans, and set up new 

nations. German Chancellor Otto von Bismarck, who led the 

Congress, undertook to adjust boundaries to minimize the 

risks of major war, while recognizing the reduced power of the 

Ottomans, and balance the distinct interests of the great 

powers.  
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As a result, Ottoman holdings in Europe declined sharply; 

Bulgaria was established as an independent principality inside 

the Ottoman Empire, but was not allowed to keep all its 

previous territory. Bulgaria lost Eastern Rumelia, which was 

restored to the Turks under a special administration; and 

Macedonia, which was returned outright to the Turks, who 

promised reform. Romania achieved full independence, but had 

to turn over part of Bessarabia to Russia. Serbia and 

Montenegro finally gained complete independence, but with 

smaller territories.  

In 1878, Austria-Hungary unilaterally occupied the Ottoman 

provinces of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Novi Pazar, but the 

Ottoman government contested this move and maintained its 

troops in both provinces. The stalemate lasted for 30 years 

(Austrian and Ottoman forces coexisted in Bosnia and Novi 

Pazar for three decades) until 1908, when the Austrians took 

advantage of the political turmoil in the Ottoman Empire that 

stemmed from the Young Turk Revolution and annexed Bosnia-

Herzegovina, but pulled their troops out of Novi Pazar in order 

to reach a compromise and avoid a war with the Turks.  

In return for British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli's 

advocacy for restoring the Ottoman territories on the Balkan 

Peninsula during the Congress of Berlin, Britain assumed the 

administration of Cyprus in 1878 and later sent troops to 

Egypt in 1882 with the pretext of helping the Ottoman 

government to put down the Urabi Revolt; effectively gaining 

control in both territories (Britain formally annexed the still 

nominally Ottoman territories of Cyprus and Egypt on 5 

November 1914, in response to the Ottoman Empire's decision 
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to enter World War I on the side of the Central Powers.) 

France, on its part, occupied Tunisia in 1881.  

The results were first hailed as a great achievement in 

peacemaking and stabilization. However, most of the 

participants were not fully satisfied, and grievances regarding 

the results festered until they exploded into world war in 1914. 

Serbia, Bulgaria, and Greece made gains, but far less than 

they thought they deserved. The Ottoman Empire called at the 

time the "sick man of Europe", was humiliated and 

significantly weakened, rendering it more liable to domestic 

unrest and more vulnerable to attack. Although Russia had 

been victorious in the war that occasioned the conference, it 

was humiliated at Berlin, and resented its treatment. Austria 

gained a great deal of territory, which angered the South Slavs, 

and led to decades of tensions in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

Bismarck became the target of hatred of Russian nationalists 

and Pan-Slavists and found that he had tied Germany too 

closely to Austria in the Balkans.  

In the long run, tensions between Russia and Austria-Hungary 

intensified, as did the nationality question in the Balkans. The 

Congress succeeded in keeping Istanbul in Ottoman hands. It 

effectively disavowed Russia's victory. The Congress of Berlin 

returned to the Ottoman Empire territories that the previous 

treaty had given to the Principality of Bulgaria, most notably 

Macedonia, thus setting up a strong revanchist demand in 

Bulgaria that in 1912 led to the First Balkan War in which the 

Turks were defeated and lost nearly all of Europe. As the 

Ottoman Empire gradually shrank in size, military power, and 

wealth, many Balkan Muslims migrated to the empire's 

remaining territory in Balkans or to the heartland in Anatolia. 
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Muslims had been the majority in some parts of Ottoman 

Empire such as the Crimea, the Balkans, and the Caucasus as 

well as a plurality in southern Russia and also in some parts 

of Romania. Most of these lands were lost with time by the 

Ottoman Empire between the 19th and 20th centuries. By 

1923, only Anatolia and eastern Thrace remained as the 

Muslim land.  

Istibdat 1879-1908 

1879–1908 Abdul Hamid II 

Abdul Hamid is also considered one of the last sultans to have 

full control. His reign struggled with the culmination of 75 

years of change throughout the empire and an opposing 

reaction to that change. He was particularly concerned with 

the centralization of the empire. His efforts to centralize the 

Sublime Porte were not unheard of among other sultans. The 

Ottoman Empire’s local provinces had more control over their 

areas than the central government. Abdul Hamid II's foreign 

relations came from a “policy of non-commitment."  

The sultan understood the fragility of the Ottoman military, 

and the Empire’s weaknesses of its domestic control. Pan-

Islamism became Abdülhamid’s solution to the empire’s loss of 

identity and power. His efforts to promote Pan-Islamism were 

for the most part unsuccessful because of the large non-

Muslim population, and the European influence onto the 

empire. His policies essentially isolated the Empire, which 

further aided in its decline. Several of the elite who sought a 

new constitution and reform for the empire were forced to flee 
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to Europe. New groups of radicals began to threaten the power 

of the Ottoman Empire.  

Egypt 1880s 

After gaining some amount of autonomy during the early 

1800s, Egypt had entered into a period of political turmoil by 

the 1880s. In April 1882, British and French warships 

appeared in Alexandria to support the khedive and prevent the 

country from falling into the hands of anti-European nationals.  

In August 1882 British forces invaded and occupied Egypt on 

the pretext of bringing order. The British supported Khedive 

Tewfiq and restored stability with was especially beneficial to 

British and French financial interests. Egypt and Sudan 

remained as Ottoman provinces de jure until 1914, when the 

Ottoman Empire joined the Central Powers of World War I. 

Great Britain officially annexed these two provinces and 

Cyprus in response.  

1893–96 Ottoman Census 

In 1867, the Council of States took charge of drawing 

population tables, increasing the precision of population 

records. They introduced new measures of recording 

population counts in 1874. This led to the establishment of a 

General Population Administration, attached to the Ministry of 

Interior in 1881-1882.  

The first official census (1881–93) took 10 years to finish. In 

1893, the results were compiled and presented. This census is 

the first modern, general, and standardized census 

accomplished not for taxation nor for military purposes, but to 
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acquire demographic data. The population was divided into 

ethno-religious and gender characteristics. Numbers of both 

male and female subjects are given in ethno-religious 

categories including Muslims, Greeks, Armenians, Bulgarians, 

Catholics, Jews, Protestants, Latins, Syriacs and Gypsies  

Armenians, 1890s 

Although granted their own constitution and national assembly 

with the Tanzimat reforms, the Armenians attempted to 

demand implementation of Article 61 from the Ottoman 

government as agreed upon at the Congress of Berlin in 1878.  

Autonomists 

During 1880 - 1881, while the Armenian national liberation 

movement was in its early stage; lack of outside support and 

inability to maintain a trained, organized Kurdish force 

diminished Kurdish aspirations. However, two prominent 

Kurdish families (tribes) mounted opposition to the empire, 

based more on an ethno-nationalistic standpoint. The Badr 

Khans were successionists while the Sayyids of Nihiri were 

autonomists. The Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78 was followed 

in 1880 - 1881 by the attempt of Shaykh Ubayd Allah of Nihri 

to found an "independent Kurd principality" around the 

Ottoman-Persian border (including the Van Vilayet) where 

Armenian population was significant. Shaykh Ubayd Allah of 

Nihri gathered 20,000 fighters. Lacking discipline, his man left 

the ranks after pillaging and acquiring riches from the villages 

in the region (indiscriminately, including Armenian villages). 

Shaykh Ubayd Allah of Nihri captured by the Ottoman forces in 

1882 and this movement ended.  
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The Bashkaleh clash was the bloody encounter between the 

Armenakan Party and the Ottoman Empire in May 1889. Its 

name comes from Başkale, a border town of Van Eyalet of the 

Ottoman Empire. The event was important, as it was reflected 

on main Armenian newspapers as the recovered documents on 

the Armenakans showed an extensive plot for a national 

movement.  

Ottoman officials believed that the men were members of a 

large revolutionary apparatus and the discussion was reflected 

in newspapers, (Eastern Express, Oriental Advertiser, Saadet, 

and Tarik) and the responses were on the Armenian papers. In 

some Armenian circles, this event was considered martyrdom 

and brought other armed conflicts. The Bashkaleh Resistance 

was on the Persian border, which the Armenakans were in 

communication with Armenians in the Persian Empire. The 

Gugunian Expedition, which followed within a couple of 

months, was an attempt by a small group of Armenian 

nationalists from the Russian Armenia to launch an armed 

expedition across the border into the Ottoman Empire in 1890 

in support of local Armenians.  

The Kum Kapu demonstration occurred at the Armenian 

quarter of Kum Kapu, the seat of the Armenian Patriarch, was 

spared through the prompt action of the commandant, Hassan 

Aga. On 27 July 1890, Harutiun Jangülian, Mihran Damadian 

and Hambartsum Boyajian interrupted the Armenian mass to 

read a manifesto and denounce the indifference of the 

Armenian patriarch and Armenian National Assembly. 

Harutiun Jangülian (member from Van) tried to assassinate the 

Patriarch of Istanbul. The goal was to persuade the Armenian 

clerics to bring their policies into alignment with national 
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politics. They soon forced the patriarch to join the procession 

heading to the Yildiz Palace to demand implementation of 

Article 61 of the Treaty of Berlin. It is significant that this 

massacre, in which 6000 Armenians are said to have perished, 

was not the result of a general rising of the Muslim population. 

The Softas took no part in it, and many Armenians found 

refuge in the Muslim sections of the city.  

Reform program 

The Kurdish (force, rebels, bandits) sacked neighboring towns 

and villages with impunity.  

The central assumption of the Hamidiye system—Kurdish 

tribes (Kurdish chiefdoms cited among Armenian security 

concerns) could be brought under military discipline—proved 

to be "Utopian". The Persian Cossack Brigade later proved that 

it can function as an independent unit, but the Ottoman 

example, which was modeled after, never replaced the tribal 

loyalty to Ottoman Sultan or even to its establishing unit.  

In 1892, first time a trained and organized Kurdish force 

encouraged by the Sultan Abdul Hamid II. There are several 

reasons advanced as to why the Hamidiye light cavalry was 

created. The establishment of the Hamidiye was in one part a 

response to the Russian threat, but scholars believe that the 

central reason was to suppress Armenian socialist/nationalist 

revolutionaries. The Armenian revolutionaries posed a threat 

because they were seen as disruptive, and they could work 

with the Russians against the Ottoman Empire. The Hamidiye 

corps or Hamidiye Light Cavalry Regiments were well-armed, 

irregular, majority Kurdish cavalry (minor amounts of other 
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nationalities, such as Turcoman) formations that operated in 

the eastern provinces of the Ottoman Empire. They were 

intended to be modeled after the Caucasian Cossack Regiments 

(example Persian Cossack Brigade) and were firstly tasked to 

patrol the Russo-Ottoman frontier and secondly, to reduce the 

potential of Kurdish-Armenian cooperation. The Hamidiye 

Cavalry was in no way a cross-tribal force, despite their 

military appearance, organization, and potential. Hamidiye 

quickly find out that they could only be tried through a 

military court martial They became immune to civil 

administration.  

Realizing their immunity, they turned their tribes into 

“legalized robber brigades” as they steal grain, reap fields not 

of their possession, drive off herds, and openly steal from 

shopkeepers. Some argue that the creation of the Hamidiye 

“further antagonized the Armenian population” and it worsened 

the very conflict they were created to prevent.  

Kurdish chieftains also taxed the population of the region in 

sustaining these units, which Armenian's perceived this 

Kurdish taxation as exploitation. When Armenian spokesmen 

confronted the Kurdish chieftain (issue of double taxation), it 

brought about the enmity between both populations. The 

Hamidiye cavalry harassed and assaulted Armenians.  

In 1908, after the overthrow of the Sultan, the Hamidiye 

Cavalry was disbanded as an organized force, but as they were 

“tribal forces” before official recognition, they stayed as “tribal 

forces” after dismemberment. The Hamidiye Cavalry is 

described as a military disappointment and a failure because 

of its contribution to tribal feuds.  
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Armenians 

A major role in the Hamidian massacres of 1894-96 has been 

often ascribed to the Hamidiye regiments, particularly during 

the bloody suppression of Sasun (1894). On July 25, 1897 the 

Khanasor Expedition was against the Kurdish Mazrik tribe 

(Muzuri Kurds) who owned a significant portion of this cavalry. 

The first notable battle in the Armenian resistance movement 

took place in Sassoun, where nationalist ideals were 

proliferated by Hunchak activists, such as Mihran Damadian, 

Hampartsoum Boyadjian, and Hrayr. The Armenian 

Revolutionary Federation also played a significant role in 

arming the people of the region. The Armenians of Sassoun 

confronted the Ottoman army and Kurdish irregulars at 

Sassoun, succumbing to superior numbers. This was followed 

by Zeitun Rebellion (1895–1896), which between the years 

1891 and 1895, Hunchak activists toured various regions of 

Cilicia and Zeitun to encourage resistance, and established 

new branches of the Social Democrat Hunchakian Party.  

In this area, something resembling a civil war between 

Armenians and Muslims (involving Hamidiye (cavalry)) raged 

for months before being brought to an end through mediation 

by the Great Powers. However, instead of Armenian autonomy 

in these regions, Kurds (Kurdish tribal chiefs) retained much of 

their autonomy and power. The Abdulhamid made little attempt 

to alter the traditional power structure of “segmented, agrarian 

Kurdish societies” – agha, shayk, and tribal chief. Because of 

their geographical position at the southern and eastern fringe 

of the empire and mountainous topography, and limited 

transportation and communication system. The state had little 

access to these provinces and were forced to make informal 
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agreements with tribal chiefs, for instance, the Ottoman qadi 

and mufti did not have jurisdiction over religious law which 

bolstered Kurdish authority and autonomy. The 1896 Ottoman 

Bank takeover was perpetrated by an Armenian group armed 

with pistols, grenades, dynamite and hand-held bombs against 

the Ottoman Bank in Istanbul. The seizure of the bank lasted 

14 hours, resulting in the deaths of 10 of the Armenian men 

and Ottoman soldiers. The Ottoman reaction to the takeover 

saw further massacres and pogroms of the several thousand 

Armenians living in Constantinople and Sultan Abdul Hamid II 

threatening to level the entire building itself. However, 

intervention on part of the European diplomats in the city 

managed to persuade the men to give, assigning safe passage 

to the survivors to France. Despite the level of violence, the 

incident had wrought, the takeover was reported positively in 

the European press, praising the men for their courage and the 

objectives they attempted to accomplish.  

Economy 

Economically, the empire had difficulty in repaying the 

Ottoman public debt to European banks, which caused the 

establishment of the Council of Administration of the Ottoman 

Public Debt. By the end of the 19th century, the main reason 

the empire was not overrun by Western powers was their 

attempt to maintain a balance of power in the area. Both 

Austria and Russia wanted to increase their spheres of 

influence and territory at the expense of the Ottoman Empire 

but were kept in check mostly by Britain, which feared Russian 

dominance in the Eastern Mediterranean.  

  



Chapter 2 

Austria-Hungary 

Austria-Hungary, often referred to as the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire or the Dual Monarchy, was a constitutional monarchy 

and great power in Central Europe between 1867 and 1918. It 

was formed with the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867 

and was dissolved following its defeat in the First World War.  

At its core was the dual monarchy which was a real union 

between the Austrian Empire and the Kingdom of Hungary. A 

third component of the union was the Kingdom of Croatia-

Slavonia, an autonomous region under the Hungarian crown, 

which negotiated the Croatian–Hungarian Settlement in 1868. 

From 1878 Austria-Hungary jointly governed Bosnia-

Herzegovina, which it annexed in 1908. Austria-Hungary was 

ruled by the House of Habsburg and constituted the last phase 

in the constitutional evolution of the Habsburg Monarchy. The 

union was established by the Austro-Hungarian Compromise 

on 30 March 1867 in the aftermath of the Austro-Prussian 

War. Following the 1867 reforms, the Austrian and Hungarian 

states were co-equal in power. The two states conducted 

common foreign, defense, and financial policies, but all other 

governmental faculties were divided among respective states. 

seeHistory of Austria#Austria-Hungary, 1867–1914 as well as 

History of Hungary#Austria-Hungary (1867–1918) 

Austria-Hungary was a multinational state and one of Europe's 

major powers at the time. Austria-Hungary was geographically 

the second-largest country in Europe after the Russian Empire, 

at 621,538 km (239,977 sq mi) and the third-most populous 
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(after Russia and the German Empire). The Empire built up the 

fourth-largest machine building industry in the world, after the 

United States, Germany, and the United Kingdom. Austria-

Hungary also became the world's third-largest manufacturer 

and exporter of electric home appliances, electric industrial 

appliances, and power generation apparatus for power plants, 

after the United States and the German Empire.  

The Austro-Hungarian Compromise remained bitterly 

unpopular among the ethnic Hungarian voters because ethnic 

Hungarians did not vote for the ruling pro-compromise parties 

in the Hungarian parliamentary elections. Therefore, the 

political maintenance of the Austro-Hungarian Compromise 

(thus Austria-Hungary itself) was mostly a result of the 

popularity of the pro-compromise ruling Liberal Party among 

the ethnic minority voters in the Kingdom of Hungary.  

After 1878, Bosnia and Herzegovina came under Austro-

Hungarian military and civilian rule until it was fully annexed 

in 1908, provoking the Bosnian crisis among the other powers. 

The northern part of the Ottoman Sanjak of Novi Pazar was 

also under de facto joint occupation during that period, but 

the Austro-Hungarian army withdrew as part of their 

annexation of Bosnia. The annexation of Bosnia also led to 

Islam being recognized as an official state religion due to 

Bosnia's Muslim population.  

Austria-Hungary was one of the Central Powers in World War I, 

which began with an Austro-Hungarian war declaration on the 

Kingdom of Serbia on 28 July 1914. It was already effectively 

dissolved by the time the military authorities signed the 

armistice of Villa Giusti on 3 November 1918. The Kingdom of 
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Hungary and the First Austrian Republic were treated as its 

successors de jure, whereas the independence of the West 

Slavs and South Slavs of the Empire as the First Czechoslovak 

Republic, the Second Polish Republic, and the Kingdom of 

Yugoslavia, respectively, and most of the territorial demands of 

the Kingdom of Romania were also recognized by the victorious 

powers in 1920.  

Creation 

The Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867 (called the 

Ausgleich in German and the Kiegyezés in Hungarian), which 

inaugurated the empire's dual structure in place of the former 

Austrian Empire (1804–1867), originated at a time when 

Austria had declined in strength and in power—both in the 

Italian Peninsula (as a result of the Second Italian War of 

Independence of 1859) and among the states of the German 

Confederation (it had been surpassed by Prussia as the 

dominant German-speaking power following the Austro-

Prussian War of 1866). The Compromise re-established the full 

sovereignty of the Kingdom of Hungary, which had been lost 

after the Hungarian Revolution of 1848.  

Other factors in the constitutional changes were continued 

Hungarian dissatisfaction with rule from Vienna and 

increasing national consciousness on the part of other 

nationalities (or ethnicities) of the Austrian Empire. Hungarian 

dissatisfaction arose partly from Austria's suppression, with 

Russian support, of the Hungarian liberal revolution of 1848–

49. However, dissatisfaction with Austrian rule had grown for 

many years within Hungary and had many other causes.  
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By the late 1850s, a large number of Hungarians who had 

supported the 1848–49 revolution were willing to accept the 

Habsburg monarchy. They argued that, while Hungary had the 

right to full internal independence, under the Pragmatic 

Sanction of 1713, foreign affairs and defense were "common" to 

both Austria and Hungary.  

After the Austrian defeat at Königgrätz, the government 

realized it needed to reconcile with Hungary to regain the 

status of a great power. The new foreign minister, Count 

Friedrich Ferdinand von Beust, wanted to conclude the 

stalemated negotiations with the Hungarians. To secure the 

monarchy, Emperor Franz Joseph began negotiations for a 

compromise with the Hungarian nobility, led by Ferenc Deák. 

On 20 March 1867, the re-established Hungarian parliament at 

Pest started to negotiate the new laws to be accepted on 30 

March. However, Hungarian leaders received the Emperor's 

coronation as King of Hungary on 8 June as a necessity for the 

laws to be enacted within the lands of the Holy Crown of 

Hungary. On 28 July, Franz Joseph, in his new capacity as 

King of Hungary, approved and promulgated the new laws, 

which officially gave birth to the Dual Monarchy.  

Name and terminology 

The realm's official name was in German: Österreichisch-

Ungarische Monarchie and in Hungarian: Osztrák–Magyar 

Monarchia (English: Austro-Hungarian Monarchy), though in 

international relations Austria–Hungary was used (German: 

Österreich-Ungarn; Hungarian: Ausztria-Magyarország). The 

Austrians also used the names k. u. k. Monarchie (English: k. 
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u. k. monarchy) (in detail German: Kaiserliche und königliche 

Monarchie Österreich-Ungarn; Hungarian: Császári és Királyi 

Osztrák–Magyar Monarchia) and Danubian Monarchy (German: 

Donaumonarchie; Hungarian: Dunai Monarchia) or Dual 

Monarchy (German: Doppel-Monarchie; Hungarian: Dual-

Monarchia) and The Double Eagle (German: Der Doppel-Adler; 

Hungarian: Kétsas), but none of these became widespread 

either in Hungary, or elsewhere.  

The realm's full name used in the internal administration was 

The Kingdoms and Lands Represented in the Imperial 

Council and the Lands of the Holy Hungarian Crown of St. 

Stephen.  

• German: Die im Reichsrat vertretenen Königreiche 

und Länder und die Länder der Heiligen Ungarischen 

Stephanskrone 

• Hungarian: A Birodalmi Tanácsban képviselt 

királyságok és országok és a Magyar Szent Korona 

országai 

From 1867 onwards, the abbreviations heading the names of 

official institutions in Austria–Hungary reflected their 

responsibility:  

• k. u. k. (kaiserlich und königlich or Imperial and 

Royal) was the label for institutions common to both 

parts of the Monarchy, e.g., the k.u.k. Kriegsmarine 

(War Fleet) and, during the war, the k.u.k. Armee 

(Army). The common army changed its label from k.k. 

to k.u.k. only in 1889 at the request of the 

Hungarian government. 
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• K. k. (kaiserlich-königlich) or Imperial-Royal was the 

term for institutions of Cisleithania (Austria); "royal" 

in this label referred to the Crown of Bohemia. 

• K. u. (königlich-ungarisch) or M. k. (Magyar királyi) 

("Royal Hungarian") referred to Transleithania, the 

lands of the Hungarian crown. In the Kingdom of 

Croatia and Slavonia, its autonomous institutions 

hold k. (kraljevski) ("Royal") as according to the 

Croatian–Hungarian Settlement, the only official 

language in Croatia and Slavonia was Croatian, and 

those institutions were "only" Croatian. 

Following a decision of Franz Joseph I in 1868, the realm bore 

the official name Austro-Hungarian Monarchy/Realm 

(German: Österreichisch-Ungarische Monarchie/Reich; 

Hungarian: Osztrák–Magyar Monarchia/Birodalom ) in its 

international relations. It was often contracted to the Dual 

Monarchy in English or simply referred to as Austria.  

Structure 

The Compromise turned the Habsburg domains into a real 

union between the Austrian Empire ("Lands Represented in the 

Imperial Council", or Cisleithania) in the western and northern 

half and the Kingdom of Hungary ("Lands of the Crown of Saint 

Stephen", or Transleithania). in the eastern half. The two 

halves shared a common monarch, who ruled as Emperor of 

Austria over the western and northern half portion and as King 

of Hungary over the eastern portion. Foreign relations and 

defense were managed jointly, and the two countries also 

formed a customs union. All other state functions were to be 
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handled separately by each of the two states. Certain regions, 

such as Polish Galicia within Cisleithania and Croatia within 

Transleithania, enjoyed autonomous status, each with its own 

unique governmental structures (see: Polish Autonomy in 

Galicia and Croatian–Hungarian Settlement).  

The division between Austria and Hungary was so marked that 

there was no common citizenship: one was either an Austrian 

citizen or a Hungarian citizen, never both. This also meant 

that there were always separate Austrian and Hungarian 

passports, never a common one. However, neither Austrian nor 

Hungarian passports were used in the Kingdom of Croatia-

Slavonia. Instead, the Kingdom issued its own passports, 

which were written in Croatian and French, and displayed the 

coat of arms of the Kingdom of Croatia-Slavonia-Dalmatia on 

them. Croatia-Slavonia also had executive autonomy regarding 

naturalization and citizenship, defined as "Hungarian-Croatian 

citizenship" for the kingdom's citizens. It is not known what 

kind of passports were used in Bosnia-Herzegovina, which was 

under the control of both Austria and Hungary.  

The Kingdom of Hungary had always maintained a separate 

parliament, the Diet of Hungary, even after the Austrian 

Empire was created in 1804. The administration and 

government of the Kingdom of Hungary (until 1848–49 

Hungarian revolution) remained largely untouched by the 

government structure of the overarching Austrian Empire. 

Hungary's central government structures remained well 

separated from the Austrian imperial government. The country 

was governed by the Council of Lieutenancy of Hungary (the 

Gubernium) – located in Pressburg and later in Pest – and by 

the Hungarian Royal Court Chancellery in Vienna. The 
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Hungarian government and Hungarian parliament were 

suspended after the Hungarian revolution of 1848 and were 

reinstated after the Austro-Hungarian Compromise in 1867.  

Despite Austria and Hungary sharing a common currency, they 

were fiscally sovereign and independent entities. Since the 

beginnings of the personal union (from 1527), the government 

of the Kingdom of Hungary could preserve its separate and 

independent budget. After the revolution of 1848–1849, the 

Hungarian budget was amalgamated with the Austrian, and it 

was only after the Compromise of 1867 that Hungary obtained 

a separate budget. From 1527 (the creation of the monarchic 

personal union) to 1851, the Kingdom of Hungary maintained 

its own customs controls, which separated it from the other 

parts of the Habsburg-ruled territories. After 1867, the 

Austrian and Hungarian customs union agreement had to be 

renegotiated and stipulated every ten years. The agreements 

were renewed and signed by Vienna and Budapest at the end of 

every decade because both countries hoped to derive mutual 

economic benefit from the customs union. The Austrian Empire 

and the Kingdom of Hungary contracted their foreign 

commercial treaties independently of each other.  

Vienna served as the Monarchy's primary capital. The 

Cisleithanian (Austrian) part contained about 57 percent of the 

total population and the larger share of its economic 

resources, compared to the Hungarian part.  

Government 

There were three parts to the rule of the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire:  
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• the common foreign, military, and a joint financial 

policy (only for diplomatic, military, and naval 

expenditures) under the monarch 

• the "Austrian" or Cisleithanian government (Lands 

Represented in the Imperial Council) 

• the "Hungarian" or Transleithanian government 

(Lands of the Crown of Saint Stephen) 

Joint government 

The common government was led by a Ministerial Council 

(Ministerrat für Gemeinsame Angelegenheiten), which had 

responsibility for the Common Army, navy, foreign policy, and 

the customs union. It consisted of three Imperial and Royal 

Joint-ministries (k.u.k. gemeinsame Ministerien [de]):  

• Ministry of the Imperial and Royal Household and 

Foreign Affairs, known as the Imperial Chancellery 

before 1869; 

• Imperial and Royal Ministry of War, known as the 

Imperial Ministry of War before 1911; 

• Imperial and Royal Ministry of Finance, known as 

the Imperial Ministry of Finance before 1908, 

responsible only for the finances of the other two 

joint-ministries. 

In addition to the three ministers, the Ministerial Council also 

contained the prime minister of Hungary, the prime minister of 

Cisleithania, some Archdukes, and the monarch. The Chief of 

the General Staff usually attended as well. The council was 

usually chaired by the Minister of the Household and Foreign 

Affairs, except when the Monarch was present. In addition to 
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the council, the Austrian and Hungarian parliaments each 

elected a delegation of 60 members, who met separately and 

voted on the expenditures of the Ministerial Council, giving the 

two governments influence in the common administration. 

However, the ministers ultimately answered only to the 

monarch, who had the final decision on matters of foreign and 

military policy.  

Overlapping responsibilities between the joint ministries and 

the ministries of the two halves caused friction and 

inefficiencies. The armed forces suffered particularly from the 

overlap. Although the unified government determined the 

overall military direction, the Austrian and Hungarian 

governments each remained in charge of recruiting, supplies 

and training. Each government could have a strong influence 

over common governmental responsibilities. Each half of the 

Dual Monarchy proved quite prepared to disrupt common 

operations to advance its own interests.  

Relations during the half-century after 1867 between the two 

parts of the dual monarchy featured repeated disputes over 

shared external tariff arrangements and over the financial 

contribution of each government to the common treasury. 

These matters were determined by the Austro-Hungarian 

Compromise of 1867, in which common expenditures were 

allocated 70% to Austria and 30% to Hungary. This division 

had to be renegotiated every ten years. There was political 

turmoil during the build-up to each renewal of the agreement. 

By 1907, the Hungarian share had risen to 36.4%. The 

disputes culminated in the early 1900s in a prolonged 

constitutional crisis. It was triggered by disagreement over 

which language to use for command in Hungarian army units 
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and deepened by the advent to power in Budapest in April 

1906 of a Hungarian nationalist coalition. Provisional renewals 

of the common arrangements occurred in October 1907 and in 

November 1917 on the basis of the status quo. The negotiations 

in 1917 ended with the dissolution of the Dual Monarchy.  

Parliaments 

Hungary and Austria maintained separate parliaments, each 

with its own prime minister: the Diet of Hungary (commonly 

known as the National Assembly) and the Imperial Council 

(German: Reichsrat) in Cisleithania. Each parliament had its 

own executive government, appointed by the monarch. In this 

sense, Austria–Hungary remained under an autocratic 

government, as the Emperor-King appointed both Austrian and 

Hungarian prime ministers along with their respective 

cabinets. 

This made both governments responsible to the Emperor-King, 

as neither half could have a government with a program 

contrary to the views of the Monarch. The Emperor-King could 

appoint non-parliamentary governments, for example, or keep 

a government that did not have a parliamentary majority in 

power in order to block the formation of another government 

which he did not approve of.  

The Imperial Council was a bicameral body: the upper house 

was the House of Lords (German: Herrenhaus), and the lower 

house was the House of Deputies (German: Abgeordnetenhaus). 

Members of the House of Deputies were elected through a 

system of "curiae" which weighted representation in favor of 

the wealthy but was progressively reformed until universal 
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manhood suffrage was introduced in 1906. To become law, bills 

had to be passed by both houses, signed by the government 

minister responsible and then granted royal assent by the 

Emperor.  

The Diet of Hungary was also bicameral: the upper house was 

the House of Magnates (Hungarian: Főrendiház), and the lower 

house was the House of Representatives (Hungarian: 

Képviselőház). The "curia" system was also used to elect 

members of the House of Representatives. Franchise was very 

limited, with around 5% of men eligible to vote in 1874, rising 

to 8% at the beginning of World War I. The Hungarian 

parliament had the power to legislate on all matters concerning 

Hungary, but for Croatia-Slavonia only on matters which it 

shared with Hungary. Matters concerning Croatia-Slavonia 

alone fell to the Croatian-Slavonian Diet (commonly referred to 

as the Croatian Parliament). The Monarch had the right to veto 

any kind of Bill before it was presented to the National 

Assembly, the right to veto all legislation passed by the 

National Assembly, and the power to prorogue or dissolve the 

Assembly and call for new elections. In practice, these powers 

were rarely used.  

Public administration and local 

governments 

Empire of Austria (Cisleithania) 

The administrative system in the Austrian Empire consisted of 

three levels: the central State administration, the territories 

(Länder), and the local communal administration. The State 
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administration comprised all affairs having relation to rights, 

duties, and interests "which are common to all territories"; all 

other administrative tasks were left to the territories. Finally, 

the communes had self-government within their own sphere.  

The central authorities were known as the "Ministry" 

(Ministerium). In 1867 the Ministerium consisted of seven 

ministries (Agriculture, Religion and Education, Finance, 

Interior, Justice, Commerce and Public Works, Defence). 

A Ministry of Railways was created in 1896, and the Ministry of 

Public Works was separated from Commerce in 1908. 

Ministries of Public Health [de] and Social Welfare were 

established in 1917 to deal with issues arising from World War 

I. The ministries all had the title k.k. ("Imperial-Royal"), 

referring to the Imperial Crown of Austria and the Royal Crown 

of Bohemia.  

Each of the seventeen territories had its own government, led 

by a Governor [de] (officially Landeschef, but commonly called 

Statthalter or Landespräsident), appointed by the Emperor, to 

serve as his representative. Usually, a territory was equivalent 

to a Crown territory (Kronland), but the immense variations in 

area of the Crown territories meant that there were some 

exceptions. Each territory had its own territorial assembly 

(Landtag) and executive (Landesausschuss [de]). The territorial 

assembly and executive were led by the Landeshauptmann (i.e., 

territorial premier), appointed by the Emperor from the 

members of the territorial assembly. Many branches of the 

territorial administrations had great similarities with those of 

the State, so that their spheres of activity frequently 

overlapped and came into collision. This administrative "double 
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track", as it was called, resulted largely from the origin of the 

State – for the most part through a voluntary union of 

countries that had a strong sense of their own individuality.  

Below the territory was the district (Bezirk) under a district-

head (Bezirkshauptmann), appointed by the State government. 

These district-heads united nearly all the administrative 

functions which were divided among the various ministries. 

Each district was divided into a number of municipalities 

(Ortsgemeinden), each with its own elected mayor 

(Bürgermeister ). The nine statutory cities were autonomous 

units at the district-level.  

The complexity of this system, particularly the overlap between 

State and territorial administration, led to moves for 

administrative reform. As early as 1904, premierErnest von 

Koerber had declared that a complete change in the principles 

of administration would be essential if the machinery of State 

were to continue working. Richard von Bienerth's last act as 

Austrian premier in May 1911 was the appointment of a 

commission nominated by the Emperor to draw up a scheme of 

administrative reform.  

The imperial rescript did not present reforms as a matter of 

urgency or outline an overall philosophy for them. The 

continuous progress of society, it said, had made increased 

demands on the administration, that is to say, it was assumed 

that reform was required because of the changing times, not 

underlying problems with the administrative structure. The 

reform commission first occupied itself with reforms about 

which there was no controversy. In 1912 it published 

"Proposals for the training of State officials". The commission 
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produced several further reports before its work was 

interrupted by the outbreak of World War I in 1914. It was not 

till March 1918 that the Seidler Government decided upon a 

program of national autonomy as a basis for administrative 

reform, which was, however, never carried into effect.  

Kingdom of Hungary (Transleithania) 

Executive power in Transleithania was vested in a cabinet 

responsible to the National Assembly, consisting of ten 

ministers, including: the Prime Minister, the Minister for 

Croatia-Slavonia, a Minister besides the King, and the 

Ministers of the Interior, National Defence, Religion and Public 

Education, Finance, Agriculture, Industry, and Trade, Public 

Works and Transport, and Justice. 

The Minister besides the King was responsible for coordination 

with Austria and the Imperial and royal court in Vienna. In 

1889, the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, and Trade was 

split into separate ministries of Agriculture and Trade. The 

Ministry of Public Works and Transport was folded into the 

new Ministry of Trade.  

From 1867 the administrative and political divisions of the 

lands belonging to the Hungarian crown were remodeled due to 

some restorations and other changes. In 1868 Transylvania 

was definitely reunited to Hungary proper, and the town and 

district of Fiume maintained its status as a Corpus separatum 

("separate body"). The "Military Frontier" was abolished in 

stages between 1871 and 1881, with Banat and Šajkaška being 

incorporated into Hungary proper and the Croatian and 

Slavonian Military Frontiers joining Croatia-Slavonia.  
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In regard to local government, Hungary had traditionally been 

divided into around seventy counties (Hungarian: megyék, 

singular megye; Croatian: Croatian: županija) and an array of 

districts and cities with special statuses. This system was 

reformed in two stages. In 1870, most historical privileges of 

territorial subdivisions were abolished, but the existing names 

and territories were retained. At this point, there were a total 

of 175 territorial subdivisions: 65 counties (49 in Hungary 

proper, 8 in Transylvania, and 8 in Croatia), 89 cities with 

municipal rights, and 21 other types of municipality (3 in 

Hungary proper and 18 in Transylvania). In a further reform in 

1876, most of the cities and other types of municipality were 

incorporated into the counties. The counties in Hungary were 

grouped into seven circuits, which had no administrative 

function. The lowest level subdivision was the district or 

processus (Hungarian: szolgabírói járás).  

After 1876, some urban municipalities remained independent 

of the counties in which they were situated. There were 26 of 

these urban municipalities in Hungary: Arad, Baja, Debreczen, 

Győr, Hódmezővásárhely, Kassa, Kecskemét, Kolozsvár, 

Komárom, Marosvásárhely, Nagyvárad, Pancsova, Pécs, 

Pozsony, Selmecz- és Bélabanya, Sopron, Szabadka, 

Szatmárnémeti, Szeged, Székesfehervár, Temesvár, Újvidék, 

Versecz, Zombor, and Budapest, the capital of the country. In 

Croatia-Slavonia, there were four: Osijek, Varaždin and Zagreb 

and Zemun. Fiume continued to form a separate division.  

The administration of the municipalities was carried on by an 

official appointed by the king. These municipalities each had a 

council of twenty members. Counties were led by a County 

head (Hungarian: Ispán or Croatian: župan) appointed by the 
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king and under the control of the Ministry of the Interior. Each 

county had a municipal committee of 20 members, comprising 

50% virilists (persons paying the highest direct taxes) and 50% 

elected persons fulfilling the prescribed census and ex officio 

members (deputy county head, main notary, and others). The 

powers and responsibilities of the counties were constantly 

decreased and were transferred to regional agencies of the 

kingdom's ministries.  

Bosnia and Herzegovina 

In 1878, the Congress of Berlin placed the Bosnia Vilayet of 

the Ottoman Empire under Austro-Hungarian occupation. The 

region was formally annexed in 1908 and was governed by 

Austria and Hungary jointly through the Imperial and Royal 

Ministry of Finance's Bosnian Office (German: Bosnische Amt). 

The Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina was headed by a 

governor (German: Landsschef), who was also the commander 

of the military forces based in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The 

executive branch was headed by a National Council, which was 

chaired by the governor and contained the governor's deputy 

and chiefs of departments. At first, the government had only 

three departments, administrative, financial and legislative. 

Later, other departments, including construction, economics, 

education, religion, and technical, were founded as well.  

The Diet of Bosnia, created in 1910, had very limited 

legislative powers. The main legislative power was in the hands 

of the emperor, the parliaments in Vienna and Budapest, and 

the joint-minister of finance. The Diet of Bosnia could make 

proposals, but they had to be approved by both parliaments in 

Vienna and Budapest. The Diet could only deliberate on 
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matters that affected Bosnia and Herzegovina exclusively; 

decisions on armed forces, commercial and traffic connections, 

customs, and similar matters, were made by the parliaments in 

Vienna and Budapest. The Diet also had no control over the 

National Council or the municipal councils.  

The Austrian-Hungarian authorities left the Ottoman division 

of Bosnia and Herzegovina untouched, and only changed the 

names of divisional units. Thus the Bosnia Vilayet was 

renamed Reichsland, sanjaks were renamed Kreise (Circuits), 

kazas were renamed Bezirke (Districts), and nahiyahs became 

Exposituren. There were six Kreise and 54 Bezirke. The heads 

of the Kreises were Kreiseleiters, and the heads of the Bezirke 

were Bezirkesleiters.  

Judicial system 

Empire of Austria 

The December Constitution of 1867 restored the rule of law, 

independence of the judiciary, and public jury trials in Austria. 

The system of general courts had the same four rungs it still 

has today:  

• District courts (Bezirksgerichte); 

• Regional courts (Kreisgerichte); 

• Higher regional courts (Oberlandesgerichte); 

• Supreme Court (Oberster Gerichts- und 

Kassationshof). 

Habsburg subjects would from now on be able to take the State 

to court should it violate their fundamental rights. Since 
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regular courts were still unable to overrule the bureaucracy, 

much less the legislature, these guarantees necessitated the 

creation of specialist courts that could:  

• The Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgerichtshof), 

stipulated by the 1867 Basic Law on Judicial Power 

(Staatsgrundgesetz über die richterliche Gewalt) and 

implemented in 1876, had the power to review the 

legality of administrative acts, ensuring that the 

executive branch remained faithful to the principle of 

the rule of law. 

• The Imperial Court (Reichsgericht), stipulated by the 

Basic Law on the Creation of an Imperial Court 

(Staatsgrundgesetz über die Einrichtung eines 

Reichsgerichtes) in 1867 and implemented in 1869, 

decided demarcation conflicts between courts and 

the bureaucracy, between its constituent territories, 

and between individual territories and the Empire. 

The Imperial Court also heard complaints of citizens 

who claimed to have been violated in their 

constitutional rights, although its powers were not 

cassatory: it could only vindicate the complainant by 

declaring the government to be in the wrong, not by 

actually voiding its wrongful decisions. 

• The State Court (Staatsgerichtshof) held the 

Emperor's ministers accountable for political 

misconduct committed in office. Although the 

Emperor could not be taken to court, many of his 

decrees now depended on the relevant minister to 

countersign them. The double-pronged approach of 

making the Emperor dependent on his ministers and 

also making ministers criminally liable for bad 
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outcomes would firstly enable, secondly motivate the 

ministers to put pressure on the monarch. 

Kingdom of Hungary 

Judicial power was also independent of the executive in 

Hungary. After the Croatian–Hungarian Settlement of 1868, 

Croatia-Slavonia had its own independent judicial system (the 

Table of Seven was the court of last instance for Croatia-

Slavonia with final civil and criminal jurisdiction). The judicial 

authorities in Hungary were:  

• the district courts with single judges (458 in 1905); 

• the county courts with collegiate judgeships (76 in 

number); to these were attached 15 jury courts for 

press offences. These were courts of first instance. In 

Croatia-Slavonia these were known as the court 

tables after 1874; 

• Royal Tables (12 in number), which were courts of 

second instance, established at Budapest, Debrecen, 

Győr, Kassa, Kolozsvár, Marosvásárhely, Nagyvárad, 

Pécs, Pressburg, Szeged, Temesvár and Ban's Table 

at Zagreb. 

• The Royal Supreme Court at Budapest, and the 

Supreme Court of Justice, or Table of Seven, at 

Zagreb, which were the highest judicial authorities. 

There were also a special commercial court at 

Budapest, a naval court at Fiume, and special army 

courts. 
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Politics 

The first prime minister of Hungary after the Compromise was 

Count Gyula Andrássy (1867–1871). The old Hungarian 

Constitution was restored, and Franz Joseph was crowned as 

King of Hungary. Andrássy next served as the Foreign Minister 

of Austria–Hungary (1871–1879).  

The Empire relied increasingly on a cosmopolitan 

bureaucracy—in which Czechs played an important role—

backed by loyal elements, including a large part of the German, 

Hungarian, Polish and Croat aristocracy.  

Political struggles in the Empire 

The traditional aristocracy and land-based gentry class 

gradually faced increasingly wealthy men of the cities, who 

achieved wealth through trade and industrialization. The 

urban middle and upper class tended to seek their own power 

and supported progressive movements in the aftermath of 

revolutions in Europe.  

As in the German Empire, the Austro-Hungarian Empire 

frequently used liberal economic policies and practices. From 

the 1860s, businessmen succeeded in industrializing parts of 

the Empire. Newly prosperous members of the bourgeoisie 

erected large homes and began to take prominent roles in 

urban life that rivaled the aristocracy's. In the early period, 

they encouraged the government to seek foreign investment to 

build up infrastructure, such as railroads, in aid of 

industrialization, transportation and communications, and 

development.  
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The influence of liberals in Austria, most of them ethnic 

Germans, weakened under the leadership of Count Eduard von 

Taaffe, the Austrian prime minister from 1879 to 1893. Taaffe 

used a coalition of clergy, conservatives and Slavic parties to 

weaken the liberals. In Bohemia, for example, he authorized 

Czech as an official language of the bureaucracy and school 

system, thus breaking the German speakers' monopoly on 

holding office. Such reforms encouraged other ethnic groups to 

push for greater autonomy as well. By playing nationalities off 

one another, the government ensured the monarchy's central 

role in holding together competing interest groups in an era of 

rapid change.  

During the First World War, rising national sentiments and 

labour movements contributed to strikes, protests and civil 

unrest in the Empire. After the war, republican, national 

parties contributed to the disintegration and collapse of the 

monarchy in Austria and Hungary. Republics were established 

in Vienna and Budapest.  

Legislation to help the working class emerged from Catholic 

conservatives. They turned to social reform by using Swiss and 

German models and intervening in private industry. In 

Germany, 

Chancellor Otto von Bismarck had used such policies to 

neutralize socialist promises. The Catholics studied the Swiss 

Factory Act of 1877, which limited working hours for everyone 

and provided maternity benefits, and German laws that 

insured workers against industrial risks inherent in the 

workplace. These served as the basis for Austria's 1885 Trade 

Code Amendment.  
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The Austro-Hungarian compromise and its supporters 

remained bitterly unpopular among the ethnic Hungarian 

voters, and the continuous electoral success of the pro-

compromise Liberal Party frustrated many Hungarian voters. 

While the pro-compromise liberal parties were the most 

popular among ethnic minority voters, the Slovak, Serb, and 

Romanian minority parties remained unpopular among the 

ethnic minorities. The nationalist Hungarian parties, which 

were supported by the overwhelming majority of ethnic 

Hungarian voters, remained in the opposition, except from 

1906 to 1910 where the nationalist Hungarian parties were 

able to form government.  

Ethnic relations 

In July 1849, the Hungarian Revolutionary Parliament 

proclaimed and enacted ethnic and minority rights (the next 

such laws were in Switzerland), but these were overturned 

after the Russian and Austrian armies crushed the Hungarian 

Revolution. After the Kingdom of Hungary reached the 

Compromise with the Habsburg Dynasty in 1867, one of the 

first acts of its restored Parliament was to pass a Law on 

Nationalities (Act Number XLIV of 1868). It was a liberal piece 

of legislation and offered extensive language and cultural 

rights. It did not recognize non-Hungarians to have rights to 

form states with any territorial autonomy.  

The "Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867" created the 

personal union of the independent states of Hungary and 

Austria, linked under a common monarch also having joint 

institutions. The Hungarian majority asserted more of their 

identity within the Kingdom of Hungary, and it came to conflict 
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with some of her own minorities. The imperial power of 

German-speakers who controlled the Austrian half was 

resented by others. In addition, the emergence of nationalism 

in the newly independent Romania and Serbia also contributed 

to ethnic issues in the empire.  

Article 19 of the 1867 "Basic State Act" (Staatsgrundgesetz), 

valid only for the Cisleithanian (Austrian) part of Austria–

Hungary, said:  

All races of the empire have equal rights, and every race has 

an inviolable right to the preservation and use of its own 

nationality and language. The equality of all customary 

languages (" landesübliche Sprachen") in school, office and 

public life, is recognized by the state. In those territories in 

which several races dwell, the public and educational 

institutions are to be so arranged that, without applying 

compulsion to learn a second country language 

("Landessprache"), each of the races receives the necessary 

means of education in its own language. 

The implementation of this principle led to several disputes, as 

it was not clear which languages could be regarded as 

"customary". The Germans, the traditional bureaucratic, 

capitalist and cultural elite, demanded the recognition of their 

language as a customary language in every part of the empire. 

German nationalists, especially in the Sudetenland (part of 

Bohemia), looked to Berlin in the new German Empire. There 

was a German-speaking element in Austria proper (west of 

Vienna), but it did not display much sense of German 

nationalism. That is, it did not demand an independent state; 
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rather it flourished by holding most of the high military and 

diplomatic offices in the Empire.  

Italian was regarded as an old "culture language" 

(Kultursprache) by German intellectuals and had always been 

granted equal rights as an official language of the Empire, but 

the Germans had difficulty in accepting the Slavic languages 

as equal to their own. On one occasion Count A. Auersperg 

(Anastasius Grün) entered the Diet of Carniola carrying what 

he claimed to be the whole corpus of Slovene literature under 

his arm; this was to demonstrate that the Slovene language 

could not be substituted for German as the language of higher 

education.  

The following years saw official recognition of several 

languages, at least in Austria. From 1867, laws awarded 

Croatian equal status with Italian in Dalmatia. From 1882, 

there was a Slovene majority in the Diet of Carniola and in the 

capital Laibach (Ljubljana); they replaced German with Slovene 

as their primary official language. Galicia designated Polish 

instead of German in 1869 as the customary language of 

government.  

In Istria, the Istro-Romanians, a small ethnic group composed 

by around 2,600 people in the 1880s, suffered severe 

discrimination. The Croats of the region, who formed the 

majority, tried to assimilate them, while the Italian minority 

supported them in their requests for self-determination. In 

1888, the possibility of opening the first school for the Istro-

Romanians teaching in the Romanian language was discussed 

in the Diet of Istria. The proposal was very popular among 

them. The Italian deputies showed their support, but the Croat 
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ones opposed it and tried to show that the Istro-Romanians 

were in fact Slavs. During Austro-Hungarian rule, the Istro-

Romanians lived under poverty conditions, and those living in 

the island of Krk were fully assimilated by 1875.  

The language disputes were most fiercely fought in Bohemia, 

where the Czech speakers formed a majority and sought equal 

status for their language to German. The Czechs had lived 

primarily in Bohemia since the 6th century and German 

immigrants had begun settling the Bohemian periphery in the 

13th century. The constitution of 1627 made the German 

language a second official language and equal to Czech. 

German speakers lost their majority in the Bohemian Diet in 

1880 and became a minority to Czech speakers in the cities of 

Prague and Pilsen (while retaining a slight numerical majority 

in the city of Brno (Brünn)). The old Charles University in 

Prague, hitherto dominated by German speakers, was divided 

into German and Czech-speaking faculties in 1882.  

At the same time, Hungarian dominance faced challenges from 

the local majorities of Romanians in Transylvania and in the 

eastern Banat, Slovaks in today's Slovakia, and Croats and 

Serbs in the crown lands of Croatia and of Dalmatia (today's 

Croatia), in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and in the provinces 

known as the Vojvodina (today's northern Serbia). The 

Romanians and the Serbs began to agitate for union with their 

fellow nationalists and language speakers in the newly founded 

states of Romania (1859–1878) and Serbia.  

Hungary's leaders were generally less willing than their 

Austrian counterparts to share power with their subject 

minorities, but they granted a large measure of autonomy to 
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Croatia in 1868. To some extent, they modeled their 

relationship to that kingdom on their own compromise with 

Austria of the previous year. In spite of nominal autonomy, the 

Croatian government was an economic and administrative part 

of Hungary, which the Croatians resented. In the Kingdom of 

Croatia-Slavonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina many advocated 

the idea of a trialist Austro-Hungaro-Croatian monarchy; 

among the supporters of the idea were Archduke Leopold 

Salvator, Archduke Franz Ferdinand and emperor and 

kingCharles I who during his short reign supported the trialist 

idea only to be vetoed by the Hungarian government and Count 

Istvan Tisza. The count finally signed the trialist proclamation 

after heavy pressure from the king on 23 October 1918.  

Language was one of the most contentious issues in Austro-

Hungarian politics. All governments faced difficult and divisive 

hurdles in deciding on the languages of government and of 

instruction. The minorities sought the widest opportunities for 

education in their own languages, as well as in the "dominant" 

languages—Hungarian and German. By the "Ordinance of 5 

April 1897", the Austrian Prime Minister Count Kasimir Felix 

Badeni gave Czech equal standing with German in the internal 

government of Bohemia; this led to a crisis because of 

nationalist German agitation throughout the empire. The 

Crown dismissed Badeni.  

The Hungarian Minority Act of 1868 gave the minorities 

(Slovaks, Romanians, Serbs, et al.) individual (but not also 

communal) rights to use their language in offices, schools 

(although in practice often only in those founded by them and 

not by the state), courts and municipalities (if 20% of the 

deputies demanded it). Beginning with the 1879 Primary 
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Education Act and the 1883 Secondary Education Act, the 

Hungarian state made more efforts to reduce the use of non-

Magyar languages, in strong violation of the 1868 Nationalities 

Law. After 1875, all Slovak language schools higher than 

elementary were closed, including the only three high schools 

(gymnasiums) in Revúca (Nagyrőce), Turčiansky Svätý Martin 

(Turócszentmárton) and Kláštor pod Znievom (Znióváralja). 

From June 1907, all public and private schools in Hungary 

were obliged to ensure that after the fourth grade, the pupils 

could express themselves fluently in Hungarian. This led to the 

further closing of minority schools, devoted mostly to the 

Slovak and Rusyn languages.  

The two kingdoms sometimes divided their spheres of 

influence. According to Misha Glenny in his book, The Balkans, 

1804–1999, the Austrians responded to Hungarian support of 

Czechs by supporting the Croatian national movement in 

Zagreb.  

In recognition that he reigned in a multi-ethnic country, 

Emperor Franz Joseph spoke (and used) German, Hungarian 

and Czech fluently, and Croatian, Serbian, Polish and Italian 

to some degree.  

Jews 

Around 1900, Jews numbered about two million in the whole 

territory of the Austro-Hungarian Empire; their position was 

ambiguous. The populist and antisemitic politics of the 

Christian Social Party are sometimes viewed as a model for 

Adolf Hitler's Nazism. Antisemitic parties and movements 

existed, but the governments of Vienna and Budapest did not 
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initiate pogroms or implement official antisemitic policies. 

They feared that such ethnic violence could ignite other ethnic 

minorities and escalate out of control. The antisemitic parties 

remained on the periphery of the political sphere due to their 

low popularity among voters in the parliamentary elections.  

In that period, the majority of Jews in Austria–Hungary lived in 

small towns (shtetls) in Galicia and rural areas in Hungary and 

Bohemia; however, they had large communities and even local 

majorities in the downtown districts of Vienna, Budapest and 

Prague. Of the pre-World War I military forces of the major 

European powers, the Austro-Hungarian army was almost 

alone in its regular promotion of Jews to positions of 

command. While the Jewish population of the lands of the Dual 

Monarchy was about five percent, Jews made up nearly 

eighteen percent of the reserve officer corps. Thanks to the 

modernity of the constitution and to the benevolence of 

emperor Franz Joseph, the Austrian Jews came to regard the 

era of Austria–Hungary as a golden era of their history. By 

1910 about 900,000 religious Jews made up approximately 5% 

of the population of Hungary and about 23% of Budapest's 

citizenry. Jews accounted for 54% of commercial business 

owners, 85% of financial institution directors and owners in 

banking, and 62% of all employees in commerce, 20% of all 

general grammar school students, and 37% of all commercial 

scientific grammar school students, 31.9% of all engineering 

students, and 34.1% of all students in human faculties of the 

universities. Jews were accounted for 48.5% of all physicians, 

and 49.4% of all lawyers/jurists in Hungary. Note: The 

numbers of Jews were reconstructed from religious censuses. 

They did not include the people of Jewish origin who had 

converted to Christianity, or the number of atheists. Among 
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many Hungarian parliament members of Jewish origin, the 

most famous Jewish members in Hungarian political life were 

Vilmos Vázsonyi as Minister of Justice, Samu Hazai as Minister 

of War, János Teleszky as minister of finance and János 

Harkányi as minister of trade, and József Szterényi as minister 

of trade.  

Foreign affairs 

The emperor officially had charge of foreign affairs. His 

minister of foreign affairs conducted diplomacy. See Ministers 

of the Imperial and Royal House and of Foreign Affairs of 

Austria-Hungary (1867–1918).  

The Dual Monarchy was created in the wake of the losing war 

in 1866 with Prussia and Italy. The war was ended by the 

Peace of Prague (1866). To rebuild Habsburg prestige and gain 

revenge against Prussia, Count Friedrich Ferdinand von Beust 

became foreign secretary (1866–1871). He hated Prussia's 

leader ,Otto von Bismarck, who had repeatedly outmaneuvered 

him. Beust looked to France and negotiated with Emperor 

Napoleon III and Italy for an anti-Prussian alliance. No terms 

could be reached. The decisive victory of Prusso-German 

armies in the war of 1870 with France and the founding of the 

German Empire ended all hope of revenge and Beust retired.  

After being forced out of Germany and Italy, the Dual 

Monarchy turned to the Balkans, which were in tumult as 

nationalistic movements were gaining strength and demanding 

independence. Both Russia and Austria–Hungary saw an 

opportunity to expand in this region. Russia took on the role of 

protector of Slavs and Orthodox Christians. Austria envisioned 
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a multi-ethnic, religiously diverse empire under Vienna's 

control. Count Gyula Andrássy, a Hungarian who was Foreign 

Minister (1871 to 1879), made the centerpiece of his policy one 

of opposition to Russian expansion in the Balkans and 

blocking Serbian ambitions to dominate a new South Slav 

federation. He wanted Germany to ally with Austria, not 

Russia.  

When Russia defeated Turkey in a war the resulting Treaty of 

San Stefano was seen in Austria as much too favourable for 

Russia and its Orthodox-Slavic goals. The Congress of Berlin in 

1878 let Austria occupy (but not annex) the province of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, a predominantly Slavic area. In 1914, Slavic 

militants in Bosnia rejected Austria's plan to fully absorb the 

area; they assassinated the Austrian heir and precipitated 

World War I.  

Voting rights 

Towards the end of the 19th century, the Austrian half of the 

dual monarchy began to move towards constitutionalism. A 

constitutional system with a parliament, the Reichsrat was 

created, and a bill of rights was enacted also in 1867. Suffrage 

to the Reichstag's lower house was gradually expanded until 

1907, when equal suffrage for all male citizens was introduced.  

The 1907 Cisleithanian legislative election were the first 

elections held under universal male suffrage, after an electoral 

reform abolishing tax-paying requirements for voters had been 

adopted by the council and was endorsed by Emperor Franz 

Joseph earlier in the year. However, seat allocations were 

based on tax revenues from the States.  
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Demographics 

Languages 

In Austria (Cisleithania), the census of 1910 recorded 

Umgangssprache, everyday language. Jews and those using 

German in offices often stated German as their 

Umgangssprache, even when having a different Muttersprache. 

36.8% of the total population spoke German as their native 

language, and more than 71% of the inhabitants spoke some 

German. 

In Hungary (Transleithania), where the census was based 

primarily on mother tongue, 48.1% of the total population 

spoke Hungarian as their native language.  

Not counting autonomous Croatia-Slavonia, more than 54.4% 

of the inhabitants of the Kingdom of Hungary were native 

speakers of Hungarian (this included also the Jews – around 

5% of the population – as mostly they were Hungarian-

speaking).  

Note that some languages were considered dialects of more 

widely spoken languages.  

For example: in the census, Rhaeto-Romance languages were 

counted as "Italian", while Istro-Romanian was counted as 

"Romanian". Yiddish was counted as "German" in both Austria 

and Hungary.  
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Education 

Austrian Empire 

Primary and secondary schools: 

The organization of the Austrian elementary schools was based 

on the principle of compulsory school attendance, free 

education, and the imparting of public instruction in the 

child's own language. Side by side with these existed private 

schools. The proportion of children attending private schools to 

those attending the public elementary schools in 1912 was 

144,000 to 4.5 millions, i.e. a thirtieth part. Hence the 

accusation of denationalizing children through the 

Schulvereine must be accepted with caution. The expenses of 

education were distributed as follows: the communes built the 

schoolhouses, the political sub-districts (Bezirke) paid the 

teachers, the Crown territory gave a grant, and the State 

appointed the inspectors. Since the State supervised the 

schools without maintaining them, it was able to increase its 

demands without being hampered by financial considerations. 

It is remarkable that the difference between the State 

educational estimates in Austria and in Hungary was one of 

9.3 millions in the former as opposed to 67.6 in the latter. 

Under Austria, since everywhere that 40 scholars of one 

nationality were to be found within a radius of 5 km. a school 

had to be set up in which their language was used, national 

schools were assured even to linguistic minorities. It is true 

that this mostly happened at the expense of the German 

industrial communities, since the Slav labourers as 

immigrants acquired schools in their own language. The 
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number of elementary schools increased from 19,016 in 1900 

to 24,713 in 1913; the number of scholars from 3,490,000 in 

1900 to 4,630,000 in 1913.  

Universities in Austrian Empire 

The first University in the Austrian half of the Empire (Charles 

University) was founded by H.R. Emperor Charles IV in Prague 

in 1347. The second oldest university (University of Vienna) 

was founded by Duke Rudolph IV in 1365.  

The higher educational institutions were predominantly 

German, but beginning in the 1870s, language shifts began to 

occur. These establishments, which in the middle of the 19th 

century had had a predominantly German character, 

underwent in Galicia a conversion into Polish national 

institutions, in Bohemia and Moravia a separation into German 

and Czech ones. Thus Germans, Czechs and Poles were 

provided for. But now the smaller nations also made their 

voices heard: the Ruthenians, Slovenes and Italians. The 

Ruthenians demanded at first, in view of the predominantly 

Ruthenian character of East Galicia, a national partition of the 

Polish university existing there. Since the Poles were at first 

unyielding, Ruthenian demonstrations and strikes of students 

arose, and the Ruthenians were no longer content with the 

reversion of a few separate professorial chairs, and with 

parallel courses of lectures. By a pact concluded on 28 

January 1914 the Poles promised a Ruthenian university; but 

owing to the war the question lapsed. The Italians could hardly 

claim a university of their own on grounds of population (in 

1910 they numbered 783,000), but they claimed it all the more 

on grounds of their ancient culture. All parties were agreed 
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that an Italian faculty of laws should be created; the difficulty 

lay in the choice of the place. The Italians demanded Trieste; 

but the Government was afraid to let this Adriatic port become 

the centre of an irredenta; moreover the Southern Slavs of the 

city wished it kept free from an Italian educational 

establishment. Bienerth in 1910 brought about a compromise; 

namely, that it should be founded at once, the situation to be 

provisionally in Vienna, and to be transferred within four years 

to Italian national territory. The German National Union 

(Nationalverband) agreed to extend temporary hospitality to the 

Italian university in Vienna, but the Southern Slav Hochschule 

Club demanded a guarantee that a later transfer to the coast 

provinces should not be contemplated, together with the 

simultaneous foundation of Slovene professorial chairs in 

Prague and Cracow, and preliminary steps towards the 

foundation of a Southern Slav university in Laibach. But in 

spite of the constant renewal of negotiations for a compromise 

it was impossible to arrive at any agreement, until the 

outbreak of war left all the projects for a Ruthenian university 

at Lemberg, a Slovene one in Laibach, and a second Czech one 

in Moravia, unrealized.  

Kingdom of Hungary 

Primary and secondary schools 

One of the first measures of newly established Hungarian 

government was to provide supplementary schools of a non-

denominational character. By a law passed in 1868 attendance 

at school was obligatory for all children between the ages of 6 

and 12 years. The communes or parishes were bound to 

maintain elementary schools, and they were entitled to levy an 
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additional tax of 5% on the state taxes for their maintenance. 

But the number of state-aided elementary schools was 

continually increasing, as the spread of the Magyar language to 

the other races through the medium of the elementary schools 

was one of the principal concerns of the Hungarian 

government, and was vigorously pursued. In 1902 there were 

in Hungary 18,729 elementary schools with 32,020 teachers, 

attended by 2,573,377 pupils, figures which compare 

favourably with those of 1877, when there were 15,486 schools 

with 20,717 teachers, attended by 1,559,636 pupils. In about 

61% of these schools the language used was exclusively 

Magyar, in about 6 20% it was mixed, and in the remainder 

some non-Magyar language was used. In 1902, 80.56% of the 

children of school age actually attended school. Since 1891 

infant schools, for children between the ages of 3 and 6 years, 

were maintained either by the communes or by the state.  

The public instruction of Hungary contained three other 

groups of educational institutions: middle or secondary 

schools, "high schools" and technical schools. The middle 

schools comprised classical schools (gymnasia) which were 

preparatory for the universities and other "high schools", and 

modern schools (Realschulen) preparatory for the technical 

schools.  

Their course of study was generally eight years, and they were 

maintained mostly by the state. The state-maintained gymnasia 

were mostly of recent foundation, but some schools maintained 

by the various churches had been in existence for three or 

sometimes four centuries. The number of middle schools in 

1902 was 243 with 4705 teachers, attended by 71,788 pupils; 

in 1880 their number was 185, attended by 40,747 pupils.  
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Universities in Kingdom of Hungary 

In the year 1276, the university of Veszprém was destroyed by 

the troops of Péter Csák and it was never rebuilt. A university 

was established by Louis I of Hungary in Pécs in 1367. 

Sigismund established a university at Óbuda in 1395. Another, 

Universitas Istropolitana, was established 1465 in Pozsony 

(now Bratislava in Slovakia) by Mattias Corvinus. None of these 

medieval universities survived the Ottoman wars. Nagyszombat 

University was founded in 1635 and moved to Buda in 1777 

and it is called Eötvös Loránd University today. The world's 

first institute of technology was founded in Selmecbánya, 

Kingdom of Hungary (since 1920 Banská Štiavnica, now 

Slovakia) in 1735. Its legal successor is the University of 

Miskolc in Hungary. The Budapest University of Technology 

and Economics (BME) is considered the oldest institute of 

technology in the world with university rank and structure. Its 

legal predecessor the Institutum Geometrico-Hydrotechnicum 

was founded in 1782 by Emperor Joseph II.  

The high schools included the universities, of which Hungary 

possessed five, all maintained by the state: at Budapest 

(founded in 1635), at Kolozsvár (founded in 1872), and at 

Zagreb (founded in 1874). Newer universities were established 

in Debrecen in 1912, and Pozsony universitywas reestablished 

after a half millennium in 1912. They had four faculties: 

theology, law, philosophy and medicine (the university at 

Zagreb was without a faculty of medicine). There were in 

addition ten high schools of law, called academies, which in 

1900 were attended by 1569 pupils. The Polytechnicum in 

Budapest, founded in 1844, which contained four faculties and 

was attended in 1900 by 1772 pupils, was also considered a 
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high school. There were in Hungary in 1900 forty-nine 

theological colleges, twenty-nine Catholic, five Greek Uniat, 

four Greek Orthodox, ten Protestant and one Jewish. Among 

special schools the principal mining schools were at 

Selmeczbánya, Nagyág and Felsőbánya; the principal 

agricultural colleges at Debreczen and Kolozsvár; and there 

was a school of forestry at Selmeczbánya, military colleges at 

Budapest, Kassa, Déva and Zagreb, and a naval school at 

Fiume. There were in addition a number of training institutes 

for teachers and a large number of schools of commerce, 

several art schools – for design, painting, sculpture, music.  

Economy 

The heavily rural Austro-Hungarian economy slowly 

modernised after 1867. Railroads opened up once-remote 

areas, and cities grew. Many small firms promoted capitalist 

way of production. Technological change accelerated 

industrialization and urbanization. The first Austrian stock 

exchange (the Wiener Börse) was opened in 1771 in Vienna, the 

first stock exchange of the Kingdom of Hungary (the Budapest 

Stock Exchange) was opened in Budapest in 1864. The central 

bank (Bank of issue) was founded as Austrian National Bank in 

1816. In 1878, it transformed into Austro-Hungarian National 

Bank with principal offices in both Vienna and Budapest. The 

central bank was governed by alternating Austrian or 

Hungarian governors and vice-governors.  

The gross national product per capita grew roughly 1.76% per 

year from 1870 to 1913. That level of growth compared very 

favorably to that of other European nations such as Britain 

(1%), France (1.06%), and Germany (1.51%). However, in a 
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comparison with Germany and Britain, the Austro-Hungarian 

economy as a whole still lagged considerably, as sustained 

modernization had begun much later. Like the German Empire, 

that of Austria–Hungary frequently employed liberal economic 

policies and practices. In 1873, the old Hungarian capital 

Buda and Óbuda (Ancient Buda) were officially merged with the 

third city, Pest, thus creating the new metropolis of Budapest. 

The dynamic Pest grew into Hungary's administrative, political, 

economic, trade and cultural hub. Many of the state 

institutions and the modern administrative system of Hungary 

were established during this period. Economic growth centered 

on Vienna and Budapest, the Austrian lands (areas of modern 

Austria), the Alpine region and the Bohemian lands. In the 

later years of the 19th century, rapid economic growth spread 

to the central Hungarian plain and to the Carpathian lands. As 

a result, wide disparities of development existed within the 

empire. In general, the western areas became more developed 

than the eastern ones. The Kingdom of Hungary became the 

world's second-largest flour exporter after the United States. 

The large Hungarian food exports were not limited to 

neighbouring Germany and Italy: Hungary became the most 

important foreign food supplier of the large cities and 

industrial centres of the United Kingdom. Galicia, which has 

been described as the poorest province of Austro-Hungary, 

experienced near-constant famines, resulting in 50,000 deaths 

a year. The Istro-Romanians of Istria were also poor, as 

pastoralism lost strength and agriculture was not productive.  

However, by the end of the 19th century, economic differences 

gradually began to even out as economic growth in the eastern 

parts of the monarchy consistently surpassed that in the 

western. The strong agriculture and food industry of the 
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Kingdom of Hungary with the centre of Budapestbecame 

predominant within the empire and made up a large proportion 

of the export to the rest of Europe. Meanwhile, western areas, 

concentrated mainly around Prague and Vienna, excelled in 

various manufacturing industries. This division of labour 

between the east and west, besides the existing economic and 

monetary union, led to an even more rapid economic growth 

throughout Austria–Hungary by the early 20th century. 

However, since the turn of the twentieth century, the Austrian 

half of the Monarchy could preserve its dominance within the 

empire in the sectors of the first industrial revolution, but 

Hungary had a better position in the industries of the second 

industrial revolution, in these modern sectors of the second 

industrial revolution the Austrian competition could not 

become dominant.  

The empire's heavy industry had mostly focused on machine 

building, especially for the electric power industry, locomotive 

industry and automotive industry, while in light industry the 

precision mechanics industry was the most dominant. Through 

the years leading up to World War I the country became the 

4th biggest machine manufacturer in the world.  

The two most important trading partners were traditionally 

Germany (1910: 48% of all exports, 39% of all imports), and 

Great Britain (1910: almost 10% of all exports, 8% of all 

imports), the third most important partner was the United 

States, it followed by Russia, France, Switzerland, Romania, 

the Balkan states and South America. Trade with the 

geographically neighbouring Russia, however, had a relatively 

low weight (1910: 3% of all exports /mainly machinery for 

Russia, 7% of all imports /mainly raw materials from Russia).  
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Automotive industry 

Prior to World War I, the Austrian Empire had five car 

manufacturer companies. These were: Austro-Daimler in 

Wiener-Neustadt (cars trucks, buses), Gräf & Stift in Vienna 

(cars), Laurin & Klement in Mladá Boleslav (motorcycles, cars), 

Nesselsdorfer in Nesselsdorf (Kopřivnice), Moravia 

(automobiles), and Lohner-Werke in Vienna (cars). Austrian car 

production started in 1897.  

Prior to World War I, the Kingdom of Hungary had four car 

manufacturer companies. These were: the Ganz company in 

Budapest, RÁBA Automobile in Győr, MÁG (later Magomobil) in 

Budapest, and MARTA (Hungarian Automobile Joint-stock 

Company Arad) in Arad. Hungarian car production started in 

1900. Automotive factories in the Kingdom of Hungary 

manufactured motorcycles, cars, taxicabs, trucks and buses.  

Electrical industry and electronics 

In 1884, Károly Zipernowsky, Ottó Bláthy and Miksa Déri 

(ZBD), three engineers associated with the Ganz Works of 

Budapest, determined that open-core devices were impractical, 

as they were incapable of reliably regulating voltage. When 

employed in parallel connected electric distribution systems, 

closed-core transformers finally made it technically and 

economically feasible to provide electric power for lighting in 

homes, businesses and public spaces. The other essential 

milestone was the introduction of 'voltage source, voltage 

intensive' (VSVI) systems' by the invention of constant voltage 

generators in 1885. Bláthy had suggested the use of closed 
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cores, Zipernowsky had suggested the use of parallel shunt 

connections, and Déri had performed the experiments;  

The first Hungarian water turbine was designed by the 

engineers of the Ganz Works in 1866, the mass production 

with dynamo generators started in 1883. The manufacturing of 

steam turbo generators started in the Ganz Works in 1903.  

In 1905, the Láng Machine Factorycompany also started the 

production of steam turbines for alternators.  

Tungsram is a Hungarian manufacturer of light bulbs and 

vacuum tubes since 1896. On 13 December 1904, Hungarian 

Sándor Just and Croatian Franjo Hanaman were granted a 

Hungarian patent (No. 34541) for the world's first tungsten 

filament lamp.  

The tungsten filament lasted longer and gave brighter light 

than the traditional carbon filament. Tungsten filament lamps 

were first marketed by the Hungarian company Tungsram in 

1904. This type is often called Tungsram-bulbs in many 

European countries.  

Despite the long experimentation with vacuum tubes at 

Tungsram company, the mass production of radio tubes begun 

during WW1, and the production of X-ray tubes started also 

during the WW1 in Tungsram Company.  

The Orion Electronics was founded in 1913. Its main profiles 

were the production of electrical switches, sockets, wires, 

incandescent lamps, electric fans, electric kettles, and various 

household electronics.  
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The telephone exchange was an idea of the Hungarian engineer 

Tivadar Puskás (1844–1893) in 1876, while he was working for 

Thomas Edison on a telegraph exchange.  

The first Hungarian telephone factory (Factory for Telephone 

Apparatuses) was founded by János Neuhold in Budapest in 

1879, which produced telephones microphones, telegraphs, 

and telephone exchanges.  

In 1884, the Tungsramcompany also started to produce 

microphones, telephone apparatuses, telephone switchboards 

and cables. The Ericssoncompany also established a factory for 

telephones and switchboards in Budapest in 1911.  

Aeronautic industry 

The first airplane in Austria was Edvard Rusjan's design, the 

Eda I, which had its maiden flight in the vicinity of Gorizia on 

25 November 1909.  

The first Hungarian hydrogen-filled experimental balloons were 

built by István Szabik and József Domin in 1784. The first 

Hungarian designed and produced airplane (powered by a 

Hungarian built inline engine) was flown at Rákosmező on 4 

November 1909. The earliest Hungarian airplane with 

Hungarian built radial engine was flown in 1913. Between 

1912 and 1918, the Hungarian aircraft industry began 

developing. The three greatest: UFAG Hungarian Aircraft 

Factory (1914), Hungarian General Aircraft Factory (1916), 

Hungarian Lloyd Aircraft, Engine Factory at Aszód (1916), and 

Marta in Arad (1914). During the First World War, fighter 

planes, bombers and reconnaissance planes were produced in 

these factories. The most important aero-engine factories were 
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Weiss Manfred Works, GANZ Works, and Hungarian Automobile 

Joint-stock Company Arad.  

Locomotive engine and railway vehicle manufacturers 

The locomotive (steam engines and wagons, bridge and iron 

structures) factories were installed in Vienna (Locomotive 

Factory of the State Railway Company, founded in 1839), in 

Wiener Neustadt (New Vienna Locomotive Factory, founded in 

1841), and in Floridsdorf (Floridsdorf Locomotive Factory, 

founded in 1869).  

The Hungarian Locomotive (engines and wagons bridge and 

iron structures) factories were the MÁVAGcompany in 

Budapest (steam engines and wagons) and the Ganz company 

in Budapest (steam engines, wagons, the production of electric 

locomotives and electric trams started from 1894). and the 

RÁBA Company in Győr.  

Infrastructure 

Telecommunication 

Telegraph: 

The first telegraph connection (Vienna – Brno – Prague) had 

started operation in 1847. In Hungarian territory the first 

telegraph stations were opened in Pressburg (Pozsony, today's 

Bratislava) in December 1847 and in Buda in 1848. The first 

telegraph connection between Vienna and Pest–Buda (later 

Budapest) was constructed in 1850, and Vienna–Zagreb in 

1850.  
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Austria subsequently joined a telegraph union with German 

states. In the Kingdom of Hungary, 2,406 telegraph post offices 

operated in 1884. By 1914 the number of telegraph offices 

reached 3,000 in post offices and further 2,400 were installed 

in the railway stations of the Kingdom of Hungary.  

Telephone 

The first telephone exchange was opened in Zagreb (8 January 

1881), the second was in Budapest (1 May 1881), and the third 

was opened in Vienna (3 June 1881). Initially telephony was 

available in the homes of individual subscribers, companies 

and offices. Public telephone stations appeared in the 1890s, 

and they quickly became widespread in post offices and railway 

stations. Austria–Hungary had 568 million telephone calls in 

1913; only two Western European countries had more phone 

calls: the German Empire and the United Kingdom. The Austro-

Hungarian Empire was followed by France with 396 million 

telephone calls and Italy with 230 million phone calls. In 1916, 

there were 366 million telephone calls in Cisleithania, among 

them 8.4 million long distant calls. All telephone exchanges of 

the cities, towns and larger villages in Transleithania were 

linked until 1893. By 1914, more than 2000 settlements had 

telephone exchange in Kingdom of Hungary.  

Electronic Audio Broadcasting 

The Telefon Hírmondó (Telephone Herald) news and 

entertainment service was introduced in Budapest in 1893. 

Two decades before the introduction of radio broadcasting, 

people could listen to political, economic and sports news, 
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cabaret, music and opera in Budapest daily. It operated over a 

special type of telephone exchange system.  

Transport 

Railways 

By 1913, the combined length of the railway tracks of the 

Austrian Empire and Kingdom of Hungary reached 43,280 

kilometres (26,890 miles). In Western Europe only Germany 

had more extended railway network (63,378 km, 39,381 mi); 

the Austro-Hungarian Empire was followed by France 

(40,770 km, 25,330 mi), the United Kingdom (32,623 km, 

20,271 mi), Italy (18,873 km, 11,727 mi) and Spain 

(15,088 km, 9,375 mi).  

Railway network of the Austrian Empire 

Rail transport expanded rapidly in the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire. Its predecessor state, the Habsburg Empire, had built 

a substantial core of railways in the west, originating from 

Vienna, by 1841. Austria's first steam railway from Vienna to 

Moravia with its terminus in Galicia (Bochnie) was opened in 

1839. The first train travelled from Vienna to Lundenburg 

(Břeclav) on 6 June 1839 and one month later between the 

imperial capital in Vienna and the capital of Moravia Brünn 

(Brno) on 7 July.  

At that point, the government realized the military possibilities 

of rail and began to invest heavily in construction. Pozsony 

(Bratislava), Budapest, Prague, Kraków, Graz, Laibach 

(Ljubljana) and Venedig (Venice) became linked to the main 
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network. By 1854, the empire had almost 2,000 km (1,200 mi) 

of track, about 60–70% of it in state hands. The government 

then began to sell off large portions of track to private 

investors to recoup some of its investments and because of the 

financial strains of the 1848 Revolution and of the Crimean 

War.  

From 1854 to 1879, private interests conducted almost all rail 

construction. What would become Cisleithania gained 

7,952 km (4,941 mi) of track, and Hungary built 5,839 km 

(3,628 mi) of track. During this time, many new areas joined 

the railway system and the existing rail networks gained 

connections and interconnections. This period marked the 

beginning of widespread rail transportation in Austria–

Hungary, and also the integration of transportation systems in 

the area. Railways allowed the empire to integrate its economy 

far more than previously possible, when transportation 

depended on rivers.  

After 1879, the Austrian and the Hungarian governments 

slowly began to renationalize their rail networks, largely 

because of the sluggish pace of development during the 

worldwide depression of the 1870s. Between 1879 and 1900, 

more than 25,000 km (16,000 mi) of railways were built in 

Cisleithania and Hungary. Most of this constituted "filling in" 

of the existing network, although some areas, primarily in the 

far east, gained rail connections for the first time. The railway 

reduced transportation costs throughout the empire, opening 

new markets for products from other lands of the Dual 

Monarchy. In 1914, of a total of 22,981 km (14,279.73 mi) of 

railway tracks in Austria, 18,859 km (11,718 mi) (82%) were 

state-owned.  
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Railway network in the Kingdom of Hungary 

The first Hungarian steam locomotive railway line was opened 

on 15 July 1846 between Pest and Vác. In 1890 most large 

Hungarian private railway companies were nationalized as a 

consequence of the poor management of private companies, 

except the strong Austrian-owned Kaschau-Oderberg Railway 

(KsOd) and the Austrian-Hungarian Southern Railway (SB/DV). 

They also joined the zone tariff system of the MÁV (Hungarian 

State Railways). By 1910, the total length of the rail networks 

of Hungarian Kingdom reached 22,869 kilometres (14,210 

miles), the Hungarian network linked more than 1,490 

settlements. Nearly half (52%) of the empire's railways were 

built in Hungary, thus the railroad density there became 

higher than that of Cisleithania. This has ranked Hungarian 

railways the 6th most dense in the world (ahead of Germany 

and France).  

Electrified commuter railways: A set of four electric commuter 

rai lines were built in Budapest, the BHÉV: Ráckeve line 

(1887), Szentendre line (1888), Gödöllő line (1888), Csepel line 

(1912)  

Metropolitan transit systems 

Tramway lines in the cities 

Horse-drawn tramways appeared in the first half of the 19th 

century. Between the 1850s and 1880s many were 

built :Vienna (1865), Budapest (1866), Brno (1869), Trieste 

(1876). Steam trams appeared in the late 1860s. The 
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electrification of tramways started in the late 1880s. The first 

electrified tramway in Austria–Hungary was built in Budapest 

in 1887.  

Electric tramway lines in the Austrian Empire:  

• Austria: Gmunden (1894); Linz, Vienna (1897); Graz 

(1898); Trieste (1900); Ljubljana (1901); Innsbruck 

(1905); Unterlach, Ybbs an der Donau (1907); 

Salzburg (1909); Klagenfurt, Sankt Pölten (1911); 

Piran (1912) 

• Austrian Littoral: Pula (1904). 

• Bohemia: Prague (1891); Teplice (1895); Liberec 

(1897); Ústí nad Labem, Plzeň, Olomouc (1899); 

Moravia, Brno, Jablonec nad Nisou (1900); Ostrava 

(1901); Mariánské Lázně (1902); Budějovice, České 

Budějovice, Jihlava (1909) 

• Austrian Silesia: Opava (Troppau) (1905), Cieszyn 

(Cieszyn) (1911) 

• Dalmatia: Dubrovnik (1910) 

• Galicia: Lviv (1894), Bielsko-Biała (1895); Kraków 

(1901); Tarnów, Cieszyn (1911) 

Electric tramway lines in the Kingdom of Hungary:  

• Hungary: Budapest (1887); Pressburg/Pozsony/ 

Bratislava (1895); Szabadka/Subotica (1897), 

Szombathely (1897), Miskolc (1897); Temesvár/ 

Timișoara (1899); Sopron (1900); Szatmárnémeti/ 

Satu Mare (1900); Nyíregyháza (1905); Nagyszeben/ 

Sibiu (1905); Nagyvárad/Oradea (1906); Szeged 
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(1908); Debrecen (1911); Újvidék/Novi Sad (1911); 

Kassa/Košice (1913); Pécs (1913) 

• Croatia: Fiume (1899); Pula (1904); Opatija – Lovran 

(1908); Zagreb (1910); Dubrovnik (1910). 

Underground 

The Budapest MetroLine 1 (originally the "Franz Joseph 

Underground Electric Railway Company") is the second oldest 

underground railway in the world (the first being the London 

Underground's Metropolitan Line and the third being Glasgow), 

and the first on the European mainland. It was built from 1894 

to 1896 and opened on 2 May 1896. In 2002, it was listed as a 

UNESCOWorld Heritage Site. The M1 line became an IEEE 

Milestone due to the radically new innovations in its era: 

"Among the railway’s innovative elements were bidirectional 

tram cars; electric lighting in the subway stations and tram 

cars; and an overhead wire structure instead of a third-rail 

system for power."  

Canals and river regulations 

In 1900 the engineer C. Wagenführer drew up plans to link the 

Danube and the Adriatic Sea by a canal from Vienna to Trieste. 

It was born from the desire of Austria–Hungary to have a direct 

link to the Adriatic Sea but was never constructed.  

Regulation of the lower Danube and the Iron Gates 

In 1831 a plan had already been drafted to make the passage 

navigable, at the initiative of the Hungarian politician István 

Széchenyi. Finally Gábor Baross, Hungary's "Iron Minister", 
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succeeded in financing this project. The riverbed rocks and the 

associated rapids made the gorge valley an infamous passage 

for shipping. In German, the passage is still known as the 

Kataraktenstrecke, even though the cataracts are gone. Near 

the actual "Iron Gates" strait the Prigrada rock was the most 

important obstacle until 1896: the river widened considerably 

here and the water level was consequently low. Upstream, the 

Greben rock near the "Kazan" gorge was notorious.  

Regulation of the Tisza River 

The length of the Tisza in Hungary used to be 1,419 kilometres 

(882 miles). It flowed through the Great Hungarian Plain, 

which is one of the largest flat areas in central Europe. Since 

plains can cause a river to flow very slowly, the Tisza used to 

follow a path with many curves and turns, which led to many 

large floods in the area.  

After several small-scale attempts, István Széchenyi organised 

the "regulation of the Tisza" (Hungarian: a Tisza szabályozása) 

which started on 27 August 1846, and substantially ended in 

1880. The new length of the river in Hungary was 966 km 

(600 mi) (1,358 km (844 mi) total), with 589 km (366 mi) of 

"dead channels" and 136 km (85 mi) of new riverbed. The 

resultant length of the flood-protected river comprises 

2,940 km (1,830 mi) (out of 4,220 km (2,620 mi) of all 

Hungarian protected rivers).  

Shipping and ports 

The most important seaport was Trieste (today part of Italy), 

where the Austrian merchant marine was based. Two major 
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shipping companies (Austrian Lloyd and Austro-Americana) 

and several shipyards were located there. From 1815 to 1866, 

Venice had been part of the Habsburg empire. The loss of 

Venice prompted the development of the Austrian merchant 

marine. By 1913, the commercial marine of Austria, comprised 

16,764 vessels with a tonnage of 471,252, and crews number-

ing 45,567. Of the total (1913) 394 of 422,368 tons were 

steamers, and 16,370 of 48,884 tons were sailing vessels The 

Austrian Lloyd was one of the biggest ocean shipping 

companies of the time. Prior to the beginning of World War I, 

the company owned 65 middle-sized and large steamers. The 

Austro-Americana owned one third of this number, including 

the biggest Austrian passenger ship, the SS Kaiser Franz 

Joseph I. In comparison to the Austrian Lloyd, the Austro-

American concentrated on destinations in North and South 

America. The Austro-Hungarian Navy became much more 

significant than previously, as industrialization provided 

sufficient revenues to develop it. The ships of the Austro-

Hungarian navy were built in Trieste's shipyards. Pola (Pula, 

today part of Croatia) was also especially significant for the 

navy.  

The most important seaport for the Hungarian part of the 

monarchy was Fiume (Rijeka, today part of Croatia), where the 

Hungarian shipping companies, such as the Adria, operated. 

On the Danube, the DDSG had established the Óbuda Shipyard 

on the Hungarian Hajógyári Island in 1835. The largest 

Hungarian shipbuilding company was the Ganz-Danubius. The 

commercial marine of the Kingdom of Hungary in 1913 

comprised 545 vessels of 144,433 tons, and crews numbering 

3,217. Of the total number of vessels 134,000 of 142,539 tons 

were steamers, and 411 of 1,894 tons were sailing vessels. The 
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first Danubian steamer company, Donaud ampfsch 

iffahrtsgesellschaft (DDSG), was the largest inland shipping 

company in the world until the collapse of Austria-Hungary.  

Military 

The Austro-Hungarian Army was under the command of 

Archduke Albrecht, Duke of Teschen (1817–1895), an old-

fashioned bureaucrat who opposed modernization. The military 

system of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy was similar in both 

states, and rested since 1868 upon the principle of the 

universal and personal obligation of the citizen to bear arms. 

Its military force was composed of the common army; the 

special armies, namely the Austrian Landwehr, and the 

Hungarian Honved, which were separate national institutions, 

and the Landsturm or levy-en masse. As stated above, the 

common army stood under the administration of the joint 

minister of war, while the special armies were under the 

administration of the respective ministries of national defence. 

The yearly contingent of recruits for the army was fixed by the 

military bills voted on by the Austrian and Hungarian 

parliaments and was generally determined on the basis of the 

population, according to the last census returns. It amounted 

in 1905 to 103,100 men, of which Austria furnished 59,211 

men, and Hungary 43,889. Besides 10,000 men were annually 

allotted to the Austrian Landwehr, and 12,500 to the 

Hungarian Honved. The term of service was two years (three 

years in the cavalry) with the colours, seven or eight in the 

reserve and two in the Landwehr; in the case of men not 

drafted to the active army the same total period of service was 

spent in various special reserves.  
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The common minister of war was the head for the 

administration of all military affairs, except those of the 

Austrian Landwehr and of the Hungarian Honved, which were 

committed to the ministries for national defence of the two 

respective states. But the supreme command of the army was 

nominally vested in the monarch, who had the power to take 

all measures regarding the whole army. In practice, the 

emperor's nephew Archduke Albrecht was his chief military 

advisor and made the policy decisions.  

The Austro-Hungarian navy was mainly a coast defence force, 

and also included a flotilla of monitors for the Danube. It was 

administered by the naval department of the ministry of war.  

Foreign policy: 1897–1914 

Disputed land: Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Russian Pan-Slavic organizations sent aid to the Balkan rebels 

and so pressured the tsar's government to declare war on the 

Ottoman Empire in 1877 in the name of protecting Orthodox 

Christians. Unable to mediate between the Ottoman Empire 

and Russia over the control of Serbia, Austria–Hungary 

declared neutrality when the conflict between the two powers 

escalated into a war. With help from Romania and Greece, 

Russia defeated the Ottomans and with the Treaty of San 

Stefano tried to create a large pro-Russian Bulgaria. This 

treaty sparked an international uproar that almost resulted in 

a general European war. Austria–Hungary and Britain feared 

that a large Bulgaria would become a Russian satellite that 

would enable the tsar to dominate the Balkans. British prime 
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minister Benjamin Disraeli moved warships into position 

against Russia to halt the advance of Russian influence in the 

eastern Mediterranean so close to Britain's route through the 

Suez Canal.  

The Congress of Berlin rolled back the Russian victory by 

partitioning the large Bulgarian state that Russia had carved 

out of Ottoman territory and denying any part of Bulgaria full 

independence from the Ottomans. Austria occupied Bosnia and 

Herzegovina as a way of gaining power in the Balkans. Serbia, 

Montenegro and Romania became fully independent. 

Nonetheless, the Balkans remained a site of political unrest 

with teeming ambition for independence and great power 

rivalries. At the Congress of Berlin in 1878 Gyula Andrássy 

(Minister of Foreign Affairs) managed to force Russia to retreat 

from further demands in the Balkans. As a result, Greater 

Bulgaria was broken up and Serbian independence was 

guaranteed. In that year, with Britain's support, Austria–

Hungary stationed troops in Bosnia to prevent the Russians 

from expanding into nearby Serbia. In another measure to keep 

the Russians out of the Balkans, Austria–Hungary formed an 

alliance, the Mediterranean Entente, with Britain and Italy in 

1887 and concluded mutual defence pacts with Germany in 

1879 and Romania in 1883 against a possible Russian attack. 

Following the Congress of Berlin the European powers 

attempted to guarantee stability through a complex series of 

alliances and treaties.  

Anxious about Balkan instability and Russian aggression, and 

to counter French interests in Europe, Austria–Hungary forged 

a defensive alliance with Germany in October 1879 and in May 

1882. In October 1882 Italy joined this partnership in the 
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Triple Alliance largely because of Italy's imperial rivalries with 

France. Tensions between Russia and Austria–Hungary 

remained high, so Bismarck replaced the League of the Three 

Emperors with the Reinsurance Treaty with Russia to keep the 

Habsburgs from recklessly starting a war over Pan-Slavism. 

The Sandžak-Raška / Novibazar region was under Austro-

Hungarian occupation between 1878 and 1909, when it was 

returned to the Ottoman Empire, before being ultimately 

divided between kingdoms of Montenegro and Serbia.  

On the heels of the Great Balkan Crisis, Austro-Hungarian 

forces occupied Bosnia and Herzegovina in August 1878 and 

the monarchy eventually annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina in 

October 1908 as a common holding of Cisleithania and 

Transleithania under the control of the Imperial & Royal 

finance ministry rather than attaching it to either territorial 

government. The annexation in 1908 led some in Vienna to 

contemplate combining Bosnia and Herzegovina with Croatia to 

form a third Slavic component of the monarchy. The deaths of 

Franz Joseph's brother, Maximilian (1867), and his only son, 

Rudolf, made the Emperor's nephew, Franz Ferdinand, heir to 

the throne. The Archduke was rumoured to have been an 

advocate for this trialism as a means to limit the power of the 

Hungarian aristocracy.  

A proclamation issued on the occasion of its annexation to the 

Habsburg Monarchy in October 1908 promised these lands 

constitutional institutions, which should secure to their 

inhabitants full civil rights and a share in the management of 

their own affairs by means of a local representative assembly. 

In performance of this promise a constitution was promulgated 

in 1910. This included a Territorial Statute (Landesstatut) with 
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the setting up of a Territorial Diet, regulations for the election 

and procedure of the Diet, a law of associations, a law of 

public meetings, and a law dealing with the district councils. 

According to this statute Bosnia-Herzegovina formed a single 

administrative territory under the responsible direction and 

supervision of the Ministry of Finance of the Dual Monarchy in 

Vienna. The administration of the country, together with the 

carrying out of the laws, devolved upon the Territorial 

Government in Sarajevo, which was subordinate and 

responsible to the Common Ministry of Finance. The existing 

judicial and administrative authorities of the Territory retained 

their previous organization and functions. That statute 

introduced the modern rights and laws in Bosnia – 

Herzegovina, and it guaranteed generally the civil rights of the 

inhabitants of the Territory, namely citizenship, personal 

liberty, protection by the competent judicial authorities, liberty 

of creed and conscience, preservation of the national 

individuality and language, freedom of speech, freedom of 

learning and education, inviolability of the domicile, secrecy of 

posts and telegraphs, inviolability of property, the right of 

petition, and finally the right of holding meetings.  

The Diet (Sabor) of Bosnia-Herzegovina set up consisted of a 

single Chamber, elected on the principle of the representation 

of interests. It numbered 92 members. Of these 20 consisted of 

representatives of all the religious confessions, the president of 

the Supreme Court, the president of the Chamber of Advocates, 

the president of the Chamber of Commerce, and the mayor of 

Sarajevo. In addition to these were 72 deputies, elected by 

three curiae or electoral groups. The first curia included the 

large landowners, the highest taxpayers, and people who had 

reached a certain standard of education without regard to the 
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amount they paid in taxes. To the second curia belonged 

inhabitants of the towns not qualified to vote in the first; to 

the third, country dwellers disqualified in the same way. With 

this curial system was combined the grouping of the mandates 

and of the electors according to the three dominant creeds 

(Catholic, Serbian Orthodox, Muslim). To the adherents of 

other creeds the right was conceded of voting with one or other 

of the religious electoral bodies within the curia to which they 

belonged.  

Bosnian Crisis of 1908-1909 

The principal players in the Bosnian Crisis of 1908-09 were the 

foreign ministers of Austria and Russia, Alois Lexa von 

Aehrenthal and Alexander Izvolsky. Both were motivated by 

political ambition; the first would emerge successful, and the 

latter would be broken by the crisis. Along the way, they would 

drag Europe to the brink of war in 1909. They would also 

divide Europe into the two armed camps that would go to war 

in July 1914.   

Under the Treaty of Berlin, The Ottomans controlled the 

Dardanelles straight connecting the Mediterranean and the 

Black Sea. The Treaty prohibited the passage of any warships 

from any country into or out of the Black Sea. This treaty 

bottled up a major portion of the Russian Fleet, making it 

useless in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905 when it was 

urgently needed. Izvolsky wanted this changed to allow the 

passage of Russian ships through the straits. Aehrenthal 

wanted full control of Bosnia-Herzogovina.Austria-Hungary had 

administered the provinces since 1878 but the Ottoman Empire 

remained the nominal legal owner. Aehrenthal concocted a 
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grand diplomatic deal that proposed major benefits for both 

sides. Austria would gain full ownership of Bosnia with 

Russian approval. Turkey would get full control of the territory 

knoiwn as the Sanjak of Novi Pazar, plus cash. Russia would 

get the right of passage for its warships through the Straits. 

Serbia would get zero. Before approaching the Russians, 

Aehrenthal met with Austrian official and won the approval of 

Emperor Franz Joseph I. On September 15-16 Aehrenthal and 

Izvolsky held a secret meeting. No record was kept--and 

afterwards both sides remembered it very differently. 

Aehrenthal assumed he had full Russian approval for his 

scheme, but he not give out planned dates. Izvolsky assumed 

he would be informed before any actual move happened. 

Aehrenthal vaguely informed all the major countries but gave 

no details. The world was astonished on October 6, 1908, when 

a press release in Vienna announced that Bosnia was fully 

annexed. Inside Austria there was general approval except in 

Czech areas--that minority strongly felt its demands had been 

deliberately ignored.  

Aehrenthal had expected wide European approval and instead 

he faced a hostile volcanic eruption from every direction. 

Izvolsky vehemently denounced the treachery demanded an 

international conference on Bosnia. After decades of low level 

activity, pan-slavic forces inside Russia suddenly mobilized in 

opposition. Mass demonstrations broke out across the 

continent. Rome took advantage of the situation by reversing 

its friendship with Vienna. Berlin officials were surprised and 

appalled. The British were especially angry, denouncing the 

violation of an international agreement signed by both Austria 

and Britain. France denounced the scheme. Turkey was 

surprised by the unexpected development, but it was quieted 
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by the cash payment. By far the angriest reaction came from 

Serbia, which called for revenge, and began setting up secret 

guerrilla bands, plotting insurection in Bosnia. All across 

Europe the chief blame was placed on Berlin, not Vienna. 

Europeans feared the powerful German army and took the 

episode as proof of its expansionist intentions. Berlin now 

realized it stood alone, with Austria its only friend. It therefore 

decided it would firmly support Austria despite doubts about 

the wisdom of annexing Bosnia,  

Berlin explicitly warned St Petersburg that continued demands 

for an international conference constituted a hostile action 

that increase the risk of war with Germany. Russia backed 

down. Thanks to the German intervention, Austria scored a 

complete short-term diplomatic success in taking control of 

Bosnia. in the long run however, Germany and Austria both 

made many too enemies, as the battle lines of World War I 

started to harden.  

Aehrenthal had started with the assumption that the Slavic 

minorities could never come together, and the Balkan League 

Would never accomplish any damage to Austria. He turned 

down an Ottoman proposal for an alliance that would include 

Austria, Turkey and Romania. However his policies alienated 

the Bulgarians, who turned instead to Russia and Serbia. 

Although Austria had no intention to embark on additional 

expansion to the south, Aehrenthal encouraged speculation to 

that effect, expecting it would paralyze the Balkan states. 

Instead, it incited them to feverish activity to create a 

defensive block to stop Austria. A series of grave 

miscalculations at the highest level thus significantly 

strengthened Austria's enemies.  
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1914: Coming of World War 

Sarajevo assassination 

On 28 June 1914, Archduke Franz Ferdinand visited the 

Bosnian capital, Sarajevo. A group of six assassins (Cvjetko 

Popović, Gavrilo Princip, Muhamed Mehmedbašić, Nedeljko 

Čabrinović, Trifko Grabež, Vaso Čubrilović) from the nationalist 

group Mlada Bosna, supplied by the Black Hand, had gathered 

on the street where the Archduke's motorcade would pass. 

Čabrinović threw a grenade at the car, but missed. It injured 

some people nearby, and Franz Ferdinand's convoy could carry 

on. The other assassins failed to act as the cars drove past 

them quickly. About an hour later, when Franz Ferdinand was 

returning from a visit at the Sarajevo Hospital, the convoy took 

a wrong turn into a street where Gavrilo Princip by coincidence 

stood. With a pistol, Princip shot and killed Franz Ferdinand 

and his wife Sophie. The reaction among the Austrian people 

was mild, almost indifferent. As historian Z. A. B. Zeman later 

wrote, "the event almost failed to make any impression 

whatsoever. On Sunday and Monday [June 28 and 29], the 

crowds in Vienna listened to music and drank wine, as if 

nothing had happened."  

Escalation of violence in Bosnia 

The assassination excessively intensified the existing 

traditional religion-based ethnic hostilities in Bosnia. However, 

in Sarajevo itself, Austrian authorities encouraged violence 

against the Serb residents, which resulted in the Anti-Serb 

riots of Sarajevo, in which Catholic Croats and Bosnian 
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Muslims killed two and damaged numerous Serb-owned 

buildings. Writer Ivo Andrić referred to the violence as the 

"Sarajevo frenzy of hate." Violent actions against ethnic Serbs 

were organized not only in Sarajevo but also in many other 

larger Austro-Hungarian cities in modern-day Croatia and 

Bosnia and Herzegovina. Austro-Hungarian authorities in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina imprisoned and extradited 

approximately 5,500 prominent Serbs, 700 to 2,200 of whom 

died in prison. 460 Serbs were sentenced to death and a 

predominantly Muslim special militia known as the 

Schutzkorps was established and carried out the persecution of 

Serbs.  

Decision for war 

While the empire's military spending had not even doubled 

since the 1878 Congress of Berlin, Germany's spending had 

risen fivefold, and the British, Russian, and French 

expenditures threefold. The empire had lost ethnic Italian 

areas to Piedmont because of nationalist movements that had 

swept through Italy, and many Austro-Hungarians perceived as 

imminent the threat of losing to Serbia the southern territories 

inhabited by Slavs. Serbia had recently gained considerable 

territory in the Second Balkan War of 1913, causing much 

distress in government circles in Vienna and Budapest. Former 

ambassador and foreign minister Count Alois Aehrenthal had 

assumed that any future war would be in the Balkan region.  

Hungarian prime minister and political scientist István Tisza 

opposed the expansion of the monarchy in the Balkans (see 

Bosnian crisis in 1908) because "the Dual Monarchy already 

had too many Slavs", which would further threaten the 
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integrity of the Dual Monarchy. In March 1914, Tisza wrote a 

memorandum to Emperor Franz Joseph with a strongly 

apocalyptic, predictive and embittered tone. He used the 

hitherto unknown word "Weltkrieg" (meaning World War). "It is 

my firm conviction that Germany's two neighbors [Russia and 

France] are carefully proceeding with military preparations, 

but will not start the war so long as they have not attained a 

grouping of the Balkan states against us that confronts the 

monarchy with an attack from three sides and pins down the 

majority of our forces on our eastern and southern front."  

On the day of the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, 

Tisza immediately traveled to Vienna where he met Minister of 

Foreign Affairs Count Leopold Berchtold and Army Commander 

Count Franz Conrad von Hötzendorf. They proposed to solve 

the dispute with arms, attacking Serbia. Tisza proposed to give 

the government of Serbia time to take a stand as to whether it 

was involved in the organisation of the murder and proposed a 

peaceful resolution, arguing that the international situation 

would settle soon. Returning to Budapest, he wrote to Emperor 

Franz Joseph saying he would not take any responsibility for 

the armed conflict because there was no proof that Serbia had 

plotted the assassination.  

Tisza opposed a war with Serbia, stating (correctly, as it 

turned out) that any war with the Serbs was bound to trigger a 

war with Russia and hence a general European war. He did not 

trust in the Italian alliance, due to the political aftermath of 

the Second Italian War of Independence. He thought that even 

a successful Austro-Hungarian war would be disastrous for the 

integrity of Kingdom of Hungary, where Hungary would be the 

next victim of Austrian politics. After a successful war against 
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Serbia, Tisza foresaw a possible Austrian military attack 

against the Kingdom of Hungary, where the Austrians want to 

break up the territory of Hungary.  

Some members of the government, such as Count Franz Conrad 

von Hötzendorf, had wanted to confront the resurgent Serbian 

nation for some years in a preventive war, but the Emperor, 84 

years old and an enemy of all adventures, disapproved.  

The foreign ministry of Austro-Hungarian Empire sent 

ambassadorLászló Szőgyény to Potsdam, where he inquired 

about the standpoint of the German Emperor on 5 July. 

Szőgyény described what happened in a secret report to Vienna 

later that day:  

I presented His Majesty [Wilhelm] with [Franz Joseph's] letter 

and the attached memorandum. The Kaiser read both papers 

quite carefully in my presence.  

First, His Majesty assured me that he had expected us to take 

firm action against Serbia, but he had to concede that, as a 

result of the conflicts facing [Franz Joseph], he needed to take 

into account a serious complication in Europe, which is why he 

did not wish to give any definite answer prior to consultations 

with the chancellor....  

When, after our déjeuner, I once again emphasized the gravity 

of the situation, His Majesty authorized me to report to [Franz 

Joseph] that in this case, too, we could count on Germany's 

full support. As mentioned, he first had to consult with the 

Chancellor, but he did not have the slightest doubt that Herr 

von Bethmann Hollweg would fully agree with him, particularly 

with regard to action on our part against Serbia. In his 
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[Wilhelm's] opinion, though, there was no need to wait 

patiently before taking action. The Kaiser said that Russia's 

stance would always be a hostile one, but he had been 

prepared for this for many years, and even if war broke out 

between Austria–Hungary and Russia, we could rest assured 

that Germany would take our side, in line with its customary 

loyalty.  

According to the Kaiser, as things stood now, Russia was not 

at all ready for war. It would certainly have to think hard 

before making a call to arms. 

But now the leaders of Austria–Hungary, especially General 

Count Leopold von Berchtold, backed by its ally Germany, 

decided to confront Serbia militarily before it could incite a 

revolt; using the assassination as an excuse, they presented a 

list of ten demands called the July Ultimatum, expecting 

Serbia would never accept.  

When Serbia accepted nine of the ten demands but only 

partially accepted the remaining one, Austria–Hungary 

declared war. Franz Joseph I finally followed the urgent 

counsel of his top advisers.  

Over the course of July and August 1914, these events caused 

the start of World War I, as Russia mobilized in support of 

Serbia, setting off a series of counter-mobilizations. In support 

of his German ally, on Thursday, 6 August 1914, Emperor 

Franz Joseph signed the declaration of war on Russia. Italy 

initially remained neutral, although it had an alliance with 

Austria–Hungary. In 1915, it switched to the side of the 

Entente powers, hoping to gain territory from its former ally.  
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World War I 

Wartime foreign policy 

The Austro-Hungarian Empire played a relatively passive 

diplomatic role in the war, as it was increasingly dominated 

and controlled by Germany. The only goal was to punish Serbia 

and try to stop the ethnic breakup of the Empire, and it 

completely failed. Instead as the war went on the ethnic unity 

declined; the Allies encouraged breakaway demands from 

minorities and the Empire faced disintegration. Starting in late 

1916 the new Emperor Karl removed the pro-German officials 

and opened peace overtures to the Allies, whereby the entire 

war could be ended by compromise, or perhaps Austria would 

make a separate peace from Germany. The main effort was 

vetoed by Italy, which had been promised large slices of 

Austria for joining the Allies in 1915. Austria was only willing 

to turn over the Trentino region but nothing more. Karl was 

seen as a defeatist, which weakened his standing at home and 

with both the Allies and Germany.  

As the Imperial economy collapsed into severe hardship and 

even starvation, its multi-ethnic army lost its morale and was 

increasingly hard-pressed to hold its line. In the capital cities 

of Vienna and Budapest, the leftist and liberal movements and 

opposition parties strengthened and supported the separatism 

of ethnic minorities.  

As it became apparent that the Allies would win the war, 

nationalist movements, which had previously been calling for a 

greater degree of autonomy for their majority areas, started 
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demanding full independence. The Emperor had lost much of 

his power to rule, as his realm disintegrated.  

Homefront 

The heavily rural Empire did have a small industrial base, but 

its major contribution was manpower and food. Nevertheless, 

Austria–Hungary was more urbanized (25%) than its actual 

opponents in the First World War, like the Russian Empire 

(13.4%), Serbia (13.2%) or Romania (18.8%). Furthermore, the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire had also more industrialized 

economy and higher GDP per capita than the Kingdom of Italy, 

which was economically the far most developed actual 

opponent of the Empire.  

On the home front, food grew scarcer and scarcer, as did 

heating fuel. The hog population fell 90 percent, as the 

dwindling supplies of ham and bacon percent of the Army. 

Hungary, with its heavy agricultural base, was somewhat 

better fed. The Army conquered productive agricultural areas 

in Romania and elsewhere, but refused to allow food shipments 

to civilians back home. Morale fell every year, and the diverse 

nationalities gave up on the Empire and looked for ways to 

establish their own nation states.  

Inflation soared, from an index of 129 in 1914 to 1589 in 1918, 

wiping out the cash savings of the middle-class. In terms of 

war damage to the economy, the war used up about 20 percent 

of the GDP. The dead soldiers amounted to about four percent 

of the 1914 labor force, and the wounded ones to another six 

percent. Compared all the major countries in the war, the 

death and casualty rate was toward the high-end regarding the 
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present-day territory of Austra. By summer 1918, "Green 

Cadres" of army deserters formed armed bands in the hills of 

Croatia-Slavonia and civil authority disintegrated. By late 

October violence and massive looting erupted and there were 

efforts to form peasant republics. However, the Croatian 

political leadership was focused on creating a new state 

(Yugoslavia) and worked with the advancing Serbian army to 

impose control and end the uprisings.  

Military events 

The Austro-Hungarian Empire conscripted 7.8 million soldiers 

during the WW1. General von Hötzendorf was the Chief of the 

Austro-Hungarian General Staff. Franz Joseph I, who was 

much too old to command the army, appointed Archduke 

Friedrich von Österreich-Teschen as Supreme Army 

Commander (Armeeoberkommandant), but asked him to give 

Von Hötzendorf freedom to take any decisions. Von Hötzendorf 

remained in effective command of the military forces until 

Emperor Karl I took the supreme command himself in late 

1916 and dismissed Conrad von Hötzendorf in 1917. 

Meanwhile, economic conditions on the homefront deteriorated 

rapidly. The Empire depended on agriculture, and agriculture 

depended on the heavy labor of millions of men who were now 

in the Army. Food production fell, the transportation system 

became overcrowded, and industrial production could not 

successfully handle the overwhelming need for munitions. 

Germany provided a great deal of help, but it was not enough. 

Furthermore, the political instability of the multiple ethnic 

groups of Empire now ripped apart any hope for national 

consensus in support of the war. Increasingly there was a 

demand for breaking up the Empire and setting up 
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autonomous national states based on historic language-based 

cultures. The new Emperor sought peace terms from the Allies, 

but his initiatives were vetoed by Italy.  

Serbian front 1914–1916 

At the start of the war, the army was divided into two: the 

smaller part attacked Serbia while the larger part fought 

against the formidable Imperial Russian Army. The invasion of 

Serbia in 1914 was a disaster: by the end of the year, the 

Austro-Hungarian Army had taken no territory, but had lost 

227,000 out of a total force of 450,000 men. However, in the 

autumn of 1915, the Serbian Army was defeated by the Central 

Powers, which led to the occupation of Serbia. Near the end of 

1915, in a massive rescue operation involving more than 1,000 

trips made by Italian, French and British steamers, 260,000 

Serb surviving soldiers were transported to Brindisi and Corfu, 

where they waited for the chance of the victory of Allied Powers 

to reclaim their country. Corfu hosted the Serbian government 

in exile after the collapse of Serbia and served as a supply 

base to the Greek front. In April 1916 a large number of 

Serbian troops were transported in British and French naval 

vessels from Corfu to mainland Greece. The contingent 

numbering over 120,000 relieved a much smaller army at the 

Macedonian front and fought alongside British and French 

troops.  

Russian front 1914–1917 

On the Eastern front, the war started out equally poorly. The 

Austro-Hungarian Army was defeated at the Battle of Lemberg 

and the great fortress city of Przemyśl was besieged and fell in 
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March 1915. The Gorlice–Tarnów Offensive started as a minor 

German offensive to relieve the pressure of the Russian 

numerical superiority on the Austro-Hungarians, but the 

cooperation of the Central Powers resulted in huge Russian 

losses and the total collapse of the Russian lines and their 

100 km (62 mi) long retreat into Russia. The Russian Third 

Army perished. In summer 1915, the Austro-Hungarian Army, 

under a unified command with the Germans, participated in 

the successful Gorlice–Tarnów Offensive. From June 1916, the 

Russians focused their attacks on the Austro-Hungarian army 

in the Brusilov Offensive, recognizing the numerical inferiority 

of the Austro-Hungarian army. By the end of September 1916, 

Austria–Hungary mobilized and concentrated new divisions, 

and the successful Russian advance was halted and slowly 

repelled; but the Austrian armies took heavy losses (about 

1 million men) and never recovered. The Battle of Zborov 

(1917) was the first significant action of the Czechoslovak 

Legions, who fought for the independence of Czechoslovakia 

against the Austro-Hungarian army. However the huge losses 

in men and material inflicted on the Russians during the 

offensive contributed greatly to the revolutions of 1917, and it 

caused an economic crash in the Russian Empire.  

Italian front 1915–1918 

In May 1915, Italy attacked Austria–Hungary. Italy was the 

only military opponent of Austria–Hungary which had a similar 

degree of industrialization and economic level; moreover, her 

army was numerous (≈1,000,000 men were immediately 

fielded), but suffered from poor leadership, training and 

organization. Chief of StaffLuigi Cadorna marched his army 

towards the Isonzoriver, hoping to seize Ljubljana, and to 
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eventually threaten Vienna. However, the Royal Italian Army 

were halted on the river, where four battles took place over five 

months (23 June – 2 December 1915). The fight was extremely 

bloody and exhausting for both the contenders.  

On 15 May 1916, the Austrian Chief of Staff Conrad von 

Hötzendorf launched the Strafexpedition ("punitive 

expedition"): the Austrians broke through the opposing front 

and occupied the Asiago plateau. The Italians managed to 

resist and in a counteroffensive seized Gorizia on 9 August. 

Nonetheless, they had to stop on the Carso, a few kilometres 

away from the border. At this point, several months of 

indecisive trench warfare ensued (analogous to the Western 

front). As the Russian Empire collapsed as a result of the 

Bolshevik Revolution and Russians ended their involvement in 

the war, Germans and Austrians were able to move on the 

Western and Southern fronts much manpower from the 

erstwhile Eastern fighting.  

On 24 October 1917, Austrians (now enjoying decisive German 

support) attacked at Caporetto using new infiltration tactics; 

although they advanced more than 100 km (62.14 mi) in the 

direction of Venice and gained considerable supplies, they were 

halted and could not cross the Piaveriver. Italy, although 

suffering massive casualties, recovered from the blow, and a 

coalition government under Vittorio Emanuele Orlando was 

formed. Italy also enjoyed support by the Entente powers: by 

1918, large amounts of war materials and a few auxiliary 

American, British, and French divisions arrived in the Italian 

battle zone. Cadorna was replaced by General Armando Diaz; 

under his command, the Italians retook the initiative and won 

the decisive Battle of the Piave river (15–23 June 1918), in 
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which some 60,000 Austrian and 43,000 Italian soldiers were 

killed. The multiethnic Austro-Hungarian Empire started to 

disintegrate, leaving its army alone on the battlefields. The 

final battle was at Vittorio Veneto; after 4 days of stiff 

resistance, Italian troops crossed the Piave River, and after 

losing 90,000 men the defeated Austrian troops retreated in 

disarray pursued by the Italians. The Italians captured 

448,000 Austrian-Hungarian soldiers (about one-third of the 

imperial-royal army), 24 of whom were generals, 5,600 cannons 

and mortars, and 4,000 machine guns. The military breakdown 

also marked the start of the rebellion for the numerous 

ethnicities who made up the multiethnic Empire, as they 

refused to keep on fighting for a cause that now appeared 

senseless. These events marked the end of Austria–Hungary, 

which collapsed on 31 October 1918. The armistice was signed 

at Villa Giusti on 3 November.  

Romanian front 1916–1917 

On 27 August 1916, Romania declared war against Austria–

Hungary. The Romanian Army crossed the borders of Eastern 

Hungary (Transylvania), and despite initial successes, by 

November 1916, the Central Powers formed by the Austro-

Hungarian, German, Bulgarian, and Ottoman armies, had 

defeated the Romanian and Russian armies of the Entente 

Powers, and occupied the southern part of Romania (including 

Oltenia, Muntenia and Dobruja). Within 3 months of the war, 

the Central Powers came near Bucharest, the Romanian capital 

city. On 6 December, the Central Powers captured Bucharest, 

and part of the population moved to the unoccupied Romanian 

territory, in Moldavia, together with the Romanian government, 

royal court and public authorities, which relocated to Iași.  
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In 1917, after several defensive victories (managing to stop the 

German-Austro-Hungarian advance), with Russia's withdrawal 

from the war following the October Revolution, Romania was 

forced to drop out of the war.  

Whereas the German army realized it needed close cooperation 

from the homefront, Habsburg officers saw themselves as 

entirely separate from the civilian world, and superior to it. 

When they occupied productive areas, such as southern 

Romania, they seized food stocks and other supplies for their 

own purposes and blocked any shipments intended for civilians 

back in the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The result was that the 

officers lived well, as the civilians began to starve. Vienna even 

transferred training units to Serbia and Poland for the sole 

purpose of feeding them. In all, the Army obtained about 15 

percent of its cereal needs from occupied territories.  

Role of Hungary 

Although the Kingdom of Hungary composed only 42% of the 

population of Austria–Hungary, the thin majority – more than 

3.8 million soldiers – of the Austro-Hungarian armed forces 

were conscripted from the Kingdom of Hungary during the First 

World War. Roughly 600,000 soldiers were killed in action, and 

700,000 soldiers were wounded in the war.  

Austria–Hungary held on for years, as the Hungarian half 

provided sufficient supplies for the military to continue to 

wage war. This was shown in a transition of power after which 

the Hungarian prime minister, Count István Tisza, and foreign 

minister, Count István Burián, had decisive influence over the 

internal and external affairs of the monarchy. By late 1916, 
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food supply from Hungary became intermittent and the 

government sought an armistice with the Entente powers. 

However, this failed as Britain and France no longer had any 

regard for the integrity of the monarchy because of Austro-

Hungarian support for Germany.  

Analysis of defeat 

The setbacks that the Austrian army suffered in 1914 and 

1915 can be attributed to a large extent by the incompetence of 

the Austrian high command. After attacking Serbia, its forces 

soon had to be withdrawn to protect its eastern frontier 

against Russia's invasion, while German units were engaged in 

fighting on the Western Front. This resulted in a greater than 

expected loss of men in the invasion of Serbia. Furthermore, it 

became evident that the Austrian high command had had no 

plans for possible continental war and that the army and navy 

were also ill-equipped to handle such a conflict.  

From 1916, the Austro-Hungarian war effort became more and 

more subordinated to the direction of German planners. The 

Austrians viewed the German army favorably, on the other 

hand by 1916 the general belief in Germany was that Germany, 

in its alliance with Austria–Hungary, was "shackled to a 

corpse". The operational capability of the Austro-Hungarian 

army was seriously affected by supply shortages, low morale 

and a high casualty rate, and by the army's composition of 

multiple ethnicities with different languages and customs.  

The last two successes for the Austrians, the Romanian 

Offensive and the Caporetto Offensive, were German-assisted 

operations. As the Dual Monarchy became more politically 
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unstable, it became more and more dependent on German 

assistance. The majority of its people, other than Hungarians 

and German Austrians, became increasingly restless. In 1917, 

the Eastern front of the Entente Powers completely collapsed.  

The Austro-Hungarian Empire then withdrew from all defeated 

countries. By 1918, the economic situation had deteriorated. 

Leftist and pacifist political movements organized strikes in 

factories, and uprisings in the army had become commonplace. 

During the Italian battles, the Czechoslovaks and Southern 

Slavs declared their independence. On 31 October Hungary 

ended the personal union with Austria, officially dissolving the 

Monarchy.  

At the last Italian offensive, the Austro-Hungarian Army took 

to the field without any food and munition supply and fought 

without any political supports for a de facto non-existent 

empire. On the end of the decisive joint Italian, British and 

French offensive at Vittorio Veneto, the disintegrated Austria–

Hungary signed the Armistice of Villa Giusti on 3 November 

1918.  

The government had failed badly on the homefront. Historian 

Alexander Watson reports:  

Across central Europe ... The majority lived in a state of 

advanced misery by the spring of 1918, and conditions later 

worsened, for the summer of 1918 saw both the drop in food 

supplied to the levels of the 'turnip winter', and the onset of 

the 1918 flu pandemic that killed at least 20 million 

worldwide. Society was relieved, exhausted and yearned for 

peace. 
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Dissolution 

The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy collapsed with dramatic speed 

in the autumn of 1918. In the capital cities of Vienna and 

Budapest, the leftist and liberal movements and politicians 

(the opposition parties) strengthened and supported the 

separatism of ethnic minorities. These leftist or left-liberal pro-

Entente maverick parties opposed the monarchy as a form of 

government and considered themselves internationalist rather 

than patriotic. Eventually, the German defeat and the minor 

revolutions in Vienna and Budapest gave political power to the 

left/liberal political parties. As it became apparent that the 

Allied powers would win World War I, nationalist movements, 

which had previously been calling for a greater degree of 

autonomy for various areas, started pressing for full 

independence. The Emperor had lost much of his power to rule, 

as his realm disintegrated.  

Alexander Watson argues that, "The Habsburg regime's doom 

was sealed when Wilson's response to the note, sent two and a 

half weeks earlier, arrived on 20 October." Wilson rejected the 

continuation of the dual monarchy as a negotiable possibility. 

As one of his Fourteen Points, President Woodrow Wilson 

demanded that the nationalities of Austria–Hungary have the 

"freest opportunity to autonomous development". In response, 

Emperor Karl I agreed to reconvene the Imperial Parliament in 

1917 and allow the creation of a confederation with each 

national group exercising self-governance. However, the 

leaders of these national groups rejected the idea; they deeply 

distrusted Vienna and were now determined to get 

independence.  
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On 14 October 1918, Foreign Minister Baron István Burián von 

Rajecz asked for an armistice based on the Fourteen Points. In 

an apparent attempt to demonstrate good faith, Emperor Karl 

issued a proclamation ("Imperial Manifesto of 16 October 

1918") two days later which would have significantly altered 

the structure of the Austrian half of the monarchy. The Polish 

majority regions of Galicia and Lodomeria were to be granted 

the option of seceding from the empire, and it was understood 

that they would join their ethnic brethren in Russia and 

Germany in resurrecting a Polish state. The rest of Cisleithania 

was transformed into a federal union composed of four parts—

German, Czech, South Slav and Ukrainian. Each of these was 

to be governed by a national council that would negotiate the 

future of the empire with Vienna. Trieste was to receive a 

special status. No such proclamation could be issued in 

Hungary, where Hungarian aristocrats still believed they could 

subdue other nationalities and maintain the "Holy Kingdom of 

St. Stephen".  

It was a dead letter. Four days later, on 18 October, United 

States Secretary of State Robert Lansing replied that the Allies 

were now committed to the causes of the Czechs, Slovaks and 

South Slavs. Therefore, Lansing said, autonomy for the 

nationalities – the tenth of the Fourteen Points – was no longer 

enough and Washington could not deal on the basis of the 

Fourteen Points anymore. In fact, a Czechoslovak provisional 

government had joined the Allies on 14 October. The South 

Slavs in both halves of the monarchy had already declared in 

favor of uniting with Serbia in a large South Slav state by way 

of the 1917 Corfu Declaration signed by members of the 

Yugoslav Committee. Indeed, the Croatians had begun 

disregarding orders from Budapest earlier in October.  
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The Lansing note was, in effect, the death certificate of 

Austria–Hungary. The national councils had already begun 

acting more or less as provisional governments of independent 

countries. With defeat in the war imminent after the Italian 

offensive in the Battle of Vittorio Veneto on 24 October, Czech 

politicians peacefully took over command in Prague on 28 

October (later declared the birthday of Czechoslovakia) and 

followed up in other major cities in the next few days. On 30 

October, the Slovaks followed in Martin. On 29 October, the 

Slavs in both portions of what remained of Austria–Hungary 

proclaimed the State of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs. They also 

declared that their ultimate intention was to unite with Serbia 

and Montenegro in a large South Slav state. On the same day, 

the Czechs and Slovaks formally proclaimed the establishment 

of Czechoslovakia as an independent state.  

In Hungary, the most prominent opponent of continued union 

with Austria, Count Mihály Károlyi, seized power in the Aster 

Revolution on 31 October. Charles was all but forced to 

appoint Károlyi as his Hungarian prime minister. One of 

Károlyi's first acts was to cancel the compromise agreement, 

officially dissolving the Austro-Hungarian state.  

By the end of October, there was nothing left of the Habsburg 

realm but its majority-German Danubian and Alpine provinces, 

and Karl's authority was being challenged even there by the 

German-Austrian state council. Karl's last Austrian prime 

minister, Heinrich Lammasch, concluded that Karl was in an 

impossible situation, and persuaded Karl that the best course 

was to relinquish, at least temporarily, his right to exercise 

sovereign authority.  
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Consequences 

• On 11 November, Karl issued a carefully worded 

proclamation in which he recognized the Austrian 

people's right to determine the form of the state and 

relinquished his right to take part in Austrian state 

affairs. He also dismissed Lammasch and his 

government from office and released the officials in 

the Austrian half of the empire from their oath of 

loyalty to him. Two days later, he issued a similar 

proclamation for Hungary. However, he did not 

abdicate, remaining available in the event the people 

of either state should recall him. For all intents and 

purposes, this was the end of the Habsburg rule.  

Karl's refusal to abdicate was ultimately irrelevant. On the day 

after he announced his withdrawal from Austria's politics, the 

German-Austrian National Council proclaimed the Republic of 

German Austria. Károlyi followed suit on 16 November, 

proclaiming the Hungarian Democratic Republic.  

The Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye (between the victors of 

World War I and Austria) and the Treaty of Trianon (between 

the victors and Hungary) regulated the new borders of Austria 

and Hungary, leaving both as small landlocked states. The 

Allies assumed without question that the minority nationalities 

wanted to leave Austria and Hungary, and also allowed them to 

annex significant blocks of German- and Hungarian-speaking 

territory. As a result, the Republic of Austria lost roughly 60% 

of the old Austrian Empire's territory. It also had to drop its 

plans for union with Germany, as it was not allowed to unite 

with Germany without League approval. The restored Kingdom 
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of Hungary, which had replaced the republican government in 

1920, lost roughly 72% of the pre-war territory of the Kingdom 

of Hungary.  

The decisions of the nations of the former Austria–Hungary and 

of the victors of the Great War, contained in the heavily one-

sided treaties, had devastating political and economic effects. 

The previously rapid economic growth of the Dual Monarchy 

ground to a halt because the new borders became major 

economic barriers. All the formerly well-established industries, 

as well as the infrastructure supporting them, were designed to 

satisfy the needs of an extensive realm. As a result, the 

emerging countries were forced to make considerable sacrifices 

to transform their economies. The treaties created major 

political unease. As a result of these economic difficulties, 

extremist movements gained strength; and there was no 

regional superpower in central Europe.  

The new Austrian state was, at least on paper, on shakier 

ground than Hungary. Unlike its former Hungarian partner, 

Austria had never been a nation in any real sense. While the 

Austrian state had existed in one form or another for 700 

years, it was united only by loyalty to the Habsburgs. With the 

loss of 60% of the Austrian Empire's prewar territory, Vienna 

was now an imperial capital without an empire to support it. 

However, after a brief period of upheaval and the Allies' 

foreclosure of union with Germany, Austria established itself 

as a federal republic. Despite the temporary Anschluss with 

Nazi Germany, it still survives today. Adolf Hitler cited that all 

"Germans" – such as him and the others from Austria, etc. – 

should be united with Germany.  
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By comparison, Hungary had been a nation and a state for over 

900 years. Hungary, however, was severely disrupted by the 

loss of 72% of its territory, 64% of its population and most of 

its natural resources. The Hungarian Democratic Republic was 

short-lived and was temporarily replaced by the communist 

Hungarian Soviet Republic. Romanian troops ousted Béla Kun 

and his communist government during the Hungarian–

Romanian War of 1919.  

In the summer of 1919, a Habsburg, Archduke Joseph August, 

became regent, but was forced to stand down after only two 

weeks when it became apparent the Allies would not recognise 

him. Finally, in March 1920, royal powers were entrusted to a 

regent, Miklós Horthy, who had been the last commanding 

admiral of the Austro-Hungarian Navy and had helped organize 

the counter-revolutionary forces. It was this government that 

signed the Treaty of Trianon under protest on 4 June 1920 at 

the Grand Trianon Palace in Versailles, France.  

In March and again in October 1921, ill-prepared attempts by 

Karl to regain the throne in Budapest collapsed. The initially 

wavering Horthy, after receiving threats of intervention from 

the Allied Powers and the Little Entente, refused his 

cooperation.  

Soon afterward, the Hungarian government nullified the 

Pragmatic Sanction, effectively dethroning the Habsburgs. Two 

years earlier, Austria had passed the "Habsburg Law," which 

both dethroned the Habsburgs and banished all Habsburgs 

from Austrian territory. While Karl was banned from ever 

returning to Austria again, other Habsburgs could return if 

they gave up all claims to the throne.  
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Subsequently, the British took custody of Karl and removed 

him and his family to the Portuguese island of Madeira, where 

he died the following year.  

Successor states 

The following successor states were formed at the dissolution 

of the former Austro–Hungarian monarchy:  

• German Austria (which became the First Austrian 

Republic) 

• Hungarian Democratic Republic (which after a few 

other short lived intermediaries became the Kingdom 

of Hungary) 

• First Czechoslovak Republic ("Czechoslovakia" from 

1920 to 1938) 

• Second Polish Republic 

• Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes 

Additionally, the duchies of Bukovina, Transylvania and two-

thirds of the Banat were joined to the Kingdom of Romania. 

Austro-Hungarian lands were also ceded to the Kingdom of 

Italy.  

The Principality of Liechtenstein, which had formerly looked to 

Vienna for protection, formed a customs and defense union 

with Switzerland, and adopted the Swiss currency instead of 

the Austrian.  

In April 1919, Vorarlberg – the westernmost province of Austria 

– voted by a large majority to join Switzerland; however, both 

the Swiss and the Allies disregarded this result.  
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Territorial legacy 

The following present-day countries and parts of countries 

were within the boundaries of Austria–Hungary when the 

empire was dissolved:  

Empire of Austria (Cisleithania):  

• Austria (except Burgenland) 

• Czech Republic (except the Hlučínsko area) 

• Slovenia (except Prekmurje) 

• Italy (Trentino, South Tyrol, parts of the province of 

Belluno and small portions of Friuli-Venezia Giulia) 

• Croatia (Dalmatia, Istria) 

• Poland (voivodeships of Lesser Poland, Subcarpathia, 

southernmost part of Silesia (Bielsko and Cieszyn)) 

• Ukraine (oblasts of Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk, Ternopil 

(except its northern corner) and most of the oblast of 

Chernivtsi) 

• Romania (county of Suceava) 

• Montenegro (bay of Boka Kotorska, the coast and the 

immediate hinterland around the cities of Budva, 

Petrovac and Sutomore) 

Kingdom of Hungary (Transleithania):  

• Hungary; 

• Slovakia 

• Austria (Burgenland) 

• Slovenia (Prekmurje) 

• Croatia (Croatian Baranja and Međimurje county, 

Fiume as corpus separatum along with Slavonia and 
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Central Croatia were not part of Hungary proper, the 

latter two were part of the sovereign Kingdom of 

Croatia-Slavonia) 

• Ukraine (oblast of Zakarpattia) 

• Romania (region of Transylvania, Partium and parts 

of Banat, Crișana, and Maramureș) 

• Serbia (autonomous province of Vojvodina and 

northern Belgrade region) 

• Poland (Polish parts of Orava and Spiš) 

Austro-Hungarian Condominium 

• Bosnia and Herzegovina (the villages of Zavalje, Mali 

Skočaj and Veliki Skočaj including the immediate 

surrounding area west of the city of Bihać) 

• Montenegro (Sutorina – western part of the 

Municipality of Herceg Novi between present borders 

with Croatia (SW) and Bosnia and Herzegovina (NW), 

Adriatic coast (E) and the township of Igalo (NE)) 

• Sandžak-Raška region, Austro-Hungarian occupied 

1878 until withdrawal in 1908 whilst formally part of 

the Ottoman Empire 

Possessions of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 

• The empire was unable to gain and maintain large 

colonies owing to its geographical position. Its only 

possession outside of Europe was its concession in 

Tianjin, China, which it was granted in return for 

supporting the Eight-Nation Alliance in suppressing 

the Boxer Rebellion. However although the city was 

only an Austro-Hungarian possession for 16 years, 
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the Austro-Hungarians left their mark on that area 

of the city, in the form of architecture that still 

stands in the city. 

Other parts of Europe had been part of the Habsburg monarchy 

once but had left it before its dissolution in 1918. Prominent 

examples are the regions of Lombardy and Veneto in Italy, 

Silesia in Poland, most of Belgium and Serbia, and parts of 

northern Switzerland and southwestern Germany. They 

persuaded the government to search out foreign investment to 

build up infrastructure such as railroads. Despite these 

measures, Austria–Hungary remained resolutely monarchist 

and authoritarian.  

  



Chapter 3 

North German Confederation 

The North German Confederation (German: Norddeutscher 

Bund ) was the Germanfederation which existed from July 1867 

to December 1870. The Confederation came into existence after 

the Austro-Prussian War of 1866 over the lordship of two small 

Danish duchies (Schleswig-Holstein) claimed by Prussia in 

1866. Although de jure a confederacy of equal states, the 

Confederation was de facto controlled and led by the largest 

and most powerful member, Prussia, which exercised its 

influence to bring about the formation of the German Empire. 

Some historians also use the name for the alliance of 22 

German states formed on 18 August 1866 (Augustbündnis).  

The growing power of Prussia was worrying other great powers, 

especially Second French Empire, which was ruled by the 

French EmperorNapoleon III. In 1868, Spain 

overthrewqueenIsabella II, and a German prince was a 

candidate for her throne. France, not wanting to be encircled 

by a German-Spanish alliance, declared war on the 

Confederation. In 1870–1871, the south German states of 

Baden, Hesse-Darmstadt, Württemberg and Bavaria joined the 

country. On 1 January 1871, the country adopted a new 

constitution, which was written under the title of a new 

"German Confederation" but already gave it the name "German 

Empire" in the preamble and article 11.  

The constitution established a constitutional monarchy with 

the Prussian king as the bearer of the Bundespräsidium, or 

head of state. Laws could only be enabled with the consent of 
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the Reichstag (a parliament based on universal male suffrage) 

and the Federal Council (a representation of the states). 

During the four years of the Confederation, a conservative-

liberal cooperation undertook important steps to unify 

(Northern) Germany with regard to law and infrastructure. The 

political system (and the political parties) remained essentially 

the same in the years after 1870.  

The Confederation had nearly 30 million inhabitants, of whom 

eighty percent lived in Prussia.  

Creation of the North German 

Confederation 

Prussia's plans to unify Germany 

For most of 1815–1848, Austria and Prussia worked together 

and used the German Confederation as a tool to suppress 

liberal and national ambitions in the German population. In 

1849, the National Assembly in Frankfurt elected the Prussian 

king as the Emperor of a Lesser Germany (a Germany without 

Austria). The king refused and tried to unite Germany with the 

Erfurt Union of 1849–1850. When the union parliament met in 

early 1850 to discuss the constitution, the participating states 

were mainly only those in Northern and Central Germany. 

Austria and the southern German states Württemberg and 

Bavaria forced Prussia to give up its union plans in late 1850.  

In April and June 1866, Prussia proposed a Lesser Germany 

again. Corner stone of the proposal was the election of a 

German parliament based on universal male suffrage. The 
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proposal even explicitly mentioned the Frankfurt election law 

of 1849. Otto von Bismarck, the minister-president of Prussia, 

wanted to gain sympathy within the national and liberal 

movement of the time. Austria and its allies refused the 

proposal. In summer 1866 Austria and Prussia fought with 

their respective allies in the Austro-Prussian War.  

Aftermath of the 1866 war 

Prussia and Austria signed a Nikolsburg preliminary (26 July) 

and a final peace treaty of Prague (23 August). Austria affirmed 

the Prussian view that the German Confederation was 

dissolved. Prussia was allowed to create a "closer federation" 

(einen engeren Bund ) in Germany north of the river Main. 

Bismarck had already agreed on this limitation with the French 

emperor Napoleon III prior to the peace talks.  

The liberals in the Prussian parliament favored a wholesale 

annexation of all North German territories by Prussia. In a 

similar way, Sardinia–Piemont had created the kingdom of 

Italy. But Bismarck chose a different approach. Prussia 

incorporated (in October 1866) only the former military 

opponents Hannover, Hesse-Kassel, Nassau, the free city of 

Frankfurt and the Hesse-Homburg area of Hesse Darmstadt. 

These areas were combined into the two new Prussian 

provinces of Hannover and Hesse-Nassau. Schleswig and 

Holstein also became a Prussian province.  

On 18 August 1866, Prussia and a larger number of North and 

Central German states signed a Bündniß (alliance). The treaty 

created a military alliance for one year. It also affirmed that 

the states wanted to form a federal state based on the Prussian 
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proposals of June 1866. They agreed to have a parliament 

elected to discuss a draft constitution. Later in 1866, other 

states joined the treaty. Saxony and Hesse-Darmstadt, former 

enemies in the war of 1866, had to agree their accession to the 

new federation in their respective peace treaties (Hesse-

Darmstadt only joined with its northern province, Upper 

Hesse).  

Towards a federal constitution 

Bismarck sought advice from conservative and democratic 

politicians and finally presented a draft constitution to the 

other state governments. A major factor in determining the 

form the new federal government would take was the aftermath 

of the recently concluded American Civil War, which had seen 

the southern states forcibly re-incorporated into the United 

States of America and slavery abolished. While few Germans 

were particularly sympathetic toward the precise institution 

(i.e. slavery) which had precipitated civil war in America, the 

prevailing viewpoint outside the U.S. at this time was that the 

slaves had only been emancipated as a reprisal for Southern 

secession from the American Union. With this in mind, many 

Catholics especially in Southern Germany feared that Prussia 

might one day might attempt to engineer a similar sort of 

secession crisis within a united Germany and use it as a 

pretext to launch a violent repression against Catholicism 

throughout Germany.  

Thus, it was Bismarck's intention to make the new federal 

state look like a confederation in the tradition of the German 

Confederation, and explains the name of the country and 

several provisions in the draft constitution - Bismarck needed 
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to make the federal state more attractive (or at least less 

repulsive) to southern German states which might later join.  

At the same time, in late 1866, Prussia and the other states 

prepared the election of a North German parliament. This 

konstituierender Reichstag was elected in February 1867 based 

on state laws.  

The konstituierender Reichstag gathered from February to 

April. In close talks with Bismarck it altered the draft 

constitution in some significant points. The konstituierender 

Reichstag was not a parliament but only an organ to discuss 

and accept the draft constitution. After that, the state 

parliaments (June 1867) ratified it so that on 1 July the 

constitution was enabled. In August, the first Reichstag of the 

new federal state was elected.  

Four years of legislation 

During the roughly four years of the North German 

Confederation its major action existed in legislation unifying 

Northern Germany. The Reichstag decided on laws concerning, 

for example:  

• free movement of citizens within the territory of the 

Confederation (1867) 

• a common postal system (1867–1868) 

• common passports (1867) 

• equal rights for the different religious denominations 

(1869) 

• unified measures and weights (with the obligatory 

introduction of the metric system) 

• penal code (1870) 
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The North German Confederation also became a member of the 

Zollverein, the German customs union of 1834.  

Political system 

The North German Constitution of 16 April 1867 created a 

national parliament with universal suffrage (for men above the 

age of 25), the Reichstag. Another important organ was the 

Bundesrat, the 'federal council' of the representatives of the 

allied governments. To adopt a law, a majority in the Reichstag 

and in the Bundesrat was necessary. This gave the allied 

governments, meaning the states and their princes, an 

important veto.  

Executive power was vested in a president, a hereditary office 

of the House of Hohenzollern, the ruling family of Prussia. He 

was assisted by a chancellor responsible only to him – an office 

that Bismarck designed with himself in mind. There was no 

formal cabinet; the heads of the departments were not called 

ministers but secretaries. Those were installed and dismissed 

by the chancellor.  

For all intents and purposes, the confederation was dominated 

by Prussia. It had four-fifths of the confederation's territory 

and population – more than the other 21 members combined. 

The presidency was a hereditary office of the Prussian crown. 

Bismarck was also foreign minister of Prussia, a post he held 

for virtually his entire career. In that role he instructed the 

Prussian deputies to the Bundesrat. Prussia had 17 of 43 votes 

in the Bundesrat despite being by far the largest state, but 

could easily get a majority by making alliances with the 

smaller states.  
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Customs Union 

In June 1867 a conference took place between Prussia and the 

south German states, who were not members of the North 

German Confederation. After pressure from Prussia, new 

Customs Union (Zollverein) treaties were signed the following 

month.  

Henceforth, the governing bodies of the Customs Union were 

the Bundesrat and Reichstag of the North German 

Confederation, augmented by representatives of the south 

German governments in the former and members from these 

states elected in the same way as the others in the latter. 

When augmented thus for customs matters, the institutions 

were known as the Federal Customs Council and the Customs 

Parliament (Zollparlament). On 1 January 1868 the new 

institutions came into force. Bismarck hoped that the 

Zollverein might become the vehicle of German unification. But 

in the 1868 Zollparlament election the South Germans voted 

mainly for anti-Prussian parties.  

On the other hand, the two Mecklenburg duchies and three 

Hanseatic cities were initially not members of the Customs 

Union. The Mecklenburgs and Lubeck joined soon after the 

North German Confederation was formed. Eventually, after 

heavy Prussian pressure, Hamburg acceded to the Customs 

Union in 1888.  

Bremen joined at the same time. Despite this, all these states 

fully participated in the federal institutions, even while outside 

the Customs Union and not directly affected by their decisions 

in that regard.  
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Transition to the German Empire 

(1870–71) 

In mid-1870, a diplomatic crisis concerning the Spanish throne 

led eventually to the Franco-Prussian War.  

During the war, in November 1870, the North German 

Confederation and the south German states of Bavaria, 

Württemberg, and Baden (together with the parts of Hesse- 

Darmstadt which had not originally joined the confederation) 

united to form a new nation state. It was originally called 

Deutscher Bund (German Confederation), but on 10 December 

1870 the Reichstag of the North German Confederation adopted 

the name Deutsches Reich (German Realm or German Empire) 

and granted the title of German Emperor to the King of Prussia 

as Bundespräsidium of the Confederation.  

On 1 January 1871 the new constitution gave the country the 

name 'German Empire' and the title of Emperor to King 

William. He accepted the title on 18 January 1871. This latter 

date was later regarded as the creation of the Empire, although 

it had no constitutional meaning. A new Reichstag was elected 

on 3 March 1871. The constitutions of 1 January and 16 April 

1871 constitution of the Empire were nearly identical to that of 

the North German Confederation, and the Empire adopted the 

North German Confederation's flag.  

  



Chapter 4 

German Empire 

The German Empire or the Imperial State of Germany, also 

referred to as Imperial Germany, the Second Reich, the 

Kaiserreich, as well as simply Germany, was the period of the 

German Reich from the unification of Germany in 1871 until 

the November Revolution in 1918, when the German Reich 

changed its form of government from a monarchy to a republic. 

It was founded on 18 January 1871 when the south German 

states, except for Austria, joined the North German 

Confederation and the new constitution came into force, 

changing the name of the federal state to the German Empire 

and introducing the title of German Emperor for Wilhelm I, 

King of Prussia from the House of Hohenzollern. Berlin 

remained its capital, and Otto von Bismarck, Minister-

President of Prussia, became Chancellor, the head of 

government. As these events occurred, the Prussian-led North 

German Confederation and its southern German allies were 

still engaged in the Franco-Prussian War.  

The German Empire consisted of 26 states, most of them ruled 

by royal families. They included four kingdoms, six grand 

duchies, five duchies (six before 1876), seven principalities, 

three freeHanseaticcities, and one imperial territory. While 

Prussia was one of four kingdoms in the realm, it contained 

about two-thirds of Germany's population and territory, and 

Prussian dominance had also been constitutionally 

established, since the King of Prussia was also the German 

Emperor.  
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After 1850, the states of Germany had rapidly become 

industrialized, with particular strengths in coal, iron (and later 

steel), chemicals, and railways. In 1871, Germany had a 

population of 41 million people; by 1913, this had increased to 

68 million. A heavily rural collection of states in 1815, the now 

united Germany became predominantly urban. During its 47 

years of existence, the German Empire was an industrial, 

technological, and scientific giant, and by 1913, Germany was 

the largest economy in Continental Europe and the third-

largest in the world.  

From 1871 to 1890, Otto von Bismarck's tenure as the first 

and to this day longest-serving Chancellor was marked by 

relative liberalism, but it became more conservative afterward. 

Broad reforms and the Kulturkampf marked his period in the 

office. Late in Bismarck's chancellorship and in spite of his 

earlier personal opposition, Germany became involved in 

colonialism. Claiming much of the leftover territory that was 

yet unclaimed in the Scramble for Africa, it managed to build 

the third-largest colonial empire at the time, after the British 

and the French ones. As a colonial state, it sometimes clashed 

with the interests of other European powers, especially the 

British Empire. During its colonial expansion, the German 

Empire committed the Herero and Namaqua genocide.  

Germany became a great power, boasting a rapidly developing 

rail network, the world's strongest army, and a fast-growing 

industrial base. Starting very small in 1871, in a decade, the 

navy became second only to Britain's Royal Navy. After the 

removal of Otto von Bismarck by Wilhelm II in 1890, the 

empire embarked on Weltpolitik – a bellicose new course that 

ultimately contributed to the outbreak of World War I. In 
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addition, Bismarck's successors were incapable of maintaining 

their predecessor's complex, shifting, and overlapping alliances 

which had kept Germany from being diplomatically isolated. 

This period was marked by various factors influencing the 

Emperor's decisions, which were often perceived as 

contradictory or unpredictable by the public. In 1879, the 

German Empire consolidated the Dual Alliance with Austria-

Hungary, followed by the Triple Alliance with Italy in 1882. It 

also retained strong diplomatic ties to the Ottoman Empire. 

When the great crisis of 1914 arrived, Italy left the alliance 

and the Ottoman Empire formally allied with Germany.  

In the First World War, German plans to capture Paris quickly 

in the autumn of 1914 failed, and the war on the Western 

Front became a stalemate. The Allied naval blockade caused 

severe shortages of food. However, Imperial Germany had 

success on the Eastern Front; it occupied a large amount of 

territory to its east following the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. The 

German declaration of unrestricted submarine warfare in early 

1917 contributed to bringing the United States into the war. In 

October 1918, after the failed Spring Offensive, the German 

armies were in retreat, allies Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman 

Empire had collapsed, and Bulgaria had surrendered. The 

empire collapsed in the November 1918 Revolution with the 

abdications of its monarchs, which left the post-war federal 

republic to govern a devastated populace. It was faced with 

post-war reparation costs of 132 billion gold marks (around 

US$269 billion or • 240 billion in 2019, or roughly US$32 

billion in 1921). The economic devastation of the war and the 

unrest among its population are considered leading factors in 

the rise of Adolf Hitler and Nazism.  
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History 

Background 

The German Confederation had been created by an act of the 

Congress of Vienna on 8 June 1815 as a result of the 

Napoleonic Wars, after being alluded to in Article 6 of the 1814 

Treaty of Paris.  

The liberal Revolutions of 1848 were crushed after the alliance 

between the educated, well-off bourgeois liberals and the 

urban artisans broke down; Otto von Bismarck's pragmatic 

Realpolitik, which appealed to peasants as well as the 

traditional aristocracy, took its place. Bismarck sought to 

extend Hohenzollern hegemony throughout the German states; 

to do so meant unification of the German states and the 

exclusion of Prussia's main German rival, Austria, from the 

subsequent German Empire. He envisioned a conservative, 

Prussian-dominated Germany. Three wars led to military 

successes and helped to persuade German people to do this: 

the Second Schleswig War against Denmark in 1864, the 

Austro-Prussian War in 1866, and the Franco-Prussian War in 

1870–1871.  

The German Confederation ended as a result of the Austro-

Prussian War of 1866 between the constituent Confederation 

entities of the Austrian Empire and its allies on one side and 

Prussia and its allies on the other. The war resulted in the 

partial replacement of the Confederation in 1867 by a North 

German Confederation, comprising the 22 states north of the 

Main River. The patriotic fervor generated by the Franco-
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Prussian War overwhelmed the remaining opposition to a 

unified Germany (aside from Austria) in the four states south 

of the Main, and during November 1870, they joined the North 

German Confederation by treaty.  

Foundation 

On 10 December 1870, the North German Confederation 

Reichstag renamed the Confederation the "German Empire" and 

gave the title of German Emperor to William I, the King of 

Prussia, as Bundespräsidium of the Confederation. The new 

constitution (Constitution of the German Confederation) and 

the title Emperor came into effect on 1 January 1871. During 

the Siege of Paris on 18 January 1871, William accepted to be 

proclaimed Emperor in the Hall of Mirrors at the Palace of 

Versailles.  

The second German Constitution, adopted by the Reichstag on 

14 April 1871 and proclaimed by the Emperor on 16 April, was 

substantially based upon Bismarck's North German 

Constitution. The political system remained the same. The 

empire had a parliament called the Reichstag, which was 

elected by universal male suffrage. However, the original 

constituencies drawn in 1871 were never redrawn to reflect the 

growth of urban areas. As a result, by the time of the great 

expansion of German cities in the 1890s and 1900s, rural 

areas were grossly over-represented.  

The legislation also required the consent of the Bundesrat, the 

federal council of deputies from the 27 states. Executive power 

was vested in the emperor, or Kaiser, who was assisted by a 

Chancellor responsible only to him. The emperor was given 
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extensive powers by the constitution. He alone appointed and 

dismissed the chancellor (so in practice, the emperor ruled the 

empire through the chancellor), was supreme commander-in-

chief of the armed forces, and final arbiter of all foreign affairs, 

and could also disband the Reichstag to call for new elections. 

Officially, the chancellor was a one-man cabinet and was 

responsible for the conduct of all state affairs; in practice, the 

State Secretaries (top bureaucratic officials in charge of such 

fields as finance, war, foreign affairs, etc.) functioned much 

like ministers in other monarchies. The Reichstag had the 

power to pass, amend, or reject bills and to initiate legislation. 

However, as mentioned above, in practice, the real power was 

vested in the emperor, who exercised it through his chancellor.  

Although nominally a federal empire and league of equals, in 

practice, the empire was dominated by the largest and most 

powerful state, Prussia. Prussia stretched across the northern 

two-thirds of the new Reich and contained three-fifths of its 

population. The imperial crown was hereditary in the ruling 

house of Prussia, the House of Hohenzollern. With the 

exception of 1872–1873 and 1892–1894, the chancellor was 

always simultaneously the prime minister of Prussia. With 17 

out of 58 votes in the Bundesrat, Berlin needed only a few 

votes from the smaller states to exercise effective control.  

The other states retained their own governments but had only 

limited aspects of sovereignty. For example, both postage 

stamps and currency were issued for the empire as a whole. 

Coins through one mark were also minted in the name of the 

empire, while higher-valued pieces were issued by the states. 

However, these larger gold and silver issues were virtually 

commemorative coins and had limited circulation.  
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While the states issued their own decorations and some had 

their own armies, the military forces of the smaller ones were 

put under Prussian control. Those of the larger states, such as 

the Kingdoms of Bavaria and Saxony, were coordinated along 

Prussian principles and would, in wartime, be controlled by the 

federal government.  

The evolution of the German Empire is somewhat in line with 

parallel developments in Italy, which became a united nation-

state a decade earlier. Some key elements of the German 

Empire's authoritarian political structure were also the basis 

for conservative modernization in Imperial Japan under Meiji 

and the preservation of an authoritarian political structure 

under the tsars in the Russian Empire.  

One factor in the social anatomy of these governments was the 

retention of a very substantial share in political power by the 

landed elite, the Junkers, resulting from the absence of a 

revolutionary breakthrough by the peasants in combination 

with urban areas.  

Although authoritarian in many respects, the empire had some 

democratic features. Besides universal suffrage, it permitted 

the development of political parties. Bismarck intended to 

create a constitutional façade that would mask the 

continuation of authoritarian policies. In the process, he 

created a system with a serious flaw. There was a significant 

disparity between the Prussian and German electoral systems. 

Prussia used a highly restrictive three-class voting system in 

which the richest third of the population could choose 85% of 

the legislature, all but assuring a conservative majority. As 

mentioned above, the king and (with two exceptions) the prime 
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minister of Prussia was also the emperor and chancellor of the 

empire – meaning that the same rulers had to seek majorities 

from legislatures elected from completely different franchises. 

Universal suffrage was significantly diluted by gross over-

representation of rural areas from the 1890s onward. By the 

turn of the century, the urban-rural population balance was 

completely reversed from 1871; more than two-thirds of the 

empire's people lived in cities and towns.  

Bismarck era 

Bismarck's domestic policies played an important role in 

forging the authoritarian political culture of the Kaiserreich. 

Less preoccupied with continental power politics following 

unification in 1871, Germany's semi-parliamentary government 

carried out a relatively smooth economic and political 

revolution from above that pushed them along the way towards 

becoming the world's leading industrial power of the time.  

Bismarck's "revolutionary conservatism" was a conservative 

state-building strategy designed to make ordinary Germans—

not just the Junker elite—more loyal to the throne and empire. 

According to Kees van Kersbergen and Barbara Vis, his 

strategy was: granting social rights to enhance the integration 

of a hierarchical society, to forge a bond between workers and 

the state so as to strengthen the latter, to maintain traditional 

relations of authority between social and status groups, and to 

provide a countervailing power against the modernist forces of 

liberalism and socialism. 

Bismarck created the modern welfare state in Germany in the 

1880s and enacted universal male suffrage in 1871. He became 
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a great hero to German conservatives, who erected many 

monuments to his memory and tried to emulate his policies.  

Foreign policy 

Bismarck's post-1871 foreign policy was conservative and 

sought to preserve the balance of power in Europe. British 

historian Eric Hobsbawm concludes that he "remained 

undisputed world champion at the game of multilateral 

diplomatic chess for almost twenty years after 1871, [devoting] 

himself exclusively, and successfully, to maintaining peace 

between the powers". This was a departure from his 

adventurous foreign policy for Prussia, where he favored 

strength and expansion, punctuating this by saying, "The great 

question of the age are not settled by speeches and majority 

votes – this was the error of 1848–49 – but by iron and blood."  

Bismarck's chief concern was that France would plot revenge 

after its defeat in the Franco-Prussian War. As the French 

lacked the strength to defeat Germany by themselves, they 

sought an alliance with Russia, which would trap Germany 

between the two in a war (as would ultimately happen in 1914). 

Bismarck wanted to prevent this at all costs and maintain 

friendly relations with the Russians and thereby formed an 

alliance with them and Austria-Hungary, the Dreikaiserbund 

(League of Three Emperors), in 1881. The alliance was further 

cemented by a separate non-aggression pact with Russia called 

Reinsurance Treaty, which was signed in 1887. During this 

period, individuals within the German military were advocating 

a preemptive strike against Russia, but Bismarck knew that 

such ideas were foolhardy. He once wrote that "the most 

brilliant victories would not avail against the Russian nation, 
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because of its climate, its desert, and its frugality, and having 

but one frontier to defend", and because it would leave 

Germany with another bitter, resentful neighbor.  

Meanwhile, the chancellor remained wary of any foreign policy 

developments that looked even remotely warlike. In 1886, he 

moved to stop an attempted sale of horses to France because 

they might be used for cavalry and also ordered an 

investigation into large Russian purchases of medicine from a 

German chemical works.  

Bismarck stubbornly refused to listen to Georg Herbert 

Münster, ambassador to France, who reported back that the 

French were not seeking a revanchist war and were desperate 

for peace at all costs.  

Bismarck and most of his contemporaries were conservative-

minded and focused their foreign policy attention on 

Germany's neighboring states. In 1914, 60% of German foreign 

investment was in Europe, as opposed to just 5% of British 

investment. Most of the money went to developing nations such 

as Russia that lacked the capital or technical knowledge to 

industrialize on their own.  

The construction of the Baghdad Railway, financed by German 

banks, was designed to eventually connect Germany with the 

Ottoman Empire and the Persian Gulf, but it also collided with 

British and Russian geopolitical interests. Conflict over the 

Baghdad Railway was resolved in June 1914.  

Many consider Bismarck's foreign policy as a coherent system 

and partly responsible for the preservation of Europe's 

stability. It was also marked by the need to balance 
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circumspect defensiveness and the desire to be free from the 

constraints of its position as a major European power. 

Bismarck's successors did not pursue his foreign policy legacy. 

For instance, Kaiser Wilhelm II, who dismissed the chancellor 

in 1890, let the treaty with Russia lapse in favor of Germany's 

alliance with Austria, which finally led to a stronger coalition-

building between Russia and France.  

Colonies 

Germans had dreamed of colonial imperialism since 1848. 

Although Bismarck had little interest in acquiring overseas 

possessions, most Germans were enthusiastic, and by 1884 he 

had acquired German New Guinea.  

By the 1890s, German colonial expansion in Asia and the 

Pacific (Kiauchau in China, Tientsin in China, the Marianas, 

the Caroline Islands, Samoa) led to frictions with the UK, 

Russia, Japan, and the US. The largest colonial enterprises 

were in Africa, where the Herero Wars in what is now Namibia 

in 1906–1907 resulted in the Herero and Namaqua genocide.  

Economy 

By 1900, Germany became the largest economy in continental 

Europe and the third-largest in the world behind the United 

States and the British Empire, which were also its main 

economic rivals. 

Throughout its existence, it experienced economic growth and 

modernization led by heavy industry. In 1871, it had a largely 

rural population of 41 million, while by 1913, this had 

increased to a predominantly urban population of 68 million.  
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Industrial power 

For 30 years, Germany struggled against Britain to be Europe's 

leading industrial power. Representative of Germany's industry 

was the steel giant Krupp, whose first factory was built in 

Essen. By 1902, the factory alone became "A great city with its 

own streets, its own police force, fire department and traffic 

laws. There are 150 kilometers of rail, 60 different factory 

buildings, 8,500 machine tools, seven electrical stations, 140 

kilometers of underground cable, and 46 overhead."  

Under Bismarck, Germany was a world innovator in building 

the welfare state. German workers enjoyed health, accident 

and maternity benefits, canteens, changing rooms, and a 

national pension scheme.  

Railways 

Lacking a technological base at first, the Germans imported 

their engineering and hardware from Britain but quickly 

learned the skills needed to operate and expand the railways. 

In many cities, the new railway shops were the centers of 

technological awareness and training, so that by 1850, 

Germany was self-sufficient in meeting the demands of railroad 

construction, and the railways were a major impetus for the 

growth of the new steel industry. However, German unification 

in 1870 stimulated consolidation, nationalisation into state-

owned companies, and further rapid growth. Unlike the 

situation in France, the goal was support of industrialisation, 

and so heavy lines crisscrossed the Ruhr and other industrial 

districts and provided good connections to the major ports of 

Hamburg and Bremen. By 1880, Germany had 9,400 
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locomotives pulling 43,000 passengers and 30,000 tons of 

freight, and forged ahead of France. The total length of German 

railroad tracks expanded from 21,000 kilometers in 1871 to 

63,000 kilometers by 1913, establishing the largest rail 

network in the world after the United States, and effectively 

surpassing the 32,000 kilometers of rail that connected Britain 

in the same year.  

Industry 

Industrialisation progressed dynamically in Germany, and 

German manufacturers began to capture domestic markets 

from British imports, and also to compete with British industry 

abroad, particularly in the U.S. The German textile and metal 

industries had by 1870 surpassed those of Britain in 

organisation and technical efficiency and superseded British 

manufacturers in the domestic market. Germany became the 

dominant economic power on the continent and was the 

second-largest exporting nation after Britain.  

Technological progress during German industrialisation 

occurred in four waves: the railway wave (1877–1886), the dye 

wave (1887–1896), the chemical wave (1897–1902), and the 

wave of electrical engineering (1903–1918). Since Germany 

industrialised later than Britain, it was able to model its 

factories after those of Britain, thus making more efficient use 

of its capital and avoiding legacy methods in its leap to the 

envelope of technology. Germany invested more heavily than 

the British in research, especially in chemistry, motors and 

electricity. Germany's dominance in physics and chemistry was 

such that one-third of all Nobel Prizes went to German 

inventors and researchers. The German cartel system (known 
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as Konzerne), being significantly concentrated, was able to 

make more efficient use of capital. Germany was not weighted 

down with an expensive worldwide empire that needed defense. 

Following Germany's annexation of Alsace-Lorraine in 1871, it 

absorbed parts of what had been France's industrial base.  

By 1900, the German chemical industry dominated the world 

market for synthetic dyes. The three major firms BASF, Bayer 

and Hoechst produced several hundred different dyes, along 

with the five smaller firms. In 1913, these eight firms produced 

almost 90% of the world supply of dyestuffs and sold about 

80% of their production abroad. 

The three major firms had also integrated upstream into the 

production of essential raw materials and they began to expand 

into other areas of chemistry such as pharmaceuticals, 

photographic film, agricultural chemicals and 

electrochemicals.  

Top-level decision-making was in the hands of professional 

salaried managers; leading Chandler to call the German dye 

companies "the world's first truly managerial industrial 

enterprises". There were many spinoffs from research—such as 

the pharmaceutical industry, which emerged from chemical 

research.  

By the start of World War I (1914–1918), German industry 

switched to war production. The heaviest demands were on 

coal and steel for artillery and shell production, and on 

chemicals for the synthesis of materials that were subject to 

import restrictions and for chemical weapons and war 

supplies.  
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Consolidation 

The creation of the Empire under Prussian leadership was a 

victory for the concept of Kleindeutschland (Smaller Germany) 

over the Großdeutschland concept. This meant that Austria-

Hungary, a multi-ethnic Empire with a considerable German-

speaking population, would remain outside of the German 

nation state. Bismarck's policy was to pursue a solution 

diplomatically. The effective alliance between Germany and 

Austria played a major role in Germany's decision to enter 

World War I in 1914.  

Bismarck announced there would be no more territorial 

additions to Germany in Europe, and his diplomacy after 1871 

was focused on stabilizing the European system and preventing 

any wars. He succeeded, and only after his departure from 

office in 1890 did the diplomatic tensions start rising again.  

Social issues 

After achieving formal unification in 1871, Bismarck devoted 

much of his attention to the cause of national unity. He 

opposed Catholic civil rights and emancipation, especially the 

influence of the Vatican under Pope Pius IX, and working-class 

radicalism, represented by the emerging Social Democratic 

Party.  

Kulturkampf 

Prussia in 1871 included 16,000,000 Protestants, both 

Reformed and Lutheran, and 8,000,000 Catholics. Most people 

were generally segregated into their own religious worlds, 

living in rural districts or city neighbourhoods that were 
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overwhelmingly of the same religion, and sending their 

children to separate public schools where their religion was 

taught. There was little interaction or intermarriage. On the 

whole, the Protestants had a higher social status, and the 

Catholics were more likely to be peasant farmers or unskilled 

or semiskilled industrial workers.  

In 1870, the Catholics formed their own political party, the 

Centre Party, which generally supported unification and most 

of Bismarck's policies. However, Bismarck distrusted 

parliamentary democracy in general and opposition parties in 

particular, especially when the Centre Party showed signs of 

gaining support among dissident elements such as the Polish 

Catholics in Silesia. A powerful intellectual force of the time 

was anti-Catholicism, led by the liberal intellectuals who 

formed a vital part of Bismarck's coalition. They saw the 

Catholic Church as a powerful force of reaction and anti-

modernity, especially after the proclamation of papal 

infallibility in 1870, and the tightening control of the Vatican 

over the local bishops. The Kulturkampf launched by Bismarck 

1871–1880 affected Prussia; although there were similar 

movements in Baden and Hesse, the rest of Germany was not 

affected. According to the new imperial constitution, the states 

were in charge of religious and educational affairs; they funded 

the Protestant and Catholic schools.  

In July 1871 Bismarck abolished the Catholic section of the 

Prussian Ministry of ecclesiastical and educational affairs, 

depriving Catholics of their voice at the highest level. The 

system of strict government supervision of schools was applied 

only in Catholic areas; the Protestant schools were left alone.  
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Much more serious were the May laws of 1873. One made the 

appointment of any priest dependent on his attendance at a 

German university, as opposed to the seminaries that the 

Catholics typically used. Furthermore, all candidates for the 

ministry had to pass an examination in German culture before 

a state board which weeded out intransigent Catholics. 

Another provision gave the government a veto power over most 

church activities. A second law abolished the jurisdiction of 

the Vatican over the Catholic Church in Prussia; its authority 

was transferred to a government body controlled by 

Protestants.  

Nearly all German bishops, clergy, and laymen rejected the 

legality of the new laws, and were defiant in the face of heavier 

and heavier penalties and imprisonments imposed by 

Bismarck's government. By 1876, all the Prussian bishops were 

imprisoned or in exile, and a third of the Catholic parishes 

were without a priest. In the face of systematic defiance, the 

Bismarck government increased the penalties and its attacks, 

and were challenged in 1875 when a papal encyclical declared 

the whole ecclesiastical legislation of Prussia was invalid, and 

threatened to excommunicate any Catholic who obeyed.  

There was no violence, but the Catholics mobilized their 

support, set up numerous civic organizations, raised money to 

pay fines, and rallied behind their church and the Centre 

Party. The "Old Catholic Church", which rejected the First 

Vatican Council, attracted only a few thousand members. 

Bismarck, a devout pietistic Protestant, realized his 

Kulturkampf was backfiring when secular and socialist 

elements used the opportunity to attack all religion. In the 

long run, the most significant result was the mobilization of 
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the Catholic voters, and their insistence on protecting their 

religious identity. In the elections of 1874, the Centre party 

doubled its popular vote, and became the second-largest party 

in the national parliament—and remained a powerful force for 

the next 60 years, so that after Bismarck it became difficult to 

form a government without their support.  

Social reform 

Bismarck built on a tradition of welfare programs in Prussia 

and Saxony that began as early as in the 1840s. In the 1880s 

he introduced old-age pensions, accident insurance, medical 

care and unemployment insurance that formed the basis of the 

modern European welfare state.  

He came to realize that this sort of policy was very appealing, 

since it bound workers to the state, and also fit in very well 

with his authoritarian nature. The social security systems 

installed by Bismarck (health care in 1883, accident insurance 

in 1884, invalidity and old-age insurance in 1889) at the time 

were the largest in the world and, to a degree, still exist in 

Germany today.  

Bismarck's paternalistic programs won the support of German 

industry because its goals were to win the support of the 

working classes for the Empire and reduce the outflow of 

immigrants to America, where wages were higher but welfare 

did not exist. Bismarck further won the support of both 

industry and skilled workers by his high tariff policies, which 

protected profits and wages from American competition, 

although they alienated the liberal intellectuals who wanted 

free trade.  
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Germanization 

One of the effects of the unification policies was the gradually 

increasing tendency to eliminate the use of non-German 

languages in public life, schools and academic settings with 

the intent of pressuring the non-German population to 

abandon their national identity in what was called 

"Germanisation". These policies often had the reverse effect of 

stimulating resistance, usually in the form of homeschooling 

and tighter unity in the minority groups, especially the Poles.  

The Germanisation policies were targeted particularly against 

the significant Polish minority of the empire, gained by Prussia 

in the partitions of Poland. Poles were treated as an ethnic 

minority even where they made up the majority, as in the 

Province of Posen, where a series of anti-Polish measures was 

enforced. Numerous anti-Polish laws had no great effect 

especially in the province of Posen where the German-speaking 

population dropped from 42.8% in 1871 to 38.1% in 1905, 

despite all efforts.  

Antisemitism 

Antisemitism was endemic in Germany during the period. 

Before Napoleon's decrees ended the ghettos in Germany, it 

had been religiously motivated, but by the 19th century, it was 

a factor in German nationalism. In the popular mind Jews 

became a symbol of capitalism and wealth. On the other hand, 

the constitution and legal system protected the rights of Jews 

as German citizens. Antisemitic parties were formed but soon 

collapsed.  
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Law 

Bismarck's efforts also initiated the levelling of the enormous 

differences between the German states, which had been 

independent in their evolution for centuries, especially with 

legislation. The completely different legal histories and judicial 

systems posed enormous complications, especially for national 

trade. While a common trade code had already been introduced 

by the Confederation in 1861 (which was adapted for the 

Empire and, with great modifications, is still in effect today), 

there was little similarity in laws otherwise.  

In 1871, a common Criminal Code (Reichsstrafgesetzbuch) was 

introduced; in 1877, common court procedures were 

established in the court system (Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz), 

code of civil procedure (Zivilprozessordnung) and code of 

criminal procedure (Strafprozessordnung). In 1873 the 

constitution was amended to allow the Empire to replace the 

various and greatly differing Civil Codes of the states (If they 

existed at all; for example, parts of Germany formerly occupied 

by Napoleon's France had adopted the French Civil Code, while 

in Prussia the Allgemeines Preußisches Landrecht of 1794 was 

still in effect).  

In 1881, a first commission was established to produce a 

common Civil Code for all of the Empire, an enormous effort 

that would produce the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (BGB), 

possibly one of the most impressive legal works in the world; it 

was eventually put into effect on 1 January 1900. All of these 

codifications are, albeit with many amendments, still in effect 

today.  
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Year of the three emperors 

On 9 March 1888, Wilhelm I died shortly before his 91st 

birthday, leaving his son Frederick III as the new emperor. 

Frederick was a liberal and an admirer of the British 

constitution, while his links to Britain strengthened further 

with his marriage to Princess Victoria, eldest child of Queen 

Victoria. With his ascent to the throne, many hoped that 

Frederick's reign would lead to a liberalisation of the Reich and 

an increase of parliament's influence on the political process. 

The dismissal of Robert von Puttkamer, the highly conservative 

Prussian interior minister, on 8 June was a sign of the 

expected direction and a blow to Bismarck's administration.  

By the time of his accession, however, Frederick had developed 

incurable laryngeal cancer, which had been diagnosed in 1887. 

He died on the 99th day of his rule, on 15 June 1888. His son 

Wilhelm II became emperor.  

Wilhelmine era 

Bismarck's resignation 

Wilhelm II wanted to reassert his ruling prerogatives at a time 

when other monarchs in Europe were being transformed into 

constitutional figureheads. This decision led the ambitious 

Kaiser into conflict with Bismarck. The old chancellor had 

hoped to guide Wilhelm as he had guided his grandfather, but 

the emperor wanted to be the master in his own house and had 

many sycophants telling him that Frederick the Great would 

not have been great with a Bismarck at his side. A key 
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difference between Wilhelm II and Bismarck was their 

approaches to handling political crises, especially in 1889, 

when German coal miners went on strike in Upper Silesia. 

Bismarck demanded that the German Army be sent in to crush 

the strike, but Wilhelm II rejected this authoritarian measure, 

responding "I do not wish to stain my reign with the blood of 

my subjects." Instead of condoning repression, Wilhelm had 

the government negotiate with a delegation from the coal 

miners, which brought the strike to an end without violence. 

The fractious relationship ended in March 1890, after Wilhelm 

II and Bismarck quarrelled, and the chancellor resigned days 

later. Bismarck's last few years had seen power slip from his 

hands as he grew older, more irritable, more authoritarian, 

and less focused.  

With Bismarck's departure, Wilhelm II became the dominant 

ruler of Germany. Unlike his grandfather, Wilhelm I, who had 

been largely content to leave government affairs to the 

chancellor, Wilhelm II wanted to be fully informed and actively 

involved in running Germany, not an ornamental figurehead, 

although most Germans found his claims of divine right to rule 

amusing. Wilhelm allowed politician Walther Rathenau to tutor 

him in European economics and industrial and financial 

realities in Europe.  

As Hull (2004) notes, Bismarckian foreign policy "was too 

sedate for the reckless Kaiser". Wilhelm became internationally 

notorious for his aggressive stance on foreign policy and his 

strategic blunders (such as the Tangier Crisis), which pushed 

the German Empire into growing political isolation and 

eventually helped to cause World War I.  
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Domestic affairs 

Under Wilhelm II, Germany no longer had long-ruling strong 

chancellors like Bismarck. The new chancellors had difficulty 

in performing their roles, especially the additional role as 

Prime Minister of Prussia assigned to them in the German 

Constitution. The reforms of Chancellor Leo von Caprivi, which 

liberalized trade and so reduced unemployment, were 

supported by the Kaiser and most Germans except for Prussian 

landowners, who feared loss of land and power and launched 

several campaigns against the reforms  

While Prussian aristocrats challenged the demands of a united 

German state, in the 1890s several organizations were set up 

to challenge the authoritarian conservative Prussian militarism 

which was being imposed on the country. Educators opposed to 

the German state-run schools, which emphasized military 

education, set up their own independent liberal schools, which 

encouraged individuality and freedom.  

However nearly all the schools in Imperial Germany had a very 

high standard and kept abreast with modern developments in 

knowledge.  

Artists began experimental art in opposition to Kaiser 

Wilhelm's support for traditional art, to which Wilhelm 

responded "art which transgresses the laws and limits laid 

down by me can no longer be called art". It was largely thanks 

to Wilhelm's influence that most printed material in Germany 

used blackletter instead of the Roman type used in the rest of 

Western Europe. At the same time, a new generation of 

cultural creators emerged.  
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From the 1890s onwards, the most effective opposition to the 

monarchy came from the newly formed Social Democratic Party 

of Germany (SPD), whose radicals advocated Marxism. The 

threat of the SPD to the German monarchy and industrialists 

caused the state both to crack down on the party's supporters 

and to implement its own programme of social reform to soothe 

discontent. Germany's large industries provided significant 

social welfare programmes and good care to their employees, as 

long as they were not identified as socialists or trade-union 

members. The larger industrial firms provided pensions, 

sickness benefits and even housing to their employees.  

Having learned from the failure of Bismarck's Kulturkampf, 

Wilhelm II maintained good relations with the Roman Catholic 

Church and concentrated on opposing socialism. This policy 

failed when the Social Democrats won a third of the votes in 

the 1912 elections to the Reichstag, and became the largest 

political party in Germany. The government remained in the 

hands of a succession of conservative coalitions supported by 

right-wing liberals or Catholic clerics and heavily dependent on 

the Kaiser's favour. The rising militarism under Wilhelm II 

caused many Germans to emigrate to the U.S. and the British 

colonies to escape mandatory military service.  

During World War I, the Kaiser increasingly devolved his 

powers to the leaders of the German High Command, 

particularly future President of Germany, Field Marshal Paul 

von Hindenburg and GeneralquartiermeisterErich Ludendorff. 

Hindenburg took over the role of commander–in–chief from the 

Kaiser, while Ludendorff became de facto general chief of staff. 

By 1916, Germany was effectively a military dictatorship run 
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by Hindenburg and Ludendorff, with the Kaiser reduced to a 

mere figurehead.  

Foreign affairs 

Colonialism 

• Wilhelm II wanted Germany to have her "place in the 

sun", like Britain, which he constantly wished to 

emulate or rival. With German traders and 

merchants already active worldwide, he encouraged 

colonial efforts in Africa and the Pacific ("new 

imperialism"), causing the German Empire to vie 

with other European powers for remaining 

"unclaimed" territories. With the encouragement or 

at least the acquiescence of Britain, which at this 

stage saw Germany as a counterweight to her old 

rival France, Germany acquired German Southwest 

Africa (modern Namibia), German Kamerun (modern 

Cameroon), Togoland (modern Togo) and German 

East Africa (modern Rwanda, Burundi, and the 

mainland part of current Tanzania). Islands were 

gained in the Pacific through purchase and treaties 

and also a 99-year lease for the territory of 

Kiautschou in northeast China. But of these German 

colonies only Togoland and German Samoa (after 

1908) became self-sufficient and profitable; all the 

others required subsidies from the Berlin treasury 

for building infrastructure, school systems, hospitals 

and other institutions. Bismarck had originally 

dismissed the agitation for colonies with contempt; 
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he favoured a Eurocentric foreign policy, as the 

treaty arrangements made during his tenure in office 

show. As a latecomer to colonization, Germany 

repeatedly came into conflict with the established 

colonial powers and also with the United States, 

which opposed German attempts at colonial 

expansion in both the Caribbean and the Pacific. 

Native insurrections in German territories received 

prominent coverage in other countries, especially in 

Britain; the established powers had dealt with such 

uprisings decades earlier, often brutally, and had 

secured firm control of their colonies by then. The 

Boxer Rising in China, which the Chinese 

government eventually sponsored, began in the 

Shandong province, in part because Germany, as 

colonizer at Kiautschou, was an untested power and 

had only been active there for two years. Eight 

western nations, including the United States, 

mounted a joint relief force to rescue westerners 

caught up in the rebellion. During the departure 

ceremonies for the German contingent, Wilhelm II 

urged them to behave like the Hun invaders of 

continental Europe – an unfortunate remark that 

would later be resurrected by British propagandists 

to paint Germans as barbarians during World War I 

and World War II. On two occasions, a French-

German conflict over the fate of Morocco seemed 

inevitable.  

Upon acquiring Southwest Africa, German settlers were 

encouraged to cultivate land held by the Herero and Nama. 

Herero and Nama tribal lands were used for a variety of 
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exploitative goals (much as the British did before in Rhodesia), 

including farming, ranching, and mining for minerals and 

diamonds. In 1904, the Herero and the Nama revolted against 

the colonists in Southwest Africa, killing farm families, their 

laborers and servants. In response to the attacks, troops were 

dispatched to quell the uprising which then resulted in the 

Herero and Namaqua Genocide. In total, some 65,000 Herero 

(80% of the total Herero population), and 10,000 Nama (50% of 

the total Nama population) perished. The commander of the 

punitive expedition, General Lothar von Trotha, was eventually 

relieved and reprimanded for his usurpation of orders and the 

cruelties he inflicted. These occurrences were sometimes 

referred to as "the first genocide of the 20th century" and 

officially condemned by the United Nations in 1985. In 2004 a 

formal apology by a government minister of the Federal 

Republic of Germany followed.  

Middle East 

Bismarck and Wilhelm II after him sought closer economic ties 

with the Ottoman Empire. Under Wilhelm II, with the financial 

backing of the Deutsche Bank, the Baghdad Railway was begun 

in 1900, although by 1914 it was still 500 km (310 mi) short of 

its destination in Baghdad. In an interview with Wilhelm in 

1899, Cecil Rhodes had tried "to convince the Kaiser that the 

future of the German empire abroad lay in the Middle East" 

and not in Africa; with a grand Middle-Eastern empire, 

Germany could afford to allow Britain the unhindered 

completion of the Cape-to-Cairo railway that Rhodes favoured. 

Britain initially supported the Baghdad Railway; but by 1911 

British statesmen came to fear it might be extended to Basra 

on the Persian Gulf, threatening Britain's naval supremacy in 
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the Indian Ocean. Accordingly, they asked to have construction 

halted, to which Germany and the Ottoman Empire acquiesced.  

South America 

In South America, Germany's primary interest was in 

Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay and viewed the countries 

of northern South America – Ecuador, Colombia, and 

Venezuela – as a buffer to protect its interest from the growing 

influence of the United States. Policymakers in Germany 

analysed the possibility of establishing bases in Margarita 

Island and showed interest in the Galápagos Islands but soon 

abandoned any such designs given that far-flung bases in 

northern South America would be very vulnerable. Germany 

attempted to promote Chile, a country that was heavily 

influenced by Germany, into a regional counterweight to the 

United States. Germany and Britain managed through Chile to 

have Ecuador deny the United States a naval base in the 

Galápagos Islands. Claims that German communities in South 

America acted as extensions of the German Empire were 

ubiquituous by 1900 but it has never been proved that these 

communities acted in such way to any significant degree. 

German political, cultural and scientific influence was 

particularly intense in Chile in the decades before World War I, 

and the prestige of Germany and German things in Chile 

remained high after the war but did not recover to its pre-war 

levels.  

Pre-war Europe 

Wilhelm II and his advisers committed a fatal diplomatic error 

when they allowed the "Reinsurance Treaty" that Bismarck had 
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negotiated with Tsarist Russia to lapse. Germany was left with 

no firm ally but Austria-Hungary, and her support for action in 

annexing Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1908 further soured 

relations with Russia. Wilhelm missed the opportunity to 

secure an alliance with Britain in the 1890s when it was 

involved in colonial rivalries with France, and he alienated 

British statesmen further by openly supporting the Boers in 

the South African War and building a navy to rival Britain's. 

By 1911 Wilhelm had completely picked apart the careful 

power balance established by Bismarck and Britain turned to 

France in the Entente Cordiale. Germany's only other ally 

besides Austria was the Kingdom of Italy, but it remained an 

ally only pro forma. When war came, Italy saw more benefit in 

an alliance with Britain, France, and Russia, which, in the 

secret Treaty of London in 1915 promised it the frontier 

districts of Austria where Italians formed the majority of the 

population and also colonial concessions. Germany did acquire 

a second ally that same year when the Ottoman Empire entered 

the war on its side, but in the long run, supporting the 

Ottoman war effort only drained away German resources from 

the main fronts.  

World War I 

Origins 

Following the assassination of the Austro-Hungarian Archduke 

of Franz Ferdinand by a Bosnian Serb, the Kaiser offered 

Emperor Franz Joseph full support for Austro-Hungarian plans 

to invade the Kingdom of Serbia, which Austria-Hungary 

blamed for the assassination. This unconditional support for 
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Austria-Hungary was called a "blank cheque" by historians, 

including German Fritz Fischer. Subsequent interpretation – 

for example at the Versailles Peace Conference – was that this 

"blank cheque" licensed Austro-Hungarian aggression 

regardless of the diplomatic consequences, and thus Germany 

bore responsibility for starting the war, or at least provoking a 

wider conflict.  

Germany began the war by targeting its chief rival, France. 

Germany saw France as its principal danger on the European 

continent as it could mobilize much faster than Russia and 

bordered Germany's industrial core in the Rhineland. Unlike 

Britain and Russia, the French entered the war mainly for 

revenge against Germany, in particular for France's loss of 

Alsace-Lorraine to Germany in 1871. The German high 

command knew that France would muster its forces to go into 

Alsace-Lorraine. Aside from the very unofficial 

Septemberprogramm, the Germans never stated a clear list of 

goals that they wanted out of the war.  

Western Front 

• Germany did not want to risk lengthy battles along 

the Franco-German border and instead adopted the 

Schlieffen Plan, a military strategy designed to 

cripple France by invading Belgium and Luxembourg, 

sweeping down to encircle and crush both Paris and 

the French forces along the Franco-German border in 

a quick victory. After defeating France, Germany 

would turn to attack Russia. The plan required 

violating the official neutrality of Belgium and 

Luxembourg, which Britain had guaranteed by 
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treaty. However, the Germans had calculated that 

Britain would enter the war regardless of whether 

they had formal justification to do so. At first the 

attack was successful: the German Army swept down 

from Belgium and Luxembourg and advanced on 

Paris, at the nearby River Marne. However, the 

evolution of weapons over the last century heavily 

favored defense over offense, especially thanks to the 

machine gun, so that it took proportionally more 

offensive force to overcome a defensive position. This 

resulted in the German lines on the offense 

contracting to keep up the offensive timetable while 

correspondingly the French lines were extending. In 

addition, some German units that were originally 

slotted for the German far-right were transferred to 

the Eastern Front in reaction to Russia mobilizing 

far faster than anticipated. The combined effect had 

the German right flank sweeping down in front of 

Paris instead of behind it exposing the German Right 

flank to the extending French lines and attack from 

strategic French reserves stationed in Paris. 

Attacking the exposed German right flank, the 

French Army and the British Army put up a strong 

resistance to the defense of Paris at the First Battle 

of the Marne, resulting in the German Army 

retreating to defensive positions along the river 

Aisne. A subsequent Race to the Sea resulted in a 

long-held stalemate between the German Army and 

the Allies in dug-in trench warfare positions from 

Alsace to Flanders.  
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German attempts to break through failed at the two battles of 

Ypres (1st/2nd) with huge casualties. A series of allied 

offensives in 1915 against German positions in Artois and 

Champagne resulted in huge allied casualties and little 

territorial change. German Chief of StaffErich von Falkenhayn 

decided to exploit the defensive advantages that had shown 

themselves in the 1915 Allied offensives by attempting to goad 

France into attacking strong defensive positions near the 

ancient city of Verdun. Verdun had been one of the last cities 

to hold out against the German Army in 1870, and Falkenhayn 

predicted that as a matter of national pride the French would 

do anything to ensure that it was not taken. He expected that 

he could take strong defensive positions in the hills 

overlooking Verdun on the east bank of the River Meuse to 

threaten the city and the French would launch desperate 

attacks against these positions. He predicted that French 

losses would be greater than those of the Germans and that 

continued French commitment of troops to Verdun would 

"bleed the French Army white." In 1916, the Battle of Verdun 

began, with the French positions under constant shelling and 

poison gas attack and taking large casualties under the assault 

of overwhelmingly large German forces. However, Falkenhayn's 

prediction of a greater ratio of French killed proved to be wrong 

as both sides took heavy casualties. Falkenhayn was replaced 

by Erich Ludendorff, and with no success in sight, the German 

Army pulled out of Verdun in December 1916 and the battle 

ended.  

Eastern Front 

While the Western Front was a stalemate for the German Army, 

the Eastern Front eventually proved to be a great success. 
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Despite initial setbacks due to the unexpectedly rapid 

mobilisation of the Russian army, which resulted in a Russian 

invasion of East Prussia and Austrian Galicia, the badly 

organised and supplied Russian Armyfaltered and the German 

and Austro-Hungarian armies thereafter steadily advanced 

eastward. The Germans benefited from political instability in 

Russia and its population's desire to end the war. In 1917 the 

German government allowed Russia's communist Bolshevik 

leader Vladimir Lenin to travel through Germany from 

Switzerland into Russia. Germany believed that if Lenin could 

create further political unrest, Russia would no longer be able 

to continue its war with Germany, allowing the German Army 

to focus on the Western Front.  

In March 1917, the Tsar was ousted from the Russian throne, 

and in November a Bolshevik government came to power under 

the leadership of Lenin. Facing political opposition from the 

Bolsheviks, he decided to end Russia's campaign against 

Germany, Austria-Hungary, the Ottoman Empire and Bulgaria 

to redirect Bolshevik energy to eliminating internal dissent. In 

March 1918, by the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, the Bolshevik 

government gave Germany and the Ottoman Empire enormous 

territorial and economic concessions in exchange for an end to 

war on the Eastern Front. All of the modern-day Baltic states 

(Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) were given over to the German 

occupation authority Ober Ost, along with Belarus and 

Ukraine. Thus Germany had at last achieved its long-wanted 

dominance of "Mitteleuropa" (Central Europe) and could now 

focus fully on defeating the Allies on the Western Front. In 

practice, however, the forces that were needed to garrison and 

secure the new territories were a drain on the German war 

effort.  
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Colonies 

Germany quickly lost almost all its colonies. However, in 

German East Africa, an impressive guerrilla campaign was 

waged by the colonial army leader there, General Paul Emil von 

Lettow-Vorbeck. Using Germans and native Askaris, Lettow-

Vorbeck launched multiple guerrilla raids against British 

forces in Kenya and Rhodesia. He also invaded 

PortugueseMozambique to gain his forces supplies and to pick 

up more Askari recruits. His force was still active at war's end.  

1918 

The defeat of Russia in 1917 enabled Germany to transfer 

hundreds of thousands of troops from the Eastern to the 

Western Front, giving it a numerical advantage over the Allies. 

By retraining the soldiers in new infiltration tactics, the 

Germans expected to unfreeze the battlefield and win a 

decisive victory before the army of the United States, which 

had now entered the war on the side of the Allies, arrived in 

strength. In what was known as the "kaiserschlacht", Germany 

converged their troops and delivered multiple blows that 

pushed back the allies. However, the repeated German 

offensives in the spring of 1918 all failed, as the Allies fell 

back and regrouped and the Germans lacked the reserves 

needed to consolidate their gains. Meanwhile, soldiers had 

become radicalised by the Russian Revolution and were less 

willing to continue fighting. The war effort sparked civil unrest 

in Germany, while the troops, who had been constantly in the 

field without relief, grew exhausted and lost all hope of victory. 

In the summer of 1918, the British Army was at its peak 

strength with as many as 4.5 million men on the western front 
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and 4,000 tanks for the Hundred Days Offensive, the 

Americans arriving at the rate of 10,000 a day, Germany's 

allies facing collapse and the German Empire's manpower 

exhausted, it was only a matter of time before multiple Allied 

offensives destroyed the German army.  

Home front 

The concept of "total war" meant that supplies had to be 

redirected towards the armed forces and, with German 

commerce being stopped by the Allied naval blockade, German 

civilians were forced to live in increasingly meagre conditions. 

First food prices were controlled, then rationing was 

introduced. During the war about 750,000 German civilians 

died from malnutrition. Towards the end of the war, conditions 

deteriorated rapidly on the home front, with severe food 

shortages reported in all urban areas. The causes included the 

transfer of many farmers and food workers into the military, 

combined with the overburdened railway system, shortages of 

coal, and the British blockade. The winter of 1916–1917 was 

known as the "turnip winter", because the people had to 

survive on a vegetable more commonly reserved for livestock, 

as a substitute for potatoes and meat, which were increasingly 

scarce. Thousands of soup kitchens were opened to feed the 

hungry, who grumbled that the farmers were keeping the food 

for themselves. Even the army had to cut the soldiers' rations. 

The morale of both civilians and soldiers continued to sink.  

Spanish Flu Pandemic 

The population of Germany was already suffering from 

outbreaks of disease due to malnutrition due to Allied blockade 
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preventing food imports. Spanish flu arrived in Germany with 

returning troops. Around 287,000 people died of Spanish flu in 

Germany between 1918 and 1920.  

Revolt and demise 

Many Germans wanted an end to the war and increasing 

numbers began to associate with the political left, such as the 

Social Democratic Party and the more radical Independent 

Social Democratic Party, which demanded an end to the war. 

The entry of the U.S. into the war in April 1917 tipped the 

long-run balance of power even more in favour of the Allies.  

The end of October 1918, in Kiel, in northern Germany, saw 

the beginning of the German Revolution of 1918–1919. Units of 

the German Navy refused to set sail for a last, large-scale 

operation in a war which they saw as good as lost, initiating 

the uprising. On 3 November, the revolt spread to other cities 

and states of the country, in many of which workers' and 

soldiers' councils were established. Meanwhile, Hindenburg 

and the senior generals lost confidence in the Kaiser and his 

government.  

Bulgaria signed the Armistice of Salonica on 29 September 

1918. The Ottoman Empire signed the Armistice of Mudros on 

30 October 1918. Between 24 October and 3 November 1918, 

Italy defeated Austria-Hungary in the battle of Vittorio Veneto, 

which forced Austria-Hungary to sign the Armistice of Villa 

Giusti on 3 November 1918. So, in November 1918, with 

internal revolution, the Allies advancing toward Germany on 

the Western Front, Austria-Hungary falling apart from multiple 

ethnic tensions, its other allies out of the war and pressure 
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from the German high command, the Kaiser and all German 

ruling kings, dukes, and princes abdicated, and German 

nobility was abolished. On 9 November, the Social Democrat 

Philipp Scheidemann proclaimed a republic. The new 

government led by the German Social Democrats called for and 

received an armistice on 11 November. It was succeeded by the 

Weimar Republic. Those opposed, including disaffected 

veterans, joined a diverse set of paramilitary and underground 

political groups such as the Freikorps, the Organisation 

Consul, and the Communists.  

Constitution 

The Empire's legislation was based on two organs, the 

Bundesrat and the Reichstag (parliament). There was universal 

male suffrage for the Reichstag; however, legislation would 

have to pass both houses. The Bundesrat contained 

representatives of the states.  

Constituent states 

Before unification, German territory (excluding Austria and 

Switzerland) was made up of 27 constituent states. These 

states consisted of kingdoms, grand duchies, duchies, 

principalities, free Hanseatic cities and one imperial territory. 

The free cities had a republican form of government on the 

state level, even though the Empire at large was constituted as 

a monarchy, and so were most of the states. Prussia was the 

largest of the constituent states, covering two-thirds of the 

empire's territory.  
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Several of these states had gained sovereignty following the 

dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire, and had been de facto 

sovereign from the mid-1600s onward. Others were created as 

sovereign states after the Congress of Vienna in 1815. 

Territories were not necessarily contiguous—many existed in 

several parts, as a result of historical acquisitions, or, in 

several cases, divisions of the ruling families. Some of the 

initially existing states, in particular Hanover, were abolished 

and annexed by Prussia as a result of the war of 1866.  

Each component of the German Empire sent representatives to 

the Federal Council (Bundesrat) and, via single-member 

districts, the Imperial Diet (Reichstag). Relations between the 

Imperial centre and the Empire's components were somewhat 

fluid and were developed on an ongoing basis. The extent to 

which the German Emperor could, for example, intervene on 

occasions of disputed or unclear succession was much debated 

on occasion—for example in the inheritance crisis of the Lippe-

Detmold.  

Unusually for a federation and/or a nation-state, the German 

states maintained limited autonomy over foreign affairs and 

continued to exchange ambassadors and other diplomats (both 

with each other and directly with foreign nations) for the 

Empire's entire existence. Shortly after the Empire was 

proclaimed, Bismarck implemented a convention in which his 

sovereign would only send and receive envoys to and from 

other German states as the King of Prussia, while envoys from 

Berlin sent to foreign nations always received credentials from 

the monarch in his capacity as German Emperor. In this way, 

the Prussian foreign ministry was largely tasked with managing 
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relations with the other German states while the Imperial 

foreign ministry managed Germany's external relations.  

Language 

About 92% of the population spoke German as their first 

language. The only minority language with a significant 

number of speakers (5.4%) was Polish (a figure that rises to 

over 6% when including the related Kashubian and Masurian 

languages).  

The non-German Germanic languages (0.5%), like Danish, 

Dutch and Frisian, were located in the north and northwest of 

the empire, near the borders with Denmark, the Netherlands, 

Belgium, and Luxembourg. Low German was spoken 

throughout northern Germany and, though linguistically as 

distinct from High German (Hochdeutsch) as from Dutch and 

English, was considered "German", hence also its name. 

Danish and Frisian were spoken predominantly in the north of 

the Prussianprovince of Schleswig-Holstein and Dutch in the 

western border areas of Prussia (Hanover, Westphalia, and the 

Rhine Province). Polish and other West Slavic languages 

(6.28%) were spoken chiefly in the east. A few (0.5%) spoke 

French, the vast majority of these in the Reichsland Elsass-

Lothringen where francophones formed 11.6% of the total 

population.  

Religion 

Generally, religious demographics of the early modern period 

hardly changed. Still, there were almost entirely Catholic areas 
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(Lower and Upper Bavaria, northern Westphalia, Upper Silesia, 

etc.) and almost entirely Protestant areas (Schleswig-Holstein, 

Pomerania, Saxony, etc.). Confessional prejudices, especially 

towards mixed marriages, were still common. Bit by bit, 

through internal migration, religious blending was more and 

more common. In eastern territories, confession was almost 

uniquely perceived to be connected to one's ethnicity and the 

equation "Protestant = German, Catholic = Polish" was held to 

be valid. In areas affected by immigration in the Ruhr area and 

Westphalia, as well as in some large cities, religious landscape 

changed substantially. This was especially true in largely 

Catholic areas of Westphalia, which changed through 

Protestant immigration from the eastern provinces.  

Politically, the confessional division of Germany had 

considerable consequences. In Catholic areas, the Centre Party 

had a big electorate. On the other hand, Social Democrats and 

Free Trade Unions usually received hardly any votes in the 

Catholic areas of the Ruhr. This began to change with the 

secularization arising in the last decades of the German 

Empire.  

Legacy 

• The defeat and aftermath of the First World War and 

the penalties imposed by the Treaty of Versailles 

shaped the positive memory of the Empire, especially 

among Germans who distrusted and despised the 

Weimar Republic. Conservatives, liberals, socialists, 

nationalists, Catholics and Protestants all had their 

own interpretations, which led to a fractious political 
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and social climate in Germany in the aftermath of 

the empire's collapse.  

Under Bismarck, a united German state had finally been 

achieved, but it remained a Prussian-dominated state and did 

not include German Austria as Pan-German nationalists had 

desired. The influence of Prussian militarism, the Empire's 

colonial efforts and its vigorous, competitive industrial prowess 

all gained it the dislike and envy of other nations. The German 

Empire enacted a number of progressive reforms, such as 

Europe's first social welfare system and freedom of press. 

There was also a modern system for electing the federal 

parliament, the Reichstag, in which every adult man had one 

vote. This enabled the Socialists and the Catholic Centre Party 

to play considerable roles in the empire's political life despite 

the continued hostility of Prussian aristocrats.  

The era of the German Empire is well remembered in Germany 

as one of great cultural and intellectual vigour. Thomas Mann 

published his novel Buddenbrooks in 1901. Theodor Mommsen 

received the Nobel prize for literature a year later for his 

Roman history. Painters like the groups Der Blaue Reiter and 

Die Brücke made a significant contribution to modern art. The 

AEG turbine factory in Berlin by Peter Behrens from 1909 was 

a milestone in classic modern architecture and an outstanding 

example of emerging functionalism. The social, economic, and 

scientific successes of this Gründerzeit, or founding epoch, 

have sometimes led the Wilhelmine era to be regarded as a 

golden age.  

In the field of economics, the "Kaiserzeit" laid the foundation of 

Germany's status as one of the world's leading economic 
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powers. The iron and coal industries of the Ruhr, the Saar and 

Upper Silesia especially contributed to that process. The first 

motorcar was built by Karl Benz in 1886. The enormous growth 

of industrial production and industrial potential also led to a 

rapid urbanisation of Germany, which turned the Germans into 

a nation of city dwellers. More than 5 million people left 

Germany for the United States during the 19th century.  

Sonderweg 

Many historians have emphasized the central importance of a 

German Sonderweg or "special path" (or "exceptionalism") as 

the root of Nazism and the German catastrophe in the 20th 

century. According to the historiography by Kocka (1988), the 

process of nation-building from above had very grievous long-

term implications. In terms of parliamentary democracy, 

Parliament was kept weak, the parties were fragmented, and 

there was a high level of mutual distrust. The Nazis built on 

the illiberal, anti-pluralist elements of Weimar's political 

culture. The Junker elites (the large landowners in the east) 

and senior civil servants used their great power and influence 

well into the twentieth century to frustrate any movement 

toward democracy. They played an especially negative role in 

the crisis of 1930–1933. Bismarck's emphasis on military force 

amplified the voice of the officer corps, which combined 

advanced modernisation of military technology with reactionary 

politics. The rising upper-middle-class elites, in the business, 

financial and professional worlds, tended to accept the values 

of the old traditional elites. The German Empire was for Hans-

Ulrich Wehler a strange mixture of highly successful capitalist 

industrialisation and socio-economic modernisation on the one 

hand, and of surviving pre-industrial institutions, power 
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relations and traditional cultures on the other. Wehler argues 

that it produced a high degree of internal tension, which led on 

the one hand to the suppression of socialists, Catholics and 

reformers, and on the other hand to a highly aggressive foreign 

policy. For these reasons Fritz Fischer and his students 

emphasised Germany's primary guilt for causing the First 

World War.  

Hans-Ulrich Wehler, a leader of the Bielefeld School of social 

history, places the origins of Germany's path to disaster in the 

1860s–1870s, when economic modernisation took place, but 

political modernisation did not happen and the old Prussian 

rural elite remained in firm control of the army, diplomacy and 

the civil service. Traditional, aristocratic, premodern society 

battled an emerging capitalist, bourgeois, modernising society. 

Recognising the importance of modernising forces in industry 

and the economy and in the cultural realm, Wehler argues that 

reactionary traditionalism dominated the political hierarchy of 

power in Germany, as well as social mentalities and in class 

relations (Klassenhabitus). The catastrophic German politics 

between 1914 and 1945 are interpreted in terms of a delayed 

modernisation of its political structures. At the core of 

Wehler's interpretation is his treatment of "the middle class" 

and "revolution", each of which was instrumental in shaping 

the 20th century. Wehler's examination of Nazi rule is shaped 

by his concept of "charismatic domination", which focuses 

heavily on Hitler.  

The historiographical concept of a German Sonderweg has had 

a turbulent history. 19th-century scholars who emphasised a 

separate German path to modernity saw it as a positive factor 

that differentiated Germany from the "western path" typified by 
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Great Britain. They stressed the strong bureaucratic state, 

reforms initiated by Bismarck and other strong leaders, the 

Prussian service ethos, the high culture of philosophy and 

music, and Germany's pioneering of a social welfare state. In 

the 1950s, historians in West Germany argued that the 

Sonderweg led Germany to the disaster of 1933–1945. The 

special circumstances of German historical structures and 

experiences, were interpreted as preconditions that, while not 

directly causing National Socialism, did hamper the 

development of a liberal democracy and facilitate the rise of 

fascism. The Sonderweg paradigm has provided the impetus for 

at least three strands of research in German historiography: 

the "long 19th century", the history of the bourgeoisie, and 

comparisons with the West. After 1990, increased attention to 

cultural dimensions and to comparative and relational history 

moved German historiography to different topics, with much 

less attention paid to the Sonderweg. While some historians 

have abandoned the Sonderweg thesis, they have not provided 

a generally accepted alternative interpretation.  

Military 

The Empire of Germany had two armed forces:  

• the Imperial German Army, which included  

• the Imperial German Air Service, and 

• the Imperial German Navy 

  



Chapter 5 

Alsace-Lorraine 

Alsace-Lorraine is a historical region, now called Alsace-

Moselle, located in France. It was created in 1871 by the 

German Empire after seizing the region from the Second 

French Empire in the Franco-Prussian War and Treaty of 

Frankfurt. Alsace-Lorraine was reverted to French ownership 

in 1918 as part of the Treaty of Versailles and Germany's 

defeat in World War I.  

When created in 1871, the region was named the Imperial 

Territory of Alsace-Lorraine (German: Reichsland Elsaß-

Lothringen or Elsass-Lothringen; Alsatian: 's Rìchslànd Elsàss-

Lothrìnga; Moselle Franconian/Luxembourgish: D'Räichland 

Elsass-Loutrengen) and as a new territory of the German 

Empire. The Empire annexed most of Alsace and the 

Moselledepartment of Lorraine, following its victory in the 

Franco-Prussian War. The Alsatian part lay in the Rhine Valley 

on the west bank of the Rhine River, east of the Vosges 

Mountains; the section originally in Lorraine was in the upper 

Moselle valley to the north of the Vosges.  

The territory encompassed almost all of Alsace (93%) and over 

a quarter of Lorraine (26%), while the rest of these regions 

remained parts of France. For historical reasons, specific legal 

dispositions are still applied in the territory in the form of a 

"local law in Alsace-Moselle". In relation to its special legal 

status, since reversion to France, the territory has been 

referred to administratively as Alsace-Moselle (Alsatian: 's 

Elsàss-Mosel).  
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Since 2016, the historical territory has been part of the French 

administrative region of Grand Est.  

Geography 

Alsace-Lorraine had a land area of 14,496 km (5,597 sq mi). Its 

capital was Straßburg. It was divided in three districts (Bezirke 

in German):  

• Oberelsaß (Upper Alsace), whose capital was Kolmar, 

had a land area of 3,525 km (1,361 sq mi) and 

corresponds exactly to the current department of 

Haut-Rhin 

• Unterelsaß, (Lower Alsace), whose capital was 

Straßburg, had a land area of 4,755 km 

(1,836 sq mi) and corresponds exactly to the current 

department of Bas-Rhin 

• Bezirk Lothringen, (Lorraine), whose capital was 

Metz, had a land area of 6,216 km (2,400 sq mi) and 

corresponds exactly to the current department of 

Moselle 

Towns and cities 

The largest urban areas in Alsace-Lorraine at the 1910 census 

were:  

• Straßburg (now Strasbourg): 220,883 inhabitants 

• Mülhausen (Mulhouse): 128,190 inhabitants 

• Metz: 102,787 inhabitants 

• Diedenhofen (Thionville): 69,693 inhabitants 

• Colmar (also historically Kolmar ): 44,942 inhabitants 
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History 

Background 

The modern history of Alsace-Lorraine was largely influenced 

by the rivalry between French and German nationalism.  

France long sought to attain and then preserve what it 

considered to be its "natural boundaries", which it considered 

the Pyrenees to the southwest, the Alps to the southeast, and 

the Rhine River to the northeast. These strategic claims led to 

the annexation of territories located west of the Rhine river in 

the Holy Roman Empire. What is now known as Alsace was 

progressively conquered by France under Louis XIII and Louis 

XIV in the 17th century, while Lorraine was incorporated from 

the 16th century under Henry II to the 18th century under 

Louis XV (in the case of the Three Bishoprics, as early as 

1552). These border-changes, at the time, meant more or less 

that one ruler (the local princes and city-governments, with 

some remaining power of the Holy Roman Emperor) was 

exchanged for another (the King of France); it was the French 

revolution that turned what might have been called "the King 

of France's German territories" into parts of France proper.  

German nationalism on the other hand, which in its 

19th century form originated as a reaction against the French 

occupation of large areas of Germany under Napoleon, sought 

to unify all the German-speaking populations of the former 

Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation into a single nation-

state. As various German dialects were spoken by most of the 

population of Alsace and Moselle (northern Lorraine), these 
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regions were viewed by German nationalists to be rightfully 

part of hoped-for united Germany in the future.  

We Germans who know Germany and France know better what 

is good for the Alsatians than the unfortunates themselves. In 

the perversion of their French life they have no exact idea of 

what concerns Germany. 

• — Heinrich von Treitschke, German historian, 1871 

From annexation to World War I 

In 1871, the newly created German Empire's demand for Alsace 

from France after its victory in the Franco-Prussian War was 

not simply a punitive measure. The transfer was controversial 

even among the Germans: The German Chancellor, Otto von 

Bismarck, was initially opposed to it, as he thought (correctly) 

it would engender permanent French enmity toward Germany. 

Some German industrialists did not want the competition from 

Alsatian industries, such as the cloth makers who would be 

exposed to competition from the sizeable industry in Mulhouse. 

Karl Marx also warned his fellow Germans:  

• "If Alsace and Lorraine are taken, then France will 

later make war on Germany in conjunction with 

Russia. It is unnecessary to go into the unholy 

consequences." 

Bismarck and the South German industrialists proposed to 

have Alsace ceded to Switzerland, while Switzerland would 

compensate Germany with another territory. The Swiss rejected 

the proposal, preferring to remain neutral between the French 

and Germans.  
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The German Emperor, Wilhelm I, eventually sided with army 

commander Helmuth von Moltke, other Prussian generals and 

other officials who argued that a westward shift in the French 

border was necessary for strategic military and ethnographic 

reasons. From an ethnic perspective, the transfer involved 

people who for the most part spoke Alemannic German 

dialects. From a military perspective, by early 1870s 

standards, shifting the frontier away from the Rhine would give 

the Germans a strategic buffer against feared future French 

attacks. Due to the annexation, the Germans gained control of 

the fortifications of Metz and Strasbourg (Straßburg) on the 

left bank of the Rhine and most of the iron resources of 

Lorraine.  

The domestic politics in the new Reich may have been decisive: 

Although it was effectively led by Prussia, the new German 

Empire was a decentralized federal state. The new arrangement 

left many senior Prussian generals with serious misgivings 

about leading diverse military forces to guard a pre-war 

frontier that (except for the northernmost section) was part of 

two other states in the new Empire – Baden and Bavaria; as 

recently as the 1866 Austro-Prussian War, these states had 

been Prussia's enemies, and loyalties of troops from those 

regions were reasonably suspect. In the new Empire's 

constitution, both states, but especially Bavaria, had been 

given concessions with regard to local autonomy, including 

partial control of their military forces. For this reason, the 

Prussian General Staff argued that it was necessary for the 

Reich's frontier with France to be under direct Prussian 

control.  
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Creating a new Imperial Territory (Reichsland ) out of formerly 

French territory would achieve this goal: Although a 

Reichsland would not technically be part of the Kingdom of 

Prussia, being governed directly by the Empire (headed by the 

King of Prussia as Emperor, and the minister-president of 

Prussia as Imperial Chancellor) would in practical terms 

amount to the same thing. Thus, by annexing Alsace-Lorraine, 

Berlin was able to avoid complications with Baden and Bavaria 

on matters such as new fortifications.  

Memory of the Napoleonic Wars was still fresh in the 1870s. 

Until the Franco-Prussian War, the French had maintained a 

long-standing desire to establish their entire eastern frontier 

on the Rhine, and thus they were viewed by most 19th century 

Germans as an aggressive and acquisitive people. In the years 

before 1870 the Germans feared the French more than the 

French feared the Germans. Many Germans at the time thought 

that the creation of the new Empire in itself would be enough 

to earn permanent French enmity, and thus desired a 

defensible border with their long-standing enemy. Any 

additional enmity that would be earned from territorial 

concessions was downplayed as marginal and insignificant in 

the overall scheme of things.  

The annexed area consisted of the northern part of Lorraine, 

along with Alsace.  

• The area around the town of Belfort (now the French 

Territoire de Belfort) was unaffected, because Belfort 

had been defended by Colonel Denfert-Rochereau, 

who surrendered only after receiving orders from 

Paris, and was compensated by another territory. 
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• The town of Montbéliard and its surrounding area to 

the south of Belfort, which have been part of the 

Doubs department since 1816, and therefore were 

not considered part of Alsace, were not included, 

although they were a Protestant enclave belonging to 

Württemberg from 1397–1806. 

This area corresponded to the present French départements of 

Bas-Rhin (in its entirety), Haut-Rhin (except the area of Belfort 

and Montbéliard), and a small northeast section of the Vosges 

département, all of which made up Alsace, and most of the 

départements of Moselle (four-fifths of Moselle) and the 

northeast of Meurthe (one-third of Meurthe), which were the 

eastern part of Lorraine.  

The remaining two-thirds of the département of Meurthe and 

the westernmost one-fifth of Moselle, which had escaped 

German annexation were joined to form the new French 

département of Meurthe-et-Moselle.  

The new border between France and Germany mainly followed 

the geolinguistic divide between French and German dialects, 

except in a few valleys of the Alsatian side of the Vosges 

mountains, the city of Metz and its region and in the area of 

Château-Salins (formerly in the Meurthe département), which 

were annexed by Germany although most people there spoke 

French. In 1900, 11.6% of the population of Alsace-Lorraine 

spoke French as their first language (11.0% in 1905, 10.9% in 

1910).  

That small francophone areas were affected was used in France 

to denounce the new border as hypocrisy, since Germany had 

justified the annexation on linguistic grounds. The German 
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administration was tolerant of the use of the French language 

(in sharp contrast to the use of the Polish language in the 

Province of Posen), and French was permitted as an official 

language and school language in those areas where it was 

spoken by a majority. This changed in 1914 with the First 

World War.  

The Treaty of Frankfurt gave the residents of the region until 

1 October 1872, to choose between emigrating to France or 

remaining in the region and having their nationality legally 

changed to German. About 161,000 people, or around 10.4% of 

the Alsace-Lorraine population, opted for French citizenship 

(the so-called Optanden); but, only about 50,000 actually 

emigrated, while the rest acquired German citizenship.  

The sentiment of attachment to France stayed strong at least 

during the first 16 years of the annexation. During the 

Reichstag elections, the 15 deputies of 1874, 1881, 1884 (but 

one) and 1887 were called protester deputies (fr: députés 

protestataires) because they expressed to the Reichstag their 

opposition to the annexation by means of the 1874 motion in 

the French language:  

• "May it please the Reichstag to decide that the 

populations of Alsace-Lorraine that were annexed, 

without having been consulted, to the German Reich 

by the treaty of Frankfurt have to come out 

particularly about this annexation." 

The abusive and oppressive behaviour by the German military 

towards the population of the town of Saverne (the Saverne 

Affair, usually known in English-language accounts as the 

Zabern Affair) led to protests not just in Alsace, but in other 
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regions, which put a severe strain on the relationship between 

the people of Alsace-Lorraine and the rest of the German 

Empire.  

Under the German Empire of 1871–1918, the annexed territory 

constituted the Reichsland or Imperial Territory of Elsaß-

Lothringen (German for Alsace-Lorraine). The area was 

administered directly from Berlin, but was granted limited 

autonomy in 1911. This included its constitution and state 

assembly, its own flag, and the Elsässisches Fahnenlied  

("Alsatian Flag Song") as its anthem.  

During World War I 

In French foreign policy, the demand for the return of Alsace 

and Lorraine faded in importance after 1880 with the decline of 

the monarchist element. When the World War broke out in 

1914, recovery of the two lost provinces became the top French 

war goal.  

In the early 20th century, the increased militarization of 

Europe, and the lack of negotiation between major powers, led 

to harsh and rash actions taken by both sides in respect to 

Alsace-Lorraine during World War I. As soon as war was 

declared, both the French and German authorities used the 

inhabitants of Alsace-Lorraine as propaganda pawns.  

Germans living in France were arrested and placed into camps 

by the French authorities. Upon occupying certain villages, 

veterans of the 1870 conflict were sought out and arrested by 

the French army.  
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The Germans responded to the outbreak of war with harsh 

measures against the Alsace-Lorraine populace: the Saverne 

Affair had convinced the high command that the population 

was hostile to the German Empire and that it should be forced 

into submission. German troops occupied some homes. The 

German military feared French partisans – or francs-tireurs, as 

they had been called during the Franco-Prussian War – would 

reappear.  

German authorities developed policies aimed at reducing the 

influence of French. In Metz, French street names, which had 

been displayed in French and German, were suppressed in 

January 1915. Six months later, on 15 July 1915, German 

became the only official language in the region, leading to the 

Germanization of the towns’ names effective 2 September 1915.  

Prohibiting the speaking of French in public further increased 

the exasperation of some of the natives, who were long 

accustomed to mixing their conversation with French language 

(see code-switching); still, the use even of one word, as 

innocent as "bonjour", could incur a fine. Some ethnic Germans 

in the region cooperated in the persecution as a way to 

demonstrate German patriotism.  

German authorities became increasingly worried about renewed 

French nationalism. The Reichsland governor stated in 

February 1918: "Sympathies towards France and repulsion for 

Germans have penetrated to a frightening depth the petty 

bourgeoisie and the peasantry". But in order to spare them 

possible confrontations with relatives in France but also to 

avoid any desertion from the Alsatian soldiers to the French 

army, German Army draftees from Alsace-Lorraine were sent 
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mainly to the Eastern front, or the Navy (Kaiserliche Marine). 

About 15,000 Alsatians and Lorrainers served in the German 

Navy.  

Annexation to the French Republic 

• In the general revolutionary atmosphere of the 

expiring German Empire, Marxist councils of workers 

and soldiers (Soldaten und Arbeiterräte) formed in 

Mulhouse, in Colmar and Strasbourg in November 

1918, in parallel to other such bodies set up in 

Germany, in imitation of the Russian equivalent 

soviets.  

 

In this chaotic situation, Alsace-Lorraine's Landtag proclaimed 

itself the supreme authority of the land with the name of 

Nationalrat, the Soviet of Strasbourg claimed the foundation of 

a Republic of Alsace-Lorraine, while SPDReichstag 
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representative for Colmar, Jacques Peirotes, announced the 

establishment of the French rule, urging Paris to send troops 

quickly.  

While the soviet councils disbanded themselves with the 

departure of the German troops between 11–17 November, the 

arrival of the French Army stabilized the situation: French 

troops put the region under occupatio bellica and entered 

Strasbourg on 5 November. The Nationalrat proclaimed the 

annexation of Alsace to France on 5 December, even though 

this process did not gain international recognition until the 

signature of the Treaty of Versailles in 1919.  

France divided Alsace-Lorraine into the départements of Haut-

Rhin, Bas-Rhin, and Moselle (the same political structure as 

before the annexation and as created by the French Revolution, 

with slightly different limits). Even today, laws in these three 

regions are somewhat different from the rest of France – these 

specific provisions are known as the local law in Alsace-

Moselle.  

The département Meurthe-et-Moselle was maintained even after 

France recovered Alsace-Lorraine in 1919. The area of Belfort 

became a special-status area and was not reintegrated into 

Haut-Rhin in 1919 but instead was made a full-status 

département in 1922 under the name Territoire-de-Belfort.  

The French Government immediately started a Francization 

campaign that included the forced deportation of all Germans 

who had settled in the area after 1870. For that purpose, the 

population was divided in four categories: A (French citizens 

before 1870), B (descendants of such French citizens), 

C (citizens of Allied or neutral states), and D (enemy aliens - 
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Germans). By July 1921, 111,915 people categorized as "D" 

were expelled to Germany. German-language Alsatian 

newspapers were also suppressed and all place names were 

francizised (e.g., Straßburg → Strasbourg, Mülhausen → 

Mulhouse, Schlettstadt → Sélestat, etc.).  

World War II 

Evacuation and deportations 

On 1 September 1939 the population of Alsace and Moselle 

living in the Franco-German border region were evacuated. 

This comprised about one third of the population of Alsace and 

Moselle, or about 600,000 residents. The evacuation was aimed 

at providing space for military operations and for protecting 

citizens from attack. Evacuees were allowed to return in 

July 1940.  

Since German legislation that repressed homosexuality applied 

to Alsace-Moselle, homosexuals were deported. Refugee and 

resident Jews were also expelled.  

German control and the Malgré-nous 

After the defeat of France in the spring of 1940, Alsace and 

Moselle were not formally annexed by Nazi Germany. Although 

the terms of the armistice specified that the integrity of the 

whole French territory could not be modified in any way, Adolf 

Hitler, the German Führer, drafted an annexation law in 1940 

that he kept secret, expecting to announce it in the event of a 

German victory. Through a series of laws which individually 

seemed minor, Berlin took de facto control of Alsace-Lorraine, 
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and Alsatians-Lorrainians could be drafted into the German 

Army. During the occupation, Moselle was integrated into a 

Reichsgau named Westmark and Alsace was amalgamated with 

Baden. Beginning in 1942, people from Alsace and Moselle 

were made German citizens by decree of the Nazi government.  

Beginning in October 1942, young Alsatian and Lorrainian men 

were inducted into the German armed forces. Sometimes they 

were known as the malgré-nous, which could be translated into 

English as "against our will". A small minority volunteered, 

notably the author of The Forgotten Soldier, known by the 

pseudonym Guy Sajer. Ultimately, 100,000 Alsatians and 

30,000 Mosellans were enrolled, many of them to fight against 

the Soviet Red Army, on Germany's Eastern Front. Most of 

those who survived the war were interned in Tambov in Russia 

in 1945. Many others fought in Normandy against the Allies as 

the malgré-nous of the 2nd SS Panzer Division Das Reich, some 

of whom were involved in the Oradour sur Glane and Tulle war 

crimes.  

Speaking Alsatian, Lorraine Franconian, or French was 

prohibited under German occupation, and learning German 

was obligatory.  

Demographics 

First language (1900) 

• German and Germanic dialects: 1,492,347 (86.8%) 

• Other languages: 219,638 (12.8%)  

• French and Romance dialects: 198,318 (11.5%) 

• Italian: 18,750 (1.1%) 
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• German and a second language: 7,485 (0.4%) 

• Polish: 1,410 (0.1%) 

Religion 

When Alsace and the Lorraine department became part of 

Germany, the French laws regarding religious bodies were 

preserved, with special privileges to the then recognised 

religions of Calvinism, Judaism, Lutheranism and Roman 

Catholicism, under a system known as the Concordat.  

However, the Roman Catholic dioceses of Metz and of 

Strasbourg became exempt jurisdictions.  

The Church of Augsburg Confession of France [fr], with its 

directory, supreme consistory and the bulk of its parishioners 

residing in Alsace, was reorganised as the Protestant Church of 

Augsburg Confession of Alsace and Lorraine (EPCAAL) in 1872, 

but territorially reconfined to Alsace-Lorraine only. The five 

local Calvinist consistories, originally part of the Reformed 

Church of France, formed a statewide synod in 1895, the 

Protestant Reformed Church of Alsace and Lorraine (EPRAL). 

The three Israelite consistories in Colmar [de], Metz [de] and 

Strasbourg [de] were disentangled from supervision by the 

Israelite Central Consistory of France and continued as 

separate statutory corporations which never formed a joint 

body, but cooperated.  

All the mentioned religious bodies retained the status as 

établissements publics de culte (public bodies of Religion). 

When the new Alsace-Lorraine constitution of 1911 provided 

for a bicameral state parliament (Landtag of Alsace-

Lorraine [fr]) each recognised religion was entitled to send a 
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representative into the first chamber of the Landtag as ex 

officio members (the bishops of Strasbourg and of Metz, the 

presidents of EPCAAL and EPRAL, and a delegate of the three 

Israelite consistories).  

Religious statistics in 1910 

Population 1,874,014:  

• Catholic: 76.22% 

• Protestant: 21.78% (18.87% Lutherans, 2.91% 

Calvinists) 

• Jewish: 1.63% 

• Other Christian: 0.21% 

• Atheist: 0.12% 

Statistics (1866–2010) 

Languages 

Both Germanic and Romance dialects were traditionally spoken 

in Alsace-Lorraine before the 20th century.  

Germanic dialects:  

• Central German dialects:  

• Luxembourgish Franconian aka Luxembourgish in 

the north-west of Moselle (Lothringen) around 

Thionville (Diddenuewen in the local Luxembourgish 

dialect) and Sierck-les-Bains (Siirk in the local 

Luxembourgish dialect). 
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• Moselle Franconian in the central northern part of 

Moselle around Boulay-Moselle (Bolchin in the local 

Moselle Franconian dialect) and Bouzonville 

(Busendroff in the local Moselle Franconian dialect). 

• Rhine Franconian in the north-east of Moselle 

around Forbach (Fuerboch in the local Rhine 

Franconian dialect), Bitche (Bitsch in the local Rhine 

Franconian dialect), and Sarrebourg (Saarbuerj in 

the local Rhine Franconian dialect), as well as in the 

north-west of Alsace around Sarre-Union (Buckenum 

in the local Rhine Franconian dialect) and La Petite-

Pierre (Lítzelstain in the local Rhine Franconian 

dialect). 

• Transitional between Central German and Upper 

German:  

• South Franconian in the northernmost part of Alsace 

around Wissembourg (Waisseburch in the local South 

Franconian dialect). 

• Upper German dialects:  

• Alsatian in the largest part of Alsace and in a few 

villages around Phalsbourg in the extreme south-east 

of Moselle. Alsatian was the most spoken dialect in 

Alsace-Lorraine. 

• High Alemannic in the southernmost part of Alsace, 

around Saint-Louis and Ferrette (Pfirt in the local 

High Alemannic dialect). 

Romance dialects (belonging to the langues d'oïl like French):  

• Lorrain in roughly the southern half of Moselle, 

including its capital Metz, as well as in some valleys 
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of the Vosges Mountains in the west of Alsace 

around Schirmeck and Sainte-Marie-aux-Mines. 

• Franc-Comtois in 12 villages in the extreme south-

west of Alsace. 

  



Chapter 6 

Eupen-Malmedy 

Eupen-Malmedy or Eupen-Malmédy is a small, predominantly 

German-speaking region in eastern Belgium. It consists of 

three administrative cantons around the small cities of Eupen, 

Malmedy, and Sankt Vith which encompass some 730 square 

kilometres (280 sq mi). In the area itself, the region is referred 

to as East Belgium (German: Ostbelgien). Elsewhere in 

Belgium, the region is commonly referred to as the East 

Cantons (French: Cantons de l'Est, Dutch: Oostkantons).  

Eupen-Malmedy became part of Belgium in the aftermath of 

World War I. The region, which had formerly been part of 

Prussia and the German Empire, was allocated to Belgium by 

the Treaty of Versailles. It was formally annexed after a 

controversial referendum in 1920, becoming part of Liège 

Province in 1925. Agitation by German nationalists during the 

interwar period led to its re-annexation by Nazi Germany 

during World War II. It was returned to Belgium in 1945. 

Today, it forms a large component of the German-speaking 

Community of Belgium, one of Belgium's three federal 

communities.  

History 

Background 

Historically, the territories have little in common. The northern 

part around Eupen was originally part of the Duchy of 
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Limburg, a dependency of the Duchy of Brabant which was 

latterly part of the Austrian Netherlands. The Southern part, 

around Sankt Vith, belonged to the Duchy of Luxembourg. The 

small village of Manderfeld-Schönberg belonged to the 

Archbishopric of Trier. Malmedy and Waimes, except the village 

of Faymonville, were part of the abbatial principality of 

Stavelot-Malmedy which was an Imperial Estate of the Holy 

Roman Empire. By the 19th century, the majority of the 

territory spoke German while the city of Malmedy was split 

between French and German speakers.  

In 1795, as the French Revolutionary Army entered the 

Austrian Netherlands, the area was also taken over and 

eventually incorporated in its entirety into the French 

department of the Ourthe.  

Prussian administration, 1815–1919 

• At the Congress of Vienna, the whole area was 

awarded to the Kingdom of Prussia. In the northwest 

of the area, Moresnet, coveted by both the 

Netherlands and Prussia for its calamine, was 

declared a neutral territory. After 1830, the 50 

percent guardianship of the Netherlands was taken 

over by newly independent Belgium, and this 

remained so even after 1839, when Belgium 

relinquished its claims to neighbouring Dutch 

Limburg.  

This change did not significantly affect the inhabitants of this 

region. Even in the mainly French or Walloon speaking 

Malmedy, changes went smoothly since the municipality was 
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allowed to continue to use French for its administration until 

the Kulturkampf when the authorities forbade the use of 

French.  

For instance, during a visit to the city in 1856, the King 

Frederick William IV is believed to have said "I am proud to 

have in my kingdom a little country where people speak 

French". For the people of Malmedy, this would eventually 

change when German was implemented as the only official 

administrative language. This was no problem in Eupen and 

St.Vith but more so in Malmedy-Waimes. There was some 

resistance to the interdiction: for instance, Roman Catholic 

priests who were forbidden to preach in French started to 

preach in Walloon in order to avoid having to preach in 

German.  

Most of the territory had spoken German or German dialects 

for centuries, with Walloon being spoken by about two-thirds 

of the population in the district of Malmedy at the time it was 

newly created in 1816. The overwhelmingly German-speaking 

district of Sankt Vith further south was, in 1821, united with 

the district of Malmedy to form a new, much larger district of 

Malmedy that then had a majority of German-speakers. 

According to the 1 December 1900 population census this new 

district of Malmedy had only a minority of 28.7% Walloon-

speaking inhabitants. The smaller but more populous district 

of Eupen was almost entirely German-speaking, with Walloon 

and French speaking minorities making up less than 5 percent. 

At the beginning of World War I, most of the inhabitants of the 

Eupen and Malmedy districts considered themselves German 

and fought for the German Empire during the war.  
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Provisional Belgian administration, 1919–1925 

During World War I, Belgium was invaded by the German 

Empire and, between 1914 and 1918, much of Belgium's 

territory was under German military occupation. With the 

defeat of Germany in 1918, Belgian politicians attempted to 

expand Belgian territory at German expense.  

However, the settlement at the Treaty of Versailles proved 

disappointing for Belgium. Belgium failed to gain any territory 

from the Netherlands or Luxembourg, but was awarded the 

small German colonial territory of Ruanda-Urundi in Africa 

and Eupen-Malmedy in Europe, together with the previously 

neutral territory of Moresnet. At the time, Eupen-Malmedy had 

approximately 64,000 residents. Although the Belgian 

government attempted to depict Eupen-Malmedy as an 

ethnically Belgian territory, many Belgians were suspicious of 

the move.  

In 1919, a Transitional Government was established for Eupen-

Malmedy by the Belgian government. It was headed by a 

Belgian general, Herman Baltia. Under the terms of the Treaty, 

Belgian control over the territory was contingent on the result 

of a local plebiscite, held between January and June 1920. The 

plebiscite itself was held without a secret ballot, and organized 

as a consultation in which all citizens who opposed the 

annexation had to formally register their protest; just 271 of 

nearly 34,000 eligible voters did so. The League of Nations 

accepted the result and the Transitional Government prepared 

for the unification of Eupen-Malmedy with Belgium in June 

1925.  
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Integration into Belgium, 1925–1940 

In June 1925, the Eupen-Malmedy was finally incorporated 

into the Belgian state as part of Liège Province. The 

inhabitants of the region voted in its first Belgian general 

election in 1925 and returned a vote in favour of the centre-

right Catholic Party.  

A local centre-right party, the Christian People's Party 

(Christliche Volkspartei), emerged by 1929.  

The early Belgian administration of Eupen-Malmedy was 

paralleled by secret negotiations between Belgian and Weimar 

German government of Gustav Stresemann over a possible 

return of the region in exchange for money.  

The negotiations collapsed in 1926, following the German 

signature of the Locarno Treaties (1925) guaranteeing 

Germany's western borders and international pressure.  

Various ethnic German organisations emerged in the Eupen-

Malmedy region in the late 1920s, campaigning to promote 

German culture and the return of the territory to Germany. 

After the rise to power of Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party in 

Germany in 1933, agitation in Eupen-Malmedy increased and 

many inhabitants began to wear swastika badges. Local 

socialists began to distance themselves from calls to return to 

Germany. In 1935, an openly pro-Nazi party emerged locally, 

known as the Homeland-Loyal Front (Heimattreue Front), which 

achieved a majority in all three of the Eupen-Malmedy districts 

in the elections of 1936 and 1939.  
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Annexed to Germany, 1940–1945 

In World War II, Nazi Germany invaded Belgium in May 1940 

and rapidly defeated and occupied Belgium for a second time. 

On 18 May, Hitler announced the re-integration of Eupen-

Malmedy into Germany while the rest of the country remained 

under military occupation. The Belgian government in exile, 

however, refused to recognise the German annexation and 

maintained that Eupen-Malmedy was part of Belgium. 

Administered as part of Nazi Germany, 8,000 local men were 

conscripted into the German armed forces of whom 2,200 were 

killed on the Eastern Front. Support for the German takeover 

eroded sharply after the German invasion of the Soviet Union. 

The region suffered severely during the Ardennes Offensive of 

1944–45 and Sankt Vith, in particular, was nearly totally 

destroyed by bombing.  

Return to Belgium, 1945–present 

After the war, the Belgian state reasserted sovereignty over the 

area, which caused the male inhabitants of the area who had 

served in the German army to lose their civil rights as "traitors 

to the Belgian state". After the war, the Belgian authorities 

opened 16,400 investigations into citizens from Eupen-

Malmedy, representing around 25 percent of the region's entire 

population. In comparison, the figure for the rest of Belgium 

represented less than five percent.  

After the war, demands to return Eupen-Malmedy to Germany 

faded. The first regionalist political party, the Party of German-

speaking Belgians (Partei der Deutschsprachigen Belgier, or 

PDB), emerged in 1971 to argue that greater autonomy to be 
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given to Belgium's German speakers within the newly created 

federal state but not for regional secession or unification with 

now-West Germany. The PDB's campaign culminated in the 

creation of the German-speaking Community of Belgium in 

1984 which provided cultural autonomy to Belgium's 70,000 

German speakers along the same lines as those already 

negotiated for Belgium's Dutch and French-speaking 

communities between 1971 and 1980. The nine German-

speaking communes of the East Cantons form part of the 

German-speaking Community while Malmedy and Waimes are 

part of the French Community. There are protected rights for 

the minority language in both areas.  

Languages spoken in the area 

The linguistic situation of the wider area is complex since it 

lies on the border between the Romance and Germanic 

languages and on an isogloss dividing several German dialects. 

In general, over the past decades, the local dialects have lost 

ground to German and French.  

Historically, in Aubel, Baelen, Plombières, Welkenraedt 

(neighbouring Belgian municipalities), Eupen, Kelmis and 

Lontzen, the local languages have been classed as Limburgish, 

thus dialects of Low Franconian or Dutch. The inhabitants of 

Raeren have spoken Ripuarian and those of the district of 

Sankt Vith Moselle Franconian, which are dialects of High 

German. On the other hand, most of the people living in 

Malmedy and Waimes speak Walloon or French, with a minority 

of German speakers. Some of the folklore and carnival 

traditions there are still in the Walloon language. That is also 

the case for the children:  
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"The New Year's wishes have hardly been uttered when the 

children start going round from house to house in order to 

celebrate the three kings. The individual groups sing a song at 

the doors and demand a “lôtire” for their efforts, in other words 

a small sweetmeat. They sing in Walloon and say that the kings 

have sent them."  

The East Cantons as a whole should therefore not be confused 

with the German language region created in 1963 or with the 

German-speaking Community of Belgium, which does not 

include the (smaller) Malmedy and Waimes areas.  

Current administration 

After becoming part of Belgium in the 1920s, the 

municipalities composing these territories were grouped into 

the three cantons of Eupen, Malmedy, and Sankt Vith. The 

administration was overhauled during the local government 

reforms of 1976–77, and are now administered as follows:  

• Canton of Eupen 

• Eupen: Eupen and Kettenis 

• Kelmis (in French La Calamine): Kelmis, Neu-

Moresnet and Hergenrath 

• Moresnet: Lontzen and Walhorn 

• Raeren: Raeren, Eynatten and Hauset 

• Canton of Sankt Vith 

• Sankt Vith (in French Saint-Vith): Sankt Vith, 

Crombach, Lommersweiler, Schönberg and Recht 

• Bütgenbach (in French Butgenbach): Bütgenbach 

and Elsenborn 
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• Büllingen (in French Bullange): Büllingen, 

Manderfeld and Rocherath 

• Amel (in French Amblève): Amel, Heppenbach and 

Meyerode 

• Burg-Reuland: Reuland [de] and Thommen [de] 

• Canton of Malmedy 

• Malmedy: Malmedy, Bévercé and Bellevaux-

Ligneuville 

• Waimes (in German Weismes): Waimes, Faymonville 

and Robertville 

Linguistically, the Canton of Malmedy is mostly Francophone 

while the Cantons of Eupen and Sankt Vith are mostly 

Germanophone. When the three language-based communities 

of Belgium were created as part of the Belgian state reforms, 

Malmedy was placed in the French-speaking Community and 

Eupen and Sankt Vith were placed in the German-speaking 

Community. All the 11 municipalities of the East Cantons are 

"municipalities with language facilities", with the nine 

Germanophone municipalities also offering services in French 

and the two Francophone municipalities also offering services 

in German.  
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